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End-Users Make SMARTSTAR
A Hot Property At Cain & Scott.
Cain & Scott, a Seattle-based
commercial real estate firm, is a
true end-user environment.
"We have no programmers on
board and I'm not a software
person'.' says Research Director
Patty Dupre. "But SMARTSTAR®
documentation is so easy and
your service hotline people so
helpful, I was able to create an
excellent forms-based application. It gives each of our
brokers and consultants instant
access to the near-3000
apartment buildings in our
database. Productivity for
reporting and querying our
database is at least 10 times
higher with this software.
Everyone is on-line and they

have no problems; they love
using SMARTSTAR! "
SMARTSTAR is today's
leading SQL-based 4GL application development software
designed exclusively for VAX/
VMS. It is an ideal interjace to
Rdb and RMS, and it implements
the Digital Standard Relational
Interjace. Features include
functional menus, scrolling
regions and windows.
The newest feature is
SMARTDECISION,™ a Lotus-

compliant spreadsheet/
graphics option ... the
decision-support component
for a total application
development environment.
Other Signal Technology

VAX. VMS. Rdb and RMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
Atlanta Boston Chicago Dallas Dayton Los Angeles New jersey New York Philadelphia San Francisco Washington, D.C.
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products include PACS PLUS ®
resource accounting and
chargeback software, which is
installed at more VAX sites than
all similar products combined,
and ILS®signal processing
software, with more than
2,000 installations in 40
countries. And no software
developer is more committed
to customer support and
satisfaction than STI.
For details, a demonstration,
or for information on any STI
product, please call this tollfree number: 800-235-5787.

S]1i
Signal Tachnology Inc
595 1 Encina Road , Goleta, CA 9311 7
(805) 683-3771 (BOO) 235-5787
FAX (805) 967-0871 TWX/Telex 910-334-3471
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Closer to Genius
Introducing PowerHouse PC '~
the most powerful 4GL for
serious application development
on a personal computer.
PowerHouse PC delivers more power than any other
PC application development product. It gives you
OS/2"' perlormance and integrated communications.
And it gives you all of this - today.
PowerHouse now lets you prototype and build serious
business applications on your PCin addition to HP,
Digital and DG mid-range computers. The simplicity
of one language across architectures gives you the
flexibility of choosing the production environment
that best suits your needs.
Use PowerHouse PC as a development workstation
to develop applications for your mini, as a host
extension to offload processing, or for stand-alone
applications. Complete with a communications facility,
PowerHouse PC makes the most of your resources by
allowing you to share applications and data between
architectures. What makes PowerHouse PC even
smarter is that it runs under both DOS and 0512.
When you're ready for serious application development
on a personal computer, you're ready for PowerHouse
PC.
Call Cognos direct, 1-800-4-COGNOS
In Canada, 1-800-267-2777

2

0512 is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
The Cognos logo and PowerHouse are registered trademarks of Cognos
Incorporated . PowerHouse PC is a Cognos trademark.
Cognos Corporation, 2 Corporate Place, 1-95, Peabody, MA, USA
01960, (800) 4-COGNOS . Cognos Incorporated, 3755 Riverside Drive,
P.O. Box 9707, Ottawa, Ontario.,Canada, KlG 3Z4 , (613) 738-1440,
Telex: 053-3836. Cognos Limited , Westerly Point , Market St reet ,
Bracknell, Berkshire RG12 IQB , United Ki ngdom, National (0344)
486668, International +44 344 486668, Telex : 846337 Cognos G .
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Conquer the
Connectivity Challenge

The Challenge
If you're of the opinion that
networking lots of PCs,
printers, modems and host
computers together has to be
complicated and expensive,
we'd like to change that
op1mon.

Presenting SwitchLAN
SwitchLAN is a simple lowcost network. It provides
"hot-key" File Transfer,
Terminal Emulation and
Printer Sharing at a cost of
about $150 per PC.

Easy Does It
Installing SwitchLAN is a
snap. It uses telephone type
twisted-pair wiring and the
serial COM port already in
your PCs. You don't need to
buy expensive network
servers, install network
boards in every PC, or
struggle with coax cable.
Using SwitchLAN is as easy
as installing it. Extensive
help and pull-down menus
are provided so people don't
have to be network gurus to
use it.

DEC PROFESSIONAL SEPTEMBER 1988

Challenge Us
Don't take our word for it.
Call for more information or
a free demo disk. With
SwitchLAN you can turn a
Connectivity Challenge into
Child's Play.
Call 1-800-328-2729
In Florida: 305-255-3500
Equinox Systems Inc.
14260 S.W. 119 Avenue
Miami, FL. 33186

EQUINOX
Simply Better Networks
CIRCLE 122 ON READER CARD
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Em.ulateThe Best
WithThe Brightest.
There's no denying the availability of some outstanding dedicated terminals to
access Digital~ Hewlett,Packard, and Data General® host systems. Which makes the
task of precisely emulating the performance of those dedicated terminals on an
IBM® PC or compatible a rather significant challenge.
Based on the feedback weve received from SmarTerm® users, our family of
terminal emulation software has met the challenge, passed every test, and surpassed,
in the opinion of a host of enthusiastic users, the performance of the host system
terminals being emulated.
The reasons why we shine are fundamental.
Every SmarTerm emulation is precise. So precise, in fact, that a dedicated
terminal's SmarTerm counterpart fully emulates not only advanced performance
features but also unique terminal quirks and bugs.
Every SmarTerm emulation is easy to use. Its one thing to make software do
what hardware does. Its another challenge to minimize software's human wear. The
people designing our products understand the nature of the people using them.
Every SmarTerm emulation is easy to learn. These days, training costs are a hot
topic. Software intended to boost overall system efficiency must recognize the value
oflearning speed. We have.
Its also easy to learn more about how SmarTerm emulations can help you
shine. Your software dealer can supply all the details. Or you can contact us at
(608) 273-6000 to request complete specifications and a demonstration disk of the
SmarTerm emulation that precisely matches your requirements.
®
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Highest Density, Lifetime Warranty, First to Market.

. . . It must be Clearpoint.
The MV3000
From the largest manufacturer of workstation memory comes the MV3000, the
best package of memory for the MicroVAX or V AXstation 3XOO. Backed by
a company committed to innovation,
competitive pricing and unparalleled
support, the MV3000 delivers:

+ Innovative Technology Using a custom gate array design,
Clearpoint packs a full 32 or 16
megabytes of memory onto the
MV3000 boards using state-of-the-art
one megabit DRAMs.

+ Pricing Economy With either a cost-effective 8 MB
design or the innovative 16 or 32 MB
package, the MV3000 offers the best
pricing for the best package.
Call Clearpoint for specifications on the
MV3000.

Unconditional Lifetime
Warranty
Clearpoint delivers reliability. With
the strictest testing and burn-in in the
industry, Clearpoint confidently offers a
lifetime warranty. Then backs it up with
a 24-hour Repair/Replacement policy,
24-hour-a-day product support and an
800 service number that gives you a
warranty with teeth.

Guaranteed Buyer
Satisfaction
Need the best memory solution for all
your in-house systems? Clearpoint works
for long-term satisfied customers, not just
short-term sales. With comprehensive,
user-friendly documentation, trade-up
credits and competitive pricing,
Clearpoint guarantees buyer satisfaction.

Corporation. DEC. VAX, MicroVAX 3000, VAXstation 3000,
MicrcNAX 2000, MicroVAX II are trademarks of Oigical

MV2RAM (for the MicroVAX II): Up to

16 MB on a board.
MV2000 (for the MicroVAX 2000): At 16

MB/board, you getMicroVAX II performance - at half the cost!
VXR8800 (for the VAX 88XX, 87XX and
85XX Series) Available in 64, 32 and 16
MB boards.
VXR8600 (for the VAX 86XX Series)
Doubles the original slot capacity to 16 MB.
VBIRAM (for the VAX 83XX and 82XX
Series) Offering up to 32 MB per slot, 128
MB per BI node!
Call or write for a
product brochure,
the '88 Product and
Seniices Catalog, or
the Designer's Guide
to Add-in Memory.

Clearpoint Research Corp.
99 South Street
Hopkinton, MA 01748
1-800-CLEARPT
(617) 435-2000
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Get the DEC-Compatible Facts:

CLEARPOINT

Equipmenc Corporation.

If my memory serves me right

Telex: 298281 CLEARPOINT UR
EUROPE Clearpoinr Europe B.V. Tel: 3 1-23-273744
CANADA Clearpoim Canada 416-620-7242
JAPAN Clearpoini Alia 03-221 -9726

It must be Clearpoint!

Reflection 4 PLUS comes in first with
emulation of the 16-color graphics in Vf340
terminals and background communications. You get powerful productivity
features like PC-to-VAX Backup and
Restore. Keyboard remapping, letting
you map long text strings to any PC key. A
scripting language with 800 variables.
Reflection works in popular networks, and
even maintains multiple lAT sessions
with WRQ's R-IAT™or Digital's PCSA'."

Reflection 4 PLUS gives you accurate
Vf241 and 16-color ReGIS graphics emulation for $349~ Reflection 2 PLUS, for $2497
combines Vf220 and Tektronix 4014
emulation. With our 60-day satisfaction
guarantee, there's nothing to lose.
'' Poly-STAR/240 ignores the ReGIS polygon rnl command used to color the stopwatch.
Test was run on an IBM AT with an EGA and high-resolution color monitor. Screens were timed locally using one data rne.
Files photographed are identical, except for product names.
Software versions: Renection 4-3.1; Smai'l'erm 240-2.0b
poly-STAR/240-1.1.

'Plus shipping and sales tax where applicable. Aggressive quantity discounts apply.
Renection and R-1.AT are registered trademarks of Walke r Richer & Quinn. Inc. Smalferm, poly-STAR, and PCSAa re trademarks of their respective holders.

lfAl&lll)®
SOFTWARE
l-800-8PC-2VAX
1-800-872-2829

Wilker Richer&Quinn,Inc. ~
2825 Eastlake Ave. E., Seattle, WA 98102
206-324-0350 FAX 206-322-8151

Reflection* 4
PLUS

Smar'l'erm~

VI'241 Terminal Emulation

Yes

Yes

VI'340 ReGIS Graphics

Yes

no

no

16-Color Display

Yes

no

no

Polygon Fill

Yes

Yes

no

Background Multitasking

Yes

no

no

RAM Used

240

220K

375K

430K

Complete Keyboard Remapping

Yes

no

Yes

Back up PC Files to VAX

Yes

no

no

Variables in Command Language

Yes

no

no
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Can An
PUBUSHER

Architecture Grow Old?

Carl B. Marbach

v AX hardware was designed and im-

plemented in the mid '70s, which, by
normal computer standards, is a long
time ago. But hardware architecture
tends to last longer than the machines it's implemented on.
The IBM 360 is long gone, but the architecture that first appeared around 1960 is still here. The VAX 11/780 (yes, it did have
the 11 from the PDP-11}, introduced in 1977, is far from gone.
Our subscriber base shows more than 27,000 subscribers with
one in use. The 360 architecture is 28 years old, VAX/VMS 11
years old. So, judging by IBM standards, VAX/VMS is an early
adolescent.
One thing that keeps an architecture young is that it's exploited and pushed further by both software developers and
hardware engineers. Over the years, the IBM 360 architecture
has added bits of addressing, virtual memory and other hardware to keep within striking distance of the state of the art.
Although we haven't added any bits to the VAX, wouldn't
it be nice to have two concurrent operating systems (UNIX
and VMS) in memory at the same time, both running processes
simultaneously? It might take one extra bit to decide which
operating system would be in control at any one time. And
while 32-bit addressing seemed adequate in 1977, the new
precision architecture computers from Hewlett-Packard and
the AS/400 series from IBM sport a 48-bit address space.
VAX hardware has changed somewhat with the introduction of VAXSTATION workstation computers. These desktop
VAXs have a full bit-mapped graphic display closely coupled
to the VAX processor inside and allow the VAX to do things
that were impossible for a VAX 11/780. By attaching a specialized processor to a VAX, you can add functionality to the basic
architecture without changing the basic structure of the
computer.
I suspect that we're about to see the most basic change
in VAX architecture ever. Soon there will be a new face, a new
way to look into our VAX system, a new way to control what
it does. We have many people to thank (or blame) for this new
system: Xerox, Apple, MIT and, of course, Digital.
The X Window System, DECWINDOWS, or whatever it
will be called, will change the look of the landscape, alter the
feel of the VAX and give us a different way to do things. In
some cases, it will be so different that it might be difficult to
tell that there's a VAX there at all. In the world of the X Win-

10

dow System, the terms client and server define positions. But
it's doubtful that the original VAX designers knew such terms
or how they'd be used.
A successful architecture is robust. That term implies an
ability to expand to do new things that were beyond the scope
of the original design. The VAX has proved to be a robust
computer, doing many things that it never was intended to
do, and doing them well.
I could never envision a wristwatch-sized VAX, even
though we once published a cartoon showing a watch with
the word READY on the face. READY was the RSTS prompt,
not unlike the $ prompt from VMS. Did the original VAX
designers know their creation would exist on a single chip and
be housed in a desktop-sized box that's smaller than the CRT
it drives? Did they know their creation would exist in a fourprocessor symmetric multiprocessor system that could exist
in a 16-VAX cluster and cost millions of dollars?
At a recent press conference announcing DEC's transaction processing solution, someone remarked that talking about
VAX architecture was boring. "I've heard it all before," the person said. It might be boring, but the VAX keeps growing
(smaller and larger), doing more (symmetric multiprocessing)
and filling our need for enterprisewide computing systems.
If you find anything wrong with the VAX of today, it isn't old
age, it's probably acne, which it will outgrow.
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LOG/CRAFT'S
L ogicraft, the leader in MS-DOS to
DEC integration , delivers PC applications to VAX. users with unique and
cost effective connectivity products.
386Ware, the 1988 DR Target award
winner for best hardware communications product, is an 80386 based DOS
server that brings PC sofrware to VAX.
terminals at speeds five times faster
than an AT.
Cardware, the first product to provide
true IBM PC emulation to the DEC

IAI•

AWARDS

T.

•

family of minicomputers, is still the
best solution for Q-Bus and Unibus
based systems .
Dataware makes your expensive VAX.
peripherals (printers, hard disks, etc.)
available to PC users . MS-DOS data
files can be stored on the VAX. hard
disk ensuring data back up and security.
Logicraft is committed to providing the
best customer service in the industry . In
the last year, we've tripled our service

~n...'\'i..'W

TARGET

organization to provide quick answers
to your questions ... if you have any.
Call us today for more information or
a free demonstration of our award winning team of PC emulation products.

JbOGICHAFT
22 Cotton Road, Nashua, NH 03063
(603) 880-0300 Fax 603-880-7229
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Direct Access To All Your
ComputersWth
INGRES Relational Database.

© 1988 Relational Technology Inc. Printed in U.S .A .

Whether you have dissimilar hardware, data locked
in existing databases, computers you need to network, or branch offices halfway around the world,
INGRES keeps your information moving with
technology combining Tools, Power, and the direct
Access you need to all your computers.
"l'J
INGRES offers an unmatched integrated application development
environment providing CASE, 4GL, SQL and visual
programming methods. Applications are instantly
portable across multiple hardware and operating
system platforms to cut development time and give
all your users access to your company's vital
business applications.
The INGRES high performance
SQL database engine provides
OLTP power to support production applications in
single or multi-CPU and distributed environments.
A unique AI-based query optimizer maximizes processing efficiency to keep traffic flowing smoothly.
Only. INGRES inte~at~s existing
data mto your applications
through flexible access tools. Gateway access to
existing data. Network access to tie your systems
together. The most advanced distributed technology
to integrate islands of information. INGRES
provides access to your data wherever it resides.
Find out how your company can achieve freeflowing access to information, wherever it resideslike thousands of companies worldwide-with
INGRES.

l
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n

rower

·cess
nAC

Call 1-800-4-INGRES
iNGRES

iNGRES

Application
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Tools

Q ue ry and
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iNGR£s
Multi-Server TM
Da ta base
Engi ne
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Distributed
Data
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RELATIONAL TECHNOLOGY
Corporate Headquaters: 1080 Mari na Village Parkway,
Alameda, CA 94501, (415) 769-1400
International Headquarters: Anchor House, 15 -19 Britten Street,
London SW3 3TY, UK, + 44 1 351 7722
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Patents: The Intellectual
Currency Of The '90s

Dave Mallery

Patents and trademarks will have an increasing influence on business
in the next decade. Business will ignore them at great risk. A patent
is a monopoly granted by the government on any appropriate subject
matter that's new, useful and non-obvious, properly disclosed and processed in a timely fashion. It creates a new form of private property: intellectual property.
A patent holder can keep the patented idea or process to himself or he can license it. There's
no obligation to license. It's private property. No one can make me sell you my house if I don't
want to.
Patents are also a real form of currency. Companies are creating patent portfolios just so
they can have something to put on the table in licensing negotiations with other companies.
It's been said, and not in jest, that if you wish to build anything that resembles a stored program
computer, you'd better talk with IBM's patent and trademark department. It's also interesting
that the list of top patent applications in recent years reads like the Tokyo phone book.
Ifl design a new electrical wall plug that has a special, unique, non-obvious intrinsic feature
and I obtain a patent for it, you can't make a working outlet for that plug unless I license you.
M arket pressures, however, usually force some adjustments. If no one buys my appliances because
they also have to buy my o.utlets, then I retain my monopoly in glorious isolation: But if I'm
in a position to migrate my huge appliance customer base into upgrading to a new model with
my plug, then I can force them to buy their outlets from me as well.
This state of affairs should allow me to keep my margins high and prosper. As long as I
can keep my customers so wedded to my appliances that they resist the temptation to change
brands, this will continue.
The real danger is that I've put my customers into a fight-or-switch choice. If they switch,
they're buying appliances from the competition. In this case, my patent has created a loss of
market share for me.
If they don't switch, my competition in the outlet business is in a pickle. They have few
courses of action and little hope. Once issued, patents are hard to challenge. Their only hope
is to find that I really didn't invent this tiny feature of the plug and that "prior art" exists. If
I planned well, that's unlikely. About the only other action they can take is to bring antitrust
actions against me, but judges today take a dim view of that attack unless my actions are truly
brazen.
What remains is the trial and judgment of the marketplace.
Many thanks to the Clearpoint Research Foundation, partial sponsor of a recent symposium
on Patents, Monopolization and Competition in the Computer Industry.

Lab Notes
The BI bus means that the issue of patents and trademarks is alive and well. To keep up with
the latest developments with the BI bus, we recently acquired THORIN::, a VAX 8250 and the
latest member of the DEC PROFESSIONAL cluster. Its plugs and outlets are ready and waiting
for whatever adventures the third-party market may plan.
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XT/AT COMPATIBLES WORK
In ARISTALK (July 1988), Ken
Miglionico notes that he can't get his
Wyse PC AT compatible working under
VMS Services for MS-DOS and PCSA. He
also states that you must use only IBMs
or VAXMATEs. Not so. At the University of Cincinnati, we've successfully
interfaced Zenith XT and AT compatibles and Tandy XT compatibles to
MICROVAX II and 2000 systems, as well
as IBM XTs and VAXMATEs. On the
compatibles, we couldn't use the DECsupplied keyboard to go with the DEPCA
boards, however, because (unlike IBM)
these machines strobe the keyboard and
complain when they don't find their
own.
We've been successful using nonDEC-supplied Ethernet adapters under
V1.1 , although this use isn't supported
by DEC. I expect that life under V2.0 will
be better than under VU if DEC lives up
to its claims.
Theodore Allan Morris
Cincinnati, Ohio

CAPACITY PLANNING
In Managing Your MICROVAX (July
1988), David W. Bynon states that
capacity planning for CPU performance

CORRECTION
In the article "Imagen-ation" by
David B. Miller (July 1988), the credit
for the file used to print the Tektronix
4014 graphics image on page 68 was
omitted. The file was supplied
courtesy of Northwest Digital Systems. The words GRAPHICS-PLUS
should have appeared at the top of
the image. For more information,
contact Northwest Digital Systems,
P.O. Box 15288, Seattle, WA 98115;

(206) 524-0014.
CIRCLE 450 ON READER CARD
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Address letters to the editor to DEC
PROFESSIONAL magazine, P.O.
Box 503, Spring House, PA
19477-0503. Letters should include
the writer's full name, address and
daytime telephone number. Letters
may be edited for purposes of
clarity or space.

and memory requirements on a VAXCLUSTER should be considered on a
node-by-node basis.
In my experience, tht; only way to
properly analyze VAXCLUSTER performance and effectively perform VAXCLUSTER capacity planning is to consider the cluster as one system. This
especially is true if you offer LAT services and employ a central JBCSYSQUE.
DAT file. However, DEC's documentation presents little information on how
to do this.
Steven Szep
New York, New York

MAGIC MENU MISLED
The From The Lab review ofEMETEK's
Magic Menu (June 1988) is informative
and well-written. However, there's one
part of the review that could be misleading. Howell D. Rasor mentions that
Magic Menu can be a memory hog, using 2.4 MB when running eight of the
nine choices. He sa.ys this could be a
problem on systems with limited resources (i.e., RAM).
This would make it seem that you

could have only a few Magic Menu
users on a MICROVAX. In reality, you
can have many. The VMS operating
system allocates the optimum amount of
memory. Because Rasor was the only
user and there was spare memory, it
used 2.4 MB. This reduced his page
faulting and memory swapping.
If there were more users, less memory would be used, and there would be
a little more disk activity. You wouldn't
be memory limited. That's the beauty
of a virtual memory machine like the
VAX. In both instances, the number of
image activations is reduced substantially, making the total additional load
placed on the machine by Magic Menu
very minimal.
Joel Corwin
EMETEK
Los Angeles, California

MORE REC.COMs
In DCL Dialogue (July 1988), Kevin G.
Barkes presents a command procedure
that calculates the number of records in
a file. He uses it as an example of a
" stupid DCL trick." The method is
straightforward, but breaks his own rule
in that it isn't the simplest DCL solution
to the problem.
The command procedure shown
here produces the same results and is
one-third shorter (see Program 1). The
same VMS informational message is
used but is parsed differently by using
the embedded spaces as delimiters in
locating the record count.
I find DCL Dialogue the most interesting and informative column presented by the trade journals. The same
applies to DEC PROFESSIONAL and VAX
PROFESSIONAL.

Joseph Pasquale
Montgomeryville, Pennsylvania
In reference to Barkes's REC.COM program, I often use another trick to count
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Data ·Shuttle™:
It groVls Vlith you & it goes with you.
From removable canisters (no cables to disconnect) makes
any moving experience effortless and safe.
1 5 g •I ga bytes tion,Andnobody
when it comes to shock isolain sight safeguards your
f 6 • byt
precious data cargo on site or on the
g I ga
es move.Thanks to our MIL-Spec experir m 0 reI p Ius ence weforusetheproprietary
shock isolators
best possible protection.

Stack it, stow it or stress it, MDB gives you a versatile, portable and durable Winchester Data
Sh~ttle family for .all computer systems
... m all commercial and laboratory
•
environments.
Today you can start small or store as
0
much as 760 MB per canister.With just 0
the four Data Shuttles stacked above,
you're looking at over 6 gigabytes of
storage. Tomorrow, stack it from there. S OC
Only your ceiling is the ceiling.
Portability? Again, almost limitless. Shuttle
your data for security, maintenance, duplication, or other reasons. Our quick release and

h

k •ISO Ia t•IOn trollersAvailable
with or without conor drives. ESDI, Sf506, RD5X
and dafa andGrowSCSIupinterfaces
are jumper selectable.
with MDB's Data Shuttle family.
pOrfG b•i 1·.~ There's more in it for you. Call today for
• 1•
complete details.

r:llJB

SYSTEMS INC.

See us at
BUSCON, Booth #552 and
DEXPO West, Booth #1269

- We put the State of the Art to work Corporate Headquarters 1110WTuftAve., Box 5508, Orange, CA92613·5508 ·TEL: (800) 556-0222. In CA (800) 637-2028 ·FAX: (714) 637-4060 •1WX: (910) 593-1339
FQ// IJNITED KINGOOM MDB Systems, U. K., Ltd., lntec 2, Wade Road, Basingstoke, Hants. RG24 ONE· TEL: 0256 464767 · FAX: 0256 59748 · TELEX: 858389 MDBSYS G
FQ// WFST/!J/N El/ROPE MDB Systems, IRL., Ltd., Portumna, Co. Galway, Republic of Ireland · TEL: (353) 509 4ll63/41413 • FAX: (353) 509 41447 · TELEX: 50918 MDB EI
Data Shuttle is a lrademark ofMDB S;~lems, Inc.
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INTRODUCING
more

PROGRAM 1.

Best
Sellers!

$! REC.COM
$ REC_COUNT == -I
$ IF F$SEARCH(Pl) .EQS . "" THEN EXIT
$ASSIGN/USER REC .TMP SYS$0UTPUT
$APPEND/LOG 'Pl ' NLAO :
$OPEN/READ IN REC .TMP
$ READ IN REC
$ REC_COUNT == F$1NT(F$ELEMENT(5, " ",REC)- " (")
$ CLOSE IN
$ DELETE/NOCONFIRM/NOLOG REC .TMP;*
$ EXIT

DATA PRODUCTS
M9030
B600
BlOOO
BP1500
LZR1230

300 CPS
600LPM
IOOOLPM
1500 LPM
12 PG/MIN

PRINTER
PRINTER
PRINTER
PRINTER
LAZER

EMULEX
DISK
CONTROLLER XFR
3.0MBDISK
CONTROLLER XFR
TAPE
CONTROLLER
MICROVAX
3500-3600
ESDI DISK
CONTROLLER

UD33
QD33
QTJ-t

QD21

CONTROL DATA
CORPORATION
9720-500
9720-850
94166-182
TU80 & TU81

500 MEG. 8"
850 MEG. 8"
WREN lll 182
MEG. SW'
COMPATIBLE
TAPE DRIVE

ANDERSON/JACOBSON
2412-STH
2412-STHM
9611-L

2400 RA.UD
MODEM
2400B MNP-4
9600 ST INT 4
CHATOM

MAXTOR
RD54
XT-4380E

COMPATIBLE 5114''
380MEG.5W'

HOWTOORDER
To place your order, just call toll free
800-346-2933. In Pennsylvania call
412-745-0200.
TriLogic's sales representatives
are available to assist you from
8:00 AM until 5:00 PM
FAX# 412-745-5950

aaammmam
R.D.#2 •BOX 203A •OLD ROUTE 519
CANONSBURG,PA15317

TOLL FREE

PR 0 GRAM 2.
I
I

$! REC2 .COM - Jim La ing - 6/3D/88
$! Invoke with Pl-filename(s)
$! Exits with REC_COUNT equal to number of records in f ilename( s) spec if ied
$ SET NOON
$ IF Pl . EQS . "" THEN GOTO ZIPPO
$ IF F$SEARCH(Pl) . EQS . "" THEN GOTO ZIPPO
$ASSIGN/USER REC .TMP SYS$0UTPUT
$ASSIGN/ USER NL: SYS$ERROR
$ SEARCH/NOOUTPUT/LOG 'Pl' PHRASE_THAT_WOULD_NEVER_BE_FOUND
$OPEN/READ IN REC .TMP
$ READ IN REC
$ REC_COUNT == F$INT(F$ELEMENT(3 ," " ,REC))
$ CLOSE IN
$ DELETE/NOCONFIRM/ NOLOG REC.TMP;*
$ EXIT
$ ZIPPO :

$ REC_COUNT

==

-I

$ EXIT

lines (see Program 2). I SEARCH/NOLOG
for some string that never will be found;
the SEARCH command with /LOG
qualifier gives you a record count. In a
few simple tests, I found this to be about
twice as fast as REC.COM. There's a
significant reduction in direct I/Os, CPU
time and elapsed time. Of course, the
differences between Barkes's REC.COM
and my REC2.COM are more pronounced when you're counting records
in a large file.

Jim Laing
Wilmington, Massachusetts

Kevin G. Barkes: The suggestions by Messrs.
Pasquale and Laing will indeed increase the
efficiency of the procedure. Even though
SEARCH appears to be more CPU intensive
than a simple APPEND, it's faster because it

only performs reads, and APPEND does both
reads and writes (to the null device) . I forgot
about SEARCH's record count ability,
violating my own rule to be proficient with
command qualifiers. I've been remanded to my
office with the DCL Dictionary and have
been properly humbled.
•

CORRECTION
In the article "Data Sharing In A
VMS/UNIX Environment" by Robert
W. Taylor, Ph.D. Ouly 1988), the caption for Screen 2 on page 41 was incorrect. The correct caption is:
Screens from Census database running on a Sun workstation, using
Freeform from Dimension.

800-346-2933
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Our front end helps protect
your back end.
Today's users require soph isticated
interfaces for their appl ications.
Yet complex front ends are a real pain
to create, especially when the specs
change and your deadlines don't.
But now JYACC introduces JAM'~
a powerful
user interface development tool
that makes
it easier
than ever
Use windows and colors
to design
freely with JAM.
and revise
your complex application .
JAM is the first tool that does it all ,
from prototyping to implementation.
With JAM , you start by creating
screens and linking them together to
develop an application shell . You can
experiment with the look of the interface, and even explore "what if"
scenarios on the application flow.
Then you attach processing routines,
and your application is complete.

JAM works under the following operating systems:

• UN IX®
• MS-DOS®

• VMS®
• XENIX®
• AOS / VS'"

• RMX"'
• VOS'"

You 'll be amazed at how quickly
your appl ications spring to life with
JAM 's interactive screen management
utility. You can use features like context-sensitive help , sh iftin g and scrolling fields, a variety of visual attributes
and extensive data val idat ions to
create exciting screens, windows and
menus-all without writing a single
line of code. JAM al o lets you test
your prototypes at any time.
JAM lets you draw from its extensive
subroutine library to help you write
processing routines faster. And revisions to your applications arc easier,

jAM

because your subroutines are insulated
from the data entry and presentation
details of the interface.
JAM is extremely portable. It runs
on almost every computer, from PCs to
superm ini s, and works under 6 operating systems. This allows you to develop
consistent interfaces throughout your
companya significant
asset to the
Fortune 500
companies
that have
been using
JAM for more Enhance applications with
than a year.
context-sensitive help.
JAM fromJYACC . It gets your
front ends-and back ends-in great
shape. Call for more information about

~~~o ~~~k~~~.

800-458-3313

JYACC FORMAKER": JAM 's screen
manager, is also available separately.
JYACC , Inc., 116John Street
New York , NY 10038 212-267-7722

] YACC Application Manager. The Camposerj(ff Sophisticaled Applications.
CIRCLE 131 ON READER CARD
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Excellence in Systems & Application Design
MS-DOS. XENIX : Microsoft Corp.: UNIX : AT&T Bell Labs: AOS/VS : Data General Corp.: RMS : Intel Corp.: VMS: Digital Equipmcn1 Corp.: VOS : S1nuus Corp.

MICROVAX II UPGRADE
QUERY:

Bill Naddy (SIG 23/MESS 113): Does
anyone know whether DEC has any
plans to offer an upgrade package from
the MICROVAX II to the 3000 for a
reasonable price? We're CPU bound, and
I'd much rather upgrade the CPU than
the cluster.
REPLIES:

Jeff Corbett

(SIG 23/MESS 114): It's been
reported that the MICROVAX II to
MICROVAX III upgrade kit made an accidental, short-lived appearance on the
DEC Electronic Store without a price
listed. DEC probably will hold out on
an official announcement until it can sell
some 3600s and 6210s.
Why don't you want to cluster? My
LAVC is great. I wish my 750 were a
3600, but who doesn't?
Bill Naddy (SIG 23/MESS 115): Nothing
against clustering, but dollars are dollars,
and I'd rather have a raise than lots of
wonderful hardware. I didn't know this
had shown up in the Electronic Store.
I know DEC will upgrade someday, but
even at $20,000, how many MICROVAX
II owners will sign up? I asked our
regional DEC manager and he declined
to comment. Has anyone else heard any
rumors?
Dr. R (SIG 23/MESS 119): Yes, Virginia,
there's a forthcoming MICROVAX Il-toCVAX upgrade package. It still may be
listed in the DEC Electronic Store, (SOO)
332-3366. Do a search on KA650, and
you'll be rewarded with all the details
on this unannounced beauty.

LIB$SET_LOGICAL
QUERY:
Brian Desantis (SIG 46/MESS 235): This is

directed to Hunter Goatley but all who
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How To Use ARIS
If you're a subscriber to DEC PROFESSIONAL, you can call up our VAX and
log into ARIS, our Automated Reader
Information Service. In ARIS, you can
download programs from this publication, communicate with our editors, request a change of address, find additional
information about advertisers, order
books and back issues, check the guidelines for submitting articles, take a peek
at our editorial calendar for the year and
communicate with other VAX users.
To log in, you'll need your subscription number from your mailing
label. Set your terminal to seven data bits,
one stop bit and space parity, or eight
data bits, one stop bit and no parity, and
dial (215) 542-9458. Baud rates: 300, 1200
or 2400.

Recent Changes
As a DEC PROFESSIONAL subscriber,
you can download any of the programs
marked with an ARIS symbol in DEC
PROFESSIONAL.

VAX PROFESSIONAL

programs are available only to
subscribers of VAX PROFESSIONAL. For
subscription information, contact Karol
Hughes at (215) 542-7008.

is availableKERMIT is available-

XMODEM

SIG Identification
The SIG categories referenced in this
month's ARIStalk are:

23 ...................................MICROVAX
37 ................................................ VMS

can help, please do. Regarding your
LOGIN program using symbols, logicals
and defined keys through MACRO programs, I'm finding them quite useful
and offer my thanks. I've been able to
make some minor modifications defining the keys and attributes but am having trouble with logical names. Is there
a way to define them with attributes like
a DEFINE name translation/TRANS=
(TERM.CONCEALED)? The problem
seems only to be on the surface, but it's
troublesome.
I use logicals for directory names.
IfB is my directory DUAO:[BRIAN] and
A is DUB3:[TEST], a SET DEFAULT A:
should put me in DUB3:[TEST]. DIR affirms this, but a SHOW DEF lists
A:[BRIAN]. This is a problem in procedures that use F$ENV("DEFAULT") to
save a directory specification and restore
it when finished.
REPLIES:
Hunter Goatley (SIG 46/MESS 238): The

RTL function LIB$SET_LOGICAL will
accept an item list and an attribute mask
so you can change the attributes of a
logical name. This routine is documented in the VAXJVMS Documentation
Set, Vol. SB, Systems Routines. For examples of coding an item list in
MACRO, see Vol. SD, System Services,
Logical Name Services.
I've never encountered the problem
you're describing with A: and B:. Did
this happen when using the program?
They may be getting defined with the
attribute LNM$M_CONCEALED, which
indicates the logical name is an RMS
concealed device and won't be translated
by DCL or the system services.
Brian Desantis (SIG 46/MESS 241):

Hunter, thank you. With a few of the
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Simple to complex document production ... Simple method to get there. TELL ME MORE
ABOUf WORD-I I, with WYSIWYG, laser printer support, on-line spelling correction, thesaurus, medical &
legal dictionary options, wrapped columns on screen, automatic hyphenation, fully integrated graphics
option, PageMaker™ interface option, scientific equations, and list processing.

All this and total system application on all VAX systems.
Data Processing Design, Inc., 1400 N. Brasher St.; Anaheim, CA 92807
800-843-1317 714-970-1515 (Calif.), 416-225-7788 (Canada)
Name

Address

Cit
Phone

State

Zi

logicals, I want to have both term and
concealed translations set. I don't want
anything other than default characteristics with the rest, as a DEFINE name
translation would give me.
Brian T. Carcich (SIG 46/MESS 272): This
has nothing to do with translation
characteristics of logical names, but it

may enhance your understanding of
what default means.
When you define a logical to be a
DEVICE:[DIRECTORY.SUBDIR], you
don't need to add the colon to the SET
DEFAULT logical name command. I
think SET DEFAULT sees the colon and
interprets A: as a device that gets pre-

//////////////////111/lllllll/

2.5 Gigabytes Unattended Backup
Digi-Data's GIGASTORE™ provides 2.5 Gigabytes of data
storage on a single T-120 VHS video cartridge. That permits backup
of your largest disk drive on off-hours without an operator.
Utilizing true read-after-write coupled with very powerful error
correction ,' GIGASTORE gives you an unsurpassed error rate of
1 in 1023 bits. In addition, you get a high speed search capability
not available in most 9-track drives.
GIGASTORE can be provided with an interface for DEC computers, such as VAX and Micro Vax, for operation under VMS. It
is also available with an IBM PC interface, operating under
MS/DOS.
Call Digi-Data, an organization with a 25 year history of
manufacturing quality tape drives, at (301) 498-0200.
' "'GIGASTORE 1s a trademark of 0191·0ata Corporation

OIGl-DATA CORPORATION
8580 Dorsey Run Road
~~
Jessup, MD 20794-9990
0~~~~\~S
~ (3011498-0200
..\ 0 \), ~o
- - · Telex 87-580
\\~.,.,'II\~

II
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e ... First In Value

'\'

In Europe contact: Oigi-Oata Ltd. • Unit 4 • Kings Grove • Maidenhead, Berkshire

England SL8 40P. Telephone No. 0628 29555/6. Telex 84n20
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fixed onto your current default directory. When RMS (or whatever) gets
called via DIR, it translates the A (before
the colon) in your default, A:[BRIAN]
and finds A is DEV:[DIR]. It then drops
the extra directory and DEV:[DIR]:
[BRIAN] becomes DEV:[DIR]. I believe it
drops the extra directory because of the
way the STRNLNM System Service interprets colons.
If you start with your default as
DEVl:[DIRI] and logical A is
DEV2:[DIR2], then SET DEFAULT A:
replaces your current DEVl : with A:.
Therefore, your default is A:[D!Rl],
which is translated DEV2:[DIR2]:[DIR1] .
SHOW DEFAULT gives the A:[DIRl]
response with no warnings, but that's
the way the DCL default works.
Remember that your default is a string
of characters in a certain syntax NODE::
DEV: [DIR.SUBDIR 1.SUBDIR2.ETC], and
SET DEFAULT only checks the syntax
and doesn't care if the default specified
really exists. SHOW DEFAULT used to be
the same way; however, since VMS 4.0,
it checks if the directory specified exists on the node and device and issues
a warning if it doesn't.

CALYPSO SEQUEL
RUMOR:
Dr. R (SIG 37/MESS 628) : As the once and

future Regent ofRumomongery, it's my
solemn duty to inform ARIS users that
a Calypso sequel is in the offing. Called
Calypso/XCP, this prodigious processor
will be equipped with 60-nanosecond
CVAX II (RIGEL) chips, thus delivering
about 4 to 16 VAX Units of Processing
(VUPS) to power-hungry system
managers. Delivery date is unknown but
could be affected by the recent Silverlake
announcement. Details forthcoming
when available.
REPLY:

Robert G. Scha.Jfrath (SIG 37/MESS 631):
Although I don't have any information
as exciting as a new CPU, there's a new
Q-bus terminal controller called DHFl 1
that should see light sometime in the
near future. It's a 32-port DEC-423
interface.

•
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WHY BUY JUST A TERMINAL SERVER
WHEN YOU CAN HAVE A MAXserver.
There's a big difference in VAX" terminal servers. Which is why it pays to
compare before you buy.
Just look at the chart below. The
MAXserver'" from Xyplex'" offers superior connectivity, with TCP/IP support
and integrated LAN/WAN capability.
The DECserver'" doesn't.
The MAXserver offers more throughput. Up to 120 ports from one compact
unit. Hot-swap capability so you can
add cards without any downtime.
Redundant power supplies and multiple network interfaces for non-stop
performance. All features you won't
find with the DECserver.

FEATURE
TCP/IP Support
Int<:S!ated LAN/WAN
Hot-Swap Cards
Processin__g_ Power
Redundant Power Supply
Warranty

Yet the MAXserver actually costs less!

The support of a
communications leader.
Xyplex specializes in VAX servers, and
has for years. So we can offer you
advantages that Digital simply can't
match. It's why we're now installed in
each of the top 15 VAX accounts around
the world.
And we back the MAXserver family
with full service and support. Each
MAXserver is covered by an unprecedented three-year warranty that
includes all parts and labor. Digital
gives you one year.

DECserver

MAXserver

No
No
No
1 MIPS
No
1 Year

Yes
Yes
Yes
15 MIPS
Yes
3 Years

Free Report and Case
History File.
We've prepared a
Case History File
that will let you
read first-hand
what actual
users have to
say about our
product. We'll
also send
you a 12-page
in-depth report comparing the DECserver and the
MAXserver.
Shouldn't you compare before
you buy? Call or write today for
your free report and Case History
File. Once you know the facts,
you won't settle for just any terminal server.
Call 1-800-338-5316

---=.... ----------------------~

~-=-

Copyright © 1988. All rights reserved. Xyplex , Inc. Xyplex and MAXserver are trademarks of Xyplex, Inc.
VAX, DECserver, and VMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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XYPLEX

Xyplex,Inc.
100 Domino Drive
Concord, MA 01742

Facit Printers Designed For VAXs
B-Line Emulates LA75

I

ndisputably, the oldest
company in the DEC industry is Facit Inc. of Merrimack, New Hampshire. According to George Bausewein, director of marketing
communications, the company evolved from a copper
mining venture that started
circa 1413.
By the Industrial
Revolution, Facit had
become high tech. Since the
1800s, it has produced office
machines. In the early 1960s,
Facit entered the computer
peripherals market and has
manufactured printers since
the early 1970s.
Usually associated with
printers and other peripherals for the IBM PC, Facit
recently introduced a family
of three near-letter-quality
dot-matrix printers for
VAXs.
The B3100DE, B3150DE
and B3350DE emulate the
DEC LA75 printer command
set and the IBM Proprinter.
Thus, they can be used with
either VAXs or PCs.
Two Hitachi microprocessors are on-board each
printer. One is for paper
handling and one is for userselectable software.
The printers are in-
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tended to be used in straightforward printing applications but are well-suited for
assembly lines. Four possible
paper paths make the printers amenable to various
paper types, forms and
labels. The printers can be
fed from below or above.
Paper with multiforms can
be tractored through, but a
standby mode allows single
sheets to be pulled through
without dismantling the
forms.
This fuQction is directed

from a keypad panel located
on top of the printers. Pitch
and letter-quality functions
also can be set from the
keypad.
Speeds of250 cps are attainable in draft mode on the
3100 and 3150. The 3350, with
its 18-wire print head, is
better-suited for word processing, as it provides
higher-quality characters and
print speeds of 100 cps. The
3150 and 3350 offer a 136column mode (151/2-inch
carriage) for spreadsheets
and other wide-sheet applications.
Facit also is expected to
release a 24-wire print head

Control panels on Facit's B-line printers let
users select print quality, font pitch and decibel level.

to accommodate kanji
characters.
The printers run at
about 55 dB, but a noise key
limits the print heads to 50
dB while reducing speeds
slightly. The print buffers are
capable of printing four
copies.
Font cards can be
plugged into a small font
drive located on top of the
printers. There are more than
20 font cards available, all of
which are compatible with
other Facit printers. Three
fonts are located on the chips
as well, so fonts can be
selected without using font
cards.
Three types of ribbon
cartridges are available:
black, long-life black and
four color. The four-color
ribbon can produce seven
colors.
The printers also
emulate the LASO and LA210.
Centronics parallel and
RS-232 ports are provided.
The printers will be
distributed in the U.S.
through Facit's network of
OEMs and resellers. The
B3100DE is priced at $745, the
B3150DE at $1,015 and the
B3350DE at $1 ,165.
For further information,
contact Facit Inc., 9 Executive Park Dr., Merrimack,
NH 03054; (603) 424-8000.
Circle 576 on reader card
-Evan Birkhead
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A Real Work of Art Unveiled
RealWorld's Quality Accounting Software for VAX™

RealWorld Corporation is
a leading developer of accounting software. Our
products have been refined
and enhanced since 1974 and
are used in over 200,000 installations worldwide. This
proven, reliable software is
now available for the DEC™
VMS™ environment.

use of RealWorld software.
Our well written, easily
modified COBOL source
code allows the customizing
of applications and development of vertical market
products.
Many Value Added Resellers have found RealWorld's powerful software
to be a solid base on which
to build profitable vertical
market applications. In
fact, RealWorld consistently
ranks in the top l 0 software
publishers resold by VARs.

The RealWorld® Accounting System is a line of eleven fully integrated, multiuser packages covering a
broad range of accounting
and business functions.
These modules include:
General Ledger; Accounts
Receivable; Accounts Payable; Payroll; Inventory
Control; Order Entry/
Billing; Professional Invoicing; Purchase Order; Sales
Analysis; Check Reconciliation; and Job Cost.

We don't impose quotas
or minimum order quantities on our resellers -- but
choose simply to provide
them with quality products,
excellent margins and professional technical support.

The flexible modular design of RealWorld software
lets a business start by automating one or two of the
accounting functions and expand the system as its needs and
capabilities grow. Resellers also profit from this through
future sales to satisfied customers.

If you appreciate the fine
art of quality accounting
software -- for yourself, or as a reseller -- discover RealWorld
on the VAX.

We are unveiling RealWorld VAX software at special introductory prices, but they won't last long. Call 800-2551115 now for details. Users will be directed to a qualified
RealWorld reseller in their area.

A consistent user interface throughout all modules, along
with excellent documentation, add to the ease of learning and

Return this coupon for afree 64 page product brochure or call
255-1115 (in New Hampshire call 603-224-2200).
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Distributed Load Sharing (DLS) eliminates the inability
of bridged networks to contain active loops.

Vitalink's Remote Bridge
Boosts 802 Wide Area Network
TransLAN 350 Combines
Bridge And Router Functions
hile its benefits within
buildings or departments are significant, a local
area network (LAN) is just
one step in the overall networking of islands of automation. The key is to link
networked islands of automation efficiently and
economically into wide area
networks {WANs).
Vitalink Communications Corporation of Fremont, California, offers a
standards-based transparent
WAN. The company has
developed a network architecture based on Ethernet
and IEEE 802 standards that
allows computers and
devices from many vendors
sharing a common backbone
to communicate over long
distances. The network architecture provides a common pathway through
which data from multivendor equipment can travel at
high speeds and take advantage of multiple paths and
parallel links.
The 802 WAN is capable

W
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of concurrently handling
high-speed and low-speed
data transfers and dynamically forwarding frames
to a variety oflocations. Further, because of its flexibility and open architecture, the
802 WAN is likely to be compatible with future equipment procurements. It
operates with data framed
according to networking
standards developed by IEEE.
The 802 WAN is built
with equipment that performs a number of functions,
including the transparent extension of a LAN to a distant
LAN, the conversion of incompatible data to a format
that can be carried by the
LAN, and the managing and
analyzing of the operation of
both the LAN and WAN.
A cornerstone of the
WAN is the TRANSLAN
bridge. It transparently connects two or more Ethernet
or 802.3 LANs to form a
WAN. TRANSLAN simplifies

the operation of a WAN by
automatically learning its
relative location in the network and forwarding data to
its destination. The network
user sees all interconnected
LANs as a single LAN.
Therefore, all the connected
devices appear to be local.
The user is able to use the
same commands to connect
to both local and remote
devices.
The TRANSLAN 350,
with Distributed Load Sharing (DLS}, is a fourth generation of the TRANSLAN family of remote bridges. It uses
multiple Motorola 68020
processors and has a
5,000-frame-per-second forwarding rate.
The TRANSLAN 350 can
connect directly to two Tl
links {1.544 megabits/sec.),
multiple parallel circuits or
alternate routes between
sites. Each TRANSLAN supports from one to eight V35,
RS-449 or RS-232 ports. DLS
combines the path-control
functions of a router with the
protocol transparency of a
data-link-layer bridge.
Another member of the
TRANSLAN family is the
TRANSLAN III bridge with
DLS. The TRANSLAN III provides the networking features and capabilities of the
TRANSLAN 350, but at lower
aggregate link speed.
TRANSLAN III is used to
connect sites that require up
to eight links at speeds of
9600 bps to 64 Kbps, or one
Tl link.
Randy Fardal, Vitalink's
director of product marketing, states, "The TRANSLAN
350 enables customers to use
all the bandwidth available in
their network and have automatic rerouting of informa-

tion if a path fails. Because
TRANSLAN bridges are
transparent to higher-level
protocols, they provide
seamless connectivity for
various types of devices in a
way that's much faster and
less complex than comparable routers."
The DLS capability extends the Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) and allows virtually all links to carry production traffic. STP provides
TRANSLAN and Digital
bridges with the ability to
identify loops in a network,
calculate path capacities and
then place the lowestcapacity links in a backup
state. By determining these
variables, STP can configure
the most efficient network
topology automatically.
The 802 WAN now can
be designed with alternate
paths between locations,
automatic, dynamic alternate
routing, and no single points
of failure. The result is a
more flexible, reliable and
robust WAN.
The TRANSLAN 350
provides other advanced
capabilities, including direct
DS1-circuit support; the
ability to identify all links,
bridges and data rates used
by a frame in moving from
its source to its destination
address; and an encryption
device resync function.
The TRANSLAN III lists
for
$12,750
and
the
TRANSLAN 350 for $18,500,
including software.
For more details, contact
Vitalink Communications
Corp., 6607 Kaiser Dr., Fremont, CA 94555; (415)
794-1100 or (800) 443-5740.
Circle 403 on reader card .
-Suzanne Garr
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111/s alrpott tenninal layout illustrates the
placement of user-denned symbols with
object-snapping.

111/s freehand dl'B'Mng
was created using DRAWS
tablet mode.

I

It's Like Having MacDraw® on Your VAX
DRAW: The Precision Visuals Drawing System™
A drawing environment for your VAX with features you'd expect from MacDraw? That and
more. Precision Visuals' DRAW delivers a device-independent system built for all levels of
users to quickly create color
illustrations interactively.
Because DRAW offers you
your choice of menu, command, or tablet driven interfaces, the system is easy to
learn which makes training a
snap. Engineers, scientists,
project managers, researchers,
technical writers and graphic
artists can use DRAW to
make their plans, proposals, r lliiiiii"iiiiiiii:i

brary with your own custom symbols for every
day use.
With DRAW you can export picture metafiles
to other CGM-<:ompatible systems so you can incorporate
line drawings with charts or
any other graphics. You can
also use DRAW to route images though POSTSCRIPT'
HPGL, and other publishing
formats to merge illustrations
with text output.

To qualify for a free evaluation copy and to
receive complete technical information, call
Chris Logan at 303/530-9000.

O

PrecisionVisuals®
Precision Visuals, Inc.
6260 Lookout Road
Boulder, Colorado 80301 USA
Phone: 303l53(}..9()()
Fax: 300l53<Hl329

Telex: (RCA) 296428

PV1 Precision Visuals lnlemational GmbH
West Gennany

and
presentations
come to L~§~~~~~!~~~il~
life with
publication-quality artwork.

Phone : 4~666597

Precision Visuals International Ltd.
United Kingdom
Phone: (0895) 35131

To make your illustration creation even easier,
DRAW has a symbol library with more than
400 elements - from geographical boundaries
and icons for computer equipment to circuits
and logic symbols. You can easily add to this Ii-

Telex: 176997150

Fax: 4~ 66 67 38

Telex: 51826715

Fax: (0895) 72299

MacDraw; PO!iTSctul'f": VAX/VMS. VT-140. VT-340: and DRAW
arr tratkmarks <(Cloris, COl'p.: NJom Systmu. Inc.; Digitu/
Equi~m Corporation; and Pm-ison Vuualr, /nc.• rrsp«tfr~ly
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MegaCard MP and MegaRAM VX
Provide Relief For Slipped Disks
System Industries' Disk Emulators
Combine Disk Storage And High-Speed Access
f slow disk access or an
environment hostile to
delicate disk drive systems
are problems at your site, the
MegaCard MP and MegaRAM VX solid-state disk
emulators from System Industries of Milpitas, California, may be for you.
MegaCard MP and
MegaRAM VX emulate
Digital's RA8X series disk
drives using MSCP protocols.
The CPU looks at the products as if they are under the
control of a UDASO or KDASO
disk controller, depending
on whether they are installed
on a UNIBUS or Q-bus.
Various configurations
of each product allow for
memory capacities ranging
from 8 MB to 512 MB, depending on whether 256K
DRAMS or one-megabit
chips are used. MegaCard
MPs plug directly into your
system's backplane. MegaRAM VX is a rack-mounted
system allowing for larger
configurations to be installed
using fewer backplane slots.
No moving parts mean
low access times and highspeed data transfers. The Qbus port supports data
transfer rates of up to 3.3
MB/sec. and the UNIBUS
port supports a 1.8 MB/sec.
data rate. Maximum access
time is 80 microseconds.
"When
you
add
MegaRAM [MegaRAM VX or
MegaCard MP) to your
system, you are buying performance;' remarks Charles
Donchess, national product

I
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line manager at System
Industries.
"Specific performance
gains are applications dependent, but MegaRAM will
provide 10 times more I/Os
per second than a rotating
disk. Users running I/0intensive applications, such
as CAD, CIM, process control, MRP and online transaction processing, have been
able to shorten program run
times, add more users and
extend the life of their
CPUs."
MegaRAM VX and
MegaCard MP are software
compatible with the disk
drives they emulate. No software or driver changes are
necessary. You can run standard disk diagnostics
to verify system
operation.

Due to their solid-state
construction and lack of
moving parts, both units
should prove extremely reliable when compared with
their rotating counterparts.
An operational and maintenance display makes troubleshooting and maintenance
easy. Error detection and
correction can be performed
on a bit or word level.
Battery backup provides
a means of protecting your
data from power losses. An
optional battery pack can be
purchased to support 128 MB
for 30 minutes. Extra battery
units can be purchased to extend support time for hours
and even days.
A Winchester disk
holding 128 MB of data is an
available backup option.
Data can be backed up
manually or an automatic
backup can be set to occur in
the event of a power failure.
A unique battery backup feature is included with the

The MegaRAM VX combines the speed of

memory access with the storage and
functionality of conventional disk drives.

disk unit to keep your data
intact until the backup is
complete. Data is verified
automatically before power
is removed from the unit. An
automatic data restore function is available that will
reload the data from disk. Included with each backup
package are all controlling
electronics and a battery
pack.
High-speed data transfers are possible with the
High-Speed Interface. This
option provides a direct
memory access port allowing data transfers to and from
the MegaCard MP or
MegaRAM VX at rates of up
to 12 MB/sec. Addresses may
be specified in Random Access or Block Access modes.
A Multi-Port option
lets you configure the MegaCard MP and MegaRAM VX
with up to four controller
boards made up of any combination of Q-bus, UNIBUS
and High-Speed Interface
boards. Thus, up to four
separate processors and
high-speed devices can be
interfaced with the units.
The internal memory interface bus has a 16 MB/sec.
bandwidth, allowing it to
support the Q-bus, UNIBUS
and
the
High-Speed
Interface.
Fluctuations in memory
pricing make it difficult to
determine exact prices for the
MegaCard MP and MegaRAM VX. Current pricing is
$500 per MB, depending on
configuration.
For more information,
contact System Industries,
560 Cottonwood Drive,
Milpitas, CA 95035; (408)
432-1212.
Circle 497 on reader card
-David B. Miller
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The thrtt-schema model for Supra RDBMS. Programs, 4GLs
and user queries interact with the external layer.

CinterAct Features Revisions
To Cincom's RDBMS
Supra Supplants Ultra

A

t CinterAct, a conference
for Cincom Systems
Inc.'s software users, Cincom
released several upgrades of
and revisions to The Information System/Extended
Architecture (TIS/XA), the
framework that integrates its
software products. TIS/XA
bridges Cincom's VAX and
IBM systems and unifies all
Cincom packages into one
software architecture and
one set of standards.
Held in Cincinnati,
CinterAct coincided with
Cincinnati's bicentennial,
which featured, among other
events, the inaugural flight of
a British Airways Concorde
from London.
For DEC users, the most
significant event was the
release of Supra for VAXs.
Supra is Cincom's critically
acclaimed RDBMS for large
manufacturing applications
on IBM mainframes.
Supra for the VAX will
replace Cincom's Ultra in-
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teractive database system,
but the company says it has
provided an easy upgrade
path for Ultra users. The
migration should take only
two hours, depending on the
size and complexity of the
database, explains Tom
McLean, Cincom's vice
president of marketing. Jo
Anne Heck, a senior section
manager at McDonnell
Douglas Corporation of St.
Louis, reports that her company's changeover from
Ultra 1.5 to Supra "will be an
easy migration."
The VAX version is intended to interoperate closely
with the IBM version. According to Heck, applications designed using VAX
Supra "could run unaltered
on the IBM version of
Supra."
Supra 1.0 was benchmarked at 24.39 transactions
per second on a VAX 6230

with VMS 5.0 running the
DebitCredit test at DEC's
Digital Benchmark Center.
Cincom, based in Cincinnati, is a participant in DEC's
Cooperative Marketing Program (CMP).
Supra comprises a
three-level architecture that
insulates applications from
the underlying structure of
the database (see Figure).
The external layer defines
how users see the data and
screens. The conceptual layer
is the structure of the corporation's database. The
lowest, internal layer
specifies physical definition
of the data.
The primary components of Supra include:
1. A directory that provides
a central organizational
database and defines the
three schema and their relationships. This insulates user
requests from physical requirements that specify the
RDBMS.
2. A Relational Data
Manager (RDM) and a new
Physical Data Manager
(PDM) . The RDM has a data
manipulation language that
allows users transparent access to data. It can be used
with,
among
others,
COBOL, BASIC and FORTRAN, or with MANTIS,
Cincom's 4GL application
development language. The
PDM works behind the
scenes to manage physical
files of stored data, the conceptual layer. Among its
other system management
functions, the PDM permits
the central database to be accessed from any node on a
DECNET.
3. A relational query
language, SPECTRA, which
lets non-technical users
create applications. This ties

IBM machines and VAXs
together.
4. A set of utilities for both
programmers and administrators. These maintain files
in the central directory and
in the PDM, and define and
test relational views of data
before they are implemented.
Throughout, compatibility and procedures similar
to Cincom's Supra for the
IBM mainframe environment
are maintained.
The size of a single copy
of Supra varies according to
CPU size. Prices range from
$4 7,250 for the 8250 to
$220,500 for an 8978 cluster.
In other product-line
moves, Cincom released an
optional add-on module,
Repetitive Manufacturing
Control (RMC), for its
manufacturing management
information system, Control. Now in Release 6.2,
Control comprises two integrated systems: Control:
Manufacturing and Control:
Financial.
Cincom also announced
a CASE technology agreement with Index Technology
Corporation of Cambridge,
Massachusetts; D. Appleton
Company (DACOM) of
Manhattan Beach, California; and Aion Corporation
of Palo Alto, California. The
CASE alliance combines
MANTIS with CASE tools
from the other developers.
MANTIS is also transportable
between VAXs and IBMs.
For further information,
contact Cincom Systems
Inc., 2300 Montana Ave.,
Cincinnati, OH 45211-3899;
(513) 662-2300.
Circle 431 on reader card

-Evan Birkhead
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$995 Colleague Portable Terminal includes:
• 20 Auto Connect/Auto Dial Channels
• 20 Programmable Function Keys per channel
• Full 25 Line x 80 Column Supertwist Display
• Internal 30011200 bps Auto Answer/Auto Dial Modem

with Security Callback Modem compatibility
• 150-19.2K bps RS-232 Port & Parallel Printer Port
• Internal 10-Hour Rechargeable Battery with Recharger
• VT-5211001220 7-Bit/220 8-Bit Emulation
• Fu/I-Size/Full-Travel Keyboard

• Compact - 7.5 lbs.; 13" x 10" x 25/s"
• Shock Resistant/High-Impact Plastic Case

$1295 Col\eague PWS a\so inc\u6es:
• Fu\1-~atured Internal \Nmd l'mcessm
• Oata CapturelSem\IScrnen-Sna\)

• Session Recon\/l'\a\j\Jac\I.
• Print to Serial or l'arallel l'ort
• 65K o' Non-110\atile Rt>.M Storalde

Also Available:
• External Numeric/ ~pplication l<.e\jpau
• Ink Jet Printer
• Carrying Cases
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The CoPro is the result of a joint effort between MDB
and Lockheed Aeronautical Systems Company.

Cooperation Produces CoPro·
MDB Systems And Lockheed Join Forces

I

f your MICROVAX II or
older LSI-11-based system
is suffering from the blahs,
the MLSI-CPll CoPro coprocessor might be your
ticket.
MDB
Systems
of
Orange, California, " coprocessed" with Lockheed
Aeronautical Systems Company, Ontario, California, to
produce the Q-bus/UNIBUSbased coprocessor. MDB did
the design work and builds
the board, while Lockheed
furnishes system support and
software.
The unit is treated as a
peripheral device on the bus.
Up to eight CoPros can be
installed on a single bus. An
average of 1 mip increase in
performance can be expected
for each CoPro installed.
The CoPro uses DEC's
18 MHz DCJl 1 chip, which
supports 22-bit addressing
and the PDP-11/70 instruction
set. An FPJl 1 floating point
accelerator permits floating
point operations in excess of
220K FLOPS, bringing the
CoPro's performance up to
the level of a PDP-11/70 with
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a floating point accelerator
option.
There's 512 KB of
private, dynamic fast RAM
on-board. An additional 3.5
MB of memory can be accessed through a Global
Memory Window mapped
onto the host's memory.
Each CoPro can access host
common memory through
separate or shared memory
windows. Individual CoPros
can isolate memory from the
host, forcing all data to be
transferred to main memory
before the host can access it,
providing data security for
sensitive applications.
Users can be logged
onto separate CoPros sharing the same host and not
be aware of each other's
presence.
Two 32K x 8-bit
EPROMS are available for
user-defined applications, as
well as containing initial
program load code and onboard diagnostics. Access
time for the EPROMS is less
than 350 nanoseconds.
Data transfers and status
information are accom-

plished via two 16-bit dual
ported registers. Dual Direct
Memory Access (DMA)
channels provide full duplex
DMA between the Q-bus and
the CoPro's internal bus. The
CoPro is configured to handle read and write operations
concurrently.
External devices can interface directly to the
CoPro's processor bus,
although they can't directly
interface to the host's Q-bus.
Devices can take advantage
of the CoPro's DMA access
to its memory or to the program I/O and interrupt
features that interface with
the DCJl 1 processor. One
device supported by the
CoPro's external bus is a
four-channel expansion
module sporting full duplex
and DMA capabilities, as well
as an 8036 Communications
I/O component. Use of these
daughterboards in conjunction with the CoPro effectively provides a powerful
front-end communications
processor.
An RS-232 serial port
supporting baud rates between 300 bps and 38.4K bps
is included. It's used to connect a console terminal.
The CoPro is a Q-bus
device that can be used on
UNIBUS systems using MDB
adapter modules.
Due to bus structure
differences between the
18-bit UNIBUS and 22-bit Qbus, only the lower 256 KB of
memory can be addressed
across the bus.
According to Stan
Margulis, MDB's vice president, "The significance of
the CoPro lies not so much
in its exploitation of state-ofthe-art hardware technology,
but in its unique provision

for life extension of, and even
more unique, the combination of existing DEC
operating systems and user
investment therein."
Dave Ayres of Lockheed
Aeronautical Systems adds,
"Established PDP-11 and
MICROVAX II system applications will be able to
reach
MULTIMIP
and
M/FLOP performance by
simply adding modules built with off-the-shelf technology with processor architecture and operating
software identical, not just
compatible, to the host - at
a fraction of the cost of a new
supercomputer solution."
Loaders and drivers to
control interprocessor communications are supplied by
Lockheed. DEC's QIO interface is used to allow customer applications to access
global memory. Although
the CoPro currently runs
RSX-11-S, the host machine
can run RSX-11-M, RSX-11-M+,
RSX-11-S, MICRORSX or
VMS. An IIT-11 version of the
CoPro will be available in
the future.
A single CoPro module
lists for $7,500. A software
toolkit and documentation
with a limited authorization
to copy lists for $1,500. A
$2,000 license to use the
CoPro with a DEC operating
system is required for each
CoPro purchased.
For further information,
contact MDB Systems Inc.,
1110 West Taft Ave., Orange,
CA 92665; (714) 998-6900.
Circle 578 on reader card
Lockheed Aeronautical
Systems Co., 1800 Airport
Dr., Ontario, CA 917610033; (714) 395-2411.
Circle 579 on reader card
-David B. Miller
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AMAZING
PDP·11 MIRACLE
REVERSES
THE AGING PROCESS.
Now 1JOUTPDP-JJK>I, 24,
and34 can perform
like kids again.
You can increase system perfonnance by up to
:m%, thanks to the miracle ofthe QED ll/00
CPU upgrade. It will improve your memory, too.
The QED 1l/90 can address 4Mbytes ofmemory
and comes standard with a 16K cache, so itsJ-11
processor can run flat out. That'll mean a real
perfonnance boost ifyour PDPis configured as a
multi-user system.
Your software is safe, too. Our CPU upgrade
is 100% compatible with your existing
applications and peripherals. It
even supports floating
point operations.

Surprisingly, the QED 11/90 can be installed in
any PDP-llinjustacoupleofminutes, becauseit
fits all existing CPU's with no backp1ane changes.
All ofthis comes with a one
year warranty and nationwide on-site service
(overnight replacement
available). Best of all, it's
thousands less than the
competition.
And you thought your
PDP-ll's were
getting senile.
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ONE: 800-237-1185 IN MA 617-647-3800
Quickwareand QED are trademarks ofQuickware Engineering & Design, Inc.
JSDP,J-11, and Unibus are trademarks ofDigital Equipment Corporation.

Pericom's MX7000 Series
Carves New Emulation Niche
PC-Based Graphics Workstations
Feature Tektronix, ReGIS Emulations
number of applications
using emulations under
MS-DOS convert PCs into
terminals. These packages
use PC communications
devices to connect with the
host and display graphical
output on EGA or VGA
adapters or other video
display cards with appropriate device drivers. They provide a cost-effective solution
for applications where overall functionality isn' t of
prime importance.
But many emulations,
like the popular Tektronix
42xx, can't operate efficiently
under these conditions. In
addition, certain graphics
users may have to overlay
alphanumeric text on the
graphics plane, potentially
raising costs or reducing the
number of available colors.
Alpha users may suffer from
slow scroll speeds.
Available in either 286
(MX7286) or 386 (MX7386)
processor-emulating versions, the MX7000 Series
workstations from Pericom
Inc. of Torrance, California,
provide standalone PC as
well as graphics terminal
emulation. Users can switch
between terminal emulation
and DOS applications by
toggling keys.
The MX7000s emulate
DEC 's VT52 through VT340,
without multisessioning, and
ReGIS terminals. With appropriate software drivers,
they support AutoCAD and
other PC design packages.
The VAX CPU sees the
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workstation as a terminal, a
logical application.
Tektronix 42xx emulation also is on- board. "Even
DEC feels there is somewhat
of a market for Tek emulation; ' points out Bill Tickner
of Pericom PLC, Pericom's
U.K.-based parent company.
Pericom is targeting
sites where users need to access central databases but require PC workstation
capabilities for functions
such as design or administration. The market focus
reportedly will be on the
petrochemical, aerospace,
pharmaceutical and financial
industries.
With the MX7386 ,
graphics and alphanumerics
hardware resides in the
system bus. There are two
cards. One is designed for
alphanumerics and graphics
enhancement logic.
The other is a 12-MHz
68000 workstation processor
with 1 MB of memory for
complex graphics functions.
The workstation card can
operate in parallel with the
PC processors to offload
graphics-intensive functions.
The MX7286 comes with
either an 8- or 12-MHz processor and 1 MB of memory.
The MX terminal card
provides the user with four
graphics bit planes with a
resolution of 1024 x 768 and
four alphanumeric planes
capable of displaying 80 or

132 columns and 24, 32 or 48
lines of text. The graphics
and alpha planes use
dedicated logic aimed at
drawing graphical images
and displaying or scrolling
text.
Both
workstations
come with either a 15- or
19-inch high-resolution
color monitor, a 20- or
40-MB hard disk, a 3 112 - or
sv. -inch floppy drive, serial
(19.2 Kbps RS-232) and
parallel (printer) ports, and a
custom-designed VT220/IBM
PC keyboard.
System
expansion
possibilities include two
16-bit and one 8-bit option
on the 80286, and one of each
on the 80386. Other options

include higher-capacity hard
disks and modules that provide IBM coax or Ethernet
compatibility.
Pericom markets the
workstations through its national distribution network.
For OEMs, a board-only
configuration will be
available.
For more information,
contact Pericom Inc., 2219
205th St. , Suite 103, Torrance, CA 90501; (213)
618-9190.
Circle 575 on reader card
Pericom PLC, The
Priory Cosgrove Milton
Keynes MK19 7]]; (0908)
560022.
Circle 580 on reader card
-Evan Birkhead

Pericom MX7000 Series workstations can Junction
as DEC- and Tek-compatible graphics terminals
or can operate in standalone mode.
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Face it. Heres what it takes
to improve the view from your desk
The 407HR color graphics terminal from GraphOn has what
it takes to improve the view from the desk of anyone doing
serious graphics on a VAX. Our formula: take the best qualities
of DEC and Tektronix, combine them, and then extend them
to new levels of usefulness. Here's what you get:
More Detail. Our Tek 4207 emulation provides 1024 by 768
high resolution for more detail. ReGIS resolution of 800 by
500 matches the DEC VT340.
Better Color. Both Tek and DEC modes have been extended
to 256 colors at one time from a palette of over 16 million.
Versatility. The 407HR integrates superior graphics with
flawless 132-column VT220 alphanumerics. And when you
switch between Tek and DEC modes, the 407HR automatically
resizes its display to give you the largest possible image, at the
correct aspect ratio.

Enhanced Ergonomics. The 407HR features the best CRT
in the business: a 14-inch Super Fine Pitch Trinitron. Its rich
contrast, sharp detail, and freedom from glare let you work
all day without tiring. And to kill flicker, the 407HR has a
minimum refresh rate of 60 Hz, noninterlaced.
Speed and Power. The 407HR teams the 68000
microprocessor with the 34010 graphics processor to give you
the speed and power you need to keep ahead of your most
demanding tasks.
Face it. You need to know about the 407HR. Call us today
for complete details and specifications, or to arrange for an
eye-opening demonstration of just what it takes to improve
the view from your desk. 1 (800) GRAPHON

Q

GraphOn
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Gr.tphOn Corpor.tlion
1980 Concou~ Drive
Sanjose, Ol 951.l l
1-800-GRAPHON

408-415-8400
FAX: 408-4.13-1711
TI.X: 499.l576 GRAPHON

Copyright 1988. GraphOn Corpomlion
GraphOn is a tmdemark of Gr.iphOn Corp. IJEC, l'AX , l'T, and ReGIS are
lr.tdemarks of Digil:tl Equipment Corp. Tck and Tektronix are trademarks of
Tektronix. Inc. Trlnilron and Super Fine Pilch are trademarks of Sony Corp.

<<Iknow itpays to havepowerprotection
But why should I pay for
more protection than I need?JJ
You shouldn't, and you won't, with Power Protection Systems
from AT&T. Unlike most other
uninterruptible power systems, AT&T systems deliver
all the power they're rated for,
so you don't have to pay for a
"cushion" you don't need.
AT&T Po\\er Protection Systems
come in single-phase I, 3, 5 and 10 KVA models
and 3-phase JO and 20 KVA models.

The reason? A unique
parallel processing design,

developed by AT&T Bell Laboratories, that incorporates an
innovative electronic by-pass feature, along with precision
microprocessor controls, and battery reserves to protect
against power fluctuations as well as complete blackouts.
AT&TS design offers another big advantage: it accommodates both linear and non-linear power loads, so you get
an "umbrella of protection" that covers your laser printers
and other peripherals as well as your computers.
To precisely meet your needs, AT&T offers a broad line
of models, ranging from single-phase 1 KVA for desktop and
small PBX applications, to 3, 5or10 KVA for floor-standing
minis and larger PBXs, to three-phase 10 and 20 KVA models.
Everything it takes to meet the requirements of virtually any
computer environment.
On top of all that, AT&T gives you a 12-month free parts
and labor warranty,* backed by prompt, expert customer
service from more than 100 nationwide locations.
For more information, and the location of your nearest
distributor, call AT&T at 1 800 982-0030. In Canada, call
1800 445-5607.
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Software
Layering On VMS
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s between modules.

BY PHILIP A. NAECKER
is the logical extension of software modularization, which
is the isolating of specific software functions in separate modules that can be
maintained independently. Software layering extends this by providing whole
classes of software functions (e.g., database access) in a group of modules that
serve to insulate programs from changes
in underlying support structures.
In brief, software layering means
that any function performed by the
operating system can be performed from
within a user-written program; i.e. , the
function is callable from a program.
Further, the function will continue to
work even when there are changes in the
SO FTWARE LAYERING
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systems and data structures underlying
the function.
Software layering, which is used
extensively in DEC 's VMS operating
system, has contributed greatly to the
success of VMS. However, many com- .
plain that VMS isn't layered sufficiently.
There are functions that can be performed by components of VMS that
can't be performed by a user program.
The inadequate layering of VMS may be
one reason the release of VMS version
5.0 was delayed.

Layering Basics
The basic idea of software layering is
simple. Instead of constructing software

from a series of interlocking modules,
you build it from a series of independent layers in which each layer performs
an entire function. Software layering
strives to minimize the connections or
interfaces between modules, and thereby
minimize interdependencies.
Consider a traditional buildingblock approach to constructing a software application in a personnel department. If a function is to be used in more
than one routine in the application, it's
generally modularized or placed in a
separate callable subroutine. For example, a function to look up an employee's
name through an employee's number
might be placed in a routine called
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This
routine then can be used anywhere the
employee's name is needed.
But modularization has a number
of weaknesses. First, a routine like
PER__NAME_FROM_NUMBER probably isn't used in isolation. There are
likely to be routines to obtain other information about an employee, and there
also may be routines to open and close
the personnel database that contains the
information.
The number of routines exacerbates
the next problem: What do you do
when PER__NAME_FROM_NUMBER
needs to change? If it has been used in
hundreds of modules or in dozens of applications, changing the routine can be
difficult and time consuming, because so
many applications must be relinked.
This is true when any personnel routine
must be changed. Because many personnel routines use other personnel
routines, a change in one is likely to
necessitate the relinking of every application that uses it.
Layered software behaves differently. A change to a module beneath the
interface is transparent to any program
using that module. On VMS, this is ac-

complished through shareable images
linked dynamically at run time. Thus, a
change in PER_NAME_FROM_
NUMBER automatically is made
available to every program that uses it
the next time the program is run. It also
ensures that interdependent modules,
such as PER__NAME_FROM_NUMBER
and PER_NUMBER_FROM_NAME,
are changed simultaneously. Dynamic
linking serves to protect the calling program from changes in the underlying
modules.
Just as calling programs must be
protected from changes in the subroutines, the subroutines must be free
to change without being restricted by
the stability requirements of applications. Dynamic linking provides the
means to change the underlying subroutine as long as the interface isn't
changed; the CALL statement in the calling program can't change without programmer intervention. Dynamic linking
also means that we can change the
subroutine whenever needed. For example, say we discover a way to improve
performance in our PER__NUMBER_
FROM_NAME routine. Every application that uses this routine will benefit

PER__NAME_FROM_NUMBER.

Typical software layering on VMS.

Layering diagram of VAX DATATRIEVE.

F(_~ u re

Figure 1.
Standard DATATRI EVE

User-Written
Program

from the improved performance.
But not all features oflayered software are embodied in dynamic linking.
Suppose a programmer needs more
functionality (e.g., wildcard lookup
capability) than is provided in PER_
NUMBER_FROM_NAME. In a nonlayered environment, he probably
would get the record definition for the
file, open the file, and read it. Then, if
the developer of the original PER_
NAME_FROM_NUMBER wants to
change the file layout (or move the
employee name to a different file or relation in a database), the new routine
would break. "Tough luck," you say.
Unfortunately, shortcuts like this
seem to crop up in programs for the
company president, so it's not always
easy to say "Tough luck." And often, by
the time it's discovered that the routine
cheats and uses the file directly, it has
been incorporated into other programs.
On the other hand, if we force the
programmer to submit a request for a
new routine, for example PER_
NUMBER._FROM_WILDCARD, and the
routine is developed by those responsible for the entire personnel data access
system, the request might become lost

DDMF
Network Access

2.
User Program

DATATRIEVE Shareable Image
DATATRIEVE Shareable Image

DSRI Layer of Rdb

I

User-Written Extensions

I

RMS
File System

DSRI Compliant Products

DBMS

VMS Operating System
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RDBMS Layer of Rdb
VMS Systems Services
Disk Class Drivers
Disk Port Drivers
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SOFTWARE LAYERING IS

important because it provides a technical
means that makes it relatively painless
to achieve the disciplined software
engineering approach.
in a sea of similar requests. One solution is to provide the programmer with
access to the internal routines used by
the shareable image to manipulate the
personnel data . The programmer
doesn't benefit from the higher level of
abstraction provided by a routine like
PER__NUMBER_FROM_ WILDCARD,
but at least he can build his routine in
a way that won't break every time the
data is moved .
That leads to another attribute of
layered software. A layered software architecture provides a mechanism to access lower levels of functionality (lower
layers in the layering diagram) without
loss of support. As lower levels of functionality are used, there's less data
abstraction and more work to access the
information, but not necessarily any loss
of maintainability.
One great benefit of properly
layered software is that it's inherently
extensible. In a layered software architecture, the software engineer is free
to mix and match the layered product
with user-written code to achieve a
result. For example, on VMS you can
write a new system service that performs privileged functions for nonprivileged users and have that function
available to all programs.
Using and developing layered software is more a software engineering
discipline than it is a technology. It's
always possible for a clever programmer
to circumvent a well-thought-out layering scheme and bypass the layers provided. Some programmers think it's best
to reach the lowest levels of the system
and " twiddle the bits" directly.
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This may be good for them,
because it provides job security. Their
programs will break every time there's
a change in the underlying software or
operating system. But for those who
make things work and keep them working, this approach is unsatisfactory.
Software layering is important because
it provides a technical means that ~akes
it relatively painless to achieve the
disciplined software engineering
approach.

Layering And VMS
On VMS, software layering is used both
in the operating system and in the
dependent software products. The
dependent products often are called
layered products because they layer on
top of the operating system.
In general, VMS provides good
capability for software layering. For example, VMS-shareable images let a user
write highly maintainable software that
can be linked dynamically. And VMS
system services usually provide a
mechanism to get to many of the lowest
levels of operating system functionality
in a supportable and maintainable
fashion. For example, to perform a read
or write on a disk you can:
1. Use your favorite high-level
language's run-time library {RTL) by using high-level language statements.
2 . Make calls to RMS directly.
3. Use QIO's to the disk ACP.
Although you lose some power of
abstraction as you work at increasingly
lower levels of granularity, each level is
sufficiently well defined so that you can
be assured your programs will continue

to work over time.
There are many good examples of
software layering on VMS, as well as
some important layered components
that are missing. Let's look at a few of
these in a case-by-case fashion.

Language RTLs
The first layered products running on
VMS were the languages. On VMS, a
language is implemented in two parts:
a compiler that's used only at compile
time, and an RTL that's implemented as
a shareable image. The RTL bridges the
gap between the operating system and
a specific language and performs commonly used functions like formatting
and conversion, file access and text
string manipulation.
The RTL is developed and maintained by the language development
team at DEC but is distributed as part
of the operating system. The RTL
routines are accessed by calls from the
compiled code, and because the IITLs are
distributed as part of the operating
system, the compiler can be sure that
these routines will be available on
whatever system is running the
application.
The advantages of this approach are
substantial. If each of these common
functions is performed directly using
operating system instructions, both
compilations and the resulting compiled
modules are much longer, and run-time
and compiler performance are decreased. Furthermore, because changes
in the operating system are most likely
to impact a language in the area of utility
routines (especially file access), the
needed changes to the language support
routines can be delivered as an updated
RTL with the operating system update,
thus keeping the two changes
synchronized.

PSM
The VAX Print Symbiont Modification
(PSM) routines provide an excellent example of the potential complexity of
building layered access to operating
system software. The intent of PSM is to
provide users access to the VAX Print
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Symbiont, so that they can make
changes in its function without writing
their own symbiont, which is a difficult
task.
For example, a site may need to put
a special flag page on every printout for

VM

device. For example, there's a terminal
class driver (TfDRIVER) that's called by
most user programs to perform terminal
1/0. The terminal class driver in turn
calls one of many port drivers, depending on whether the physical terminal is

S S 0 F T W A R E L A Y E R I N G lS

a powerful tool available to both
users and developers of VMS
software and layered products.
security purposes. PSM provides a way
to do this but still get the normal functioning of the print symbiont for all
other functions, including /FORMS processing, burst pages and restartable print
jobs.
But although PSM is layered (it can
be called by users and used to create a
new symbiont with custom features not
found in the standard VMS symbiont),
new symbionts created by PSM can't be
layered themselves. This is a major
shortcoming. For example, many users
want the advantages of LAT-based
printers, which are supported by a symbiont that uses PSM, called LATSYM. But
LATSYM isn't modifiable, so if you want
to create, say, your own flag page for a
printer that's on the LAT, you're out of
luck.

Drivers
A powerful VMS idea is that of layered
class and port drivers. A class driver is
a generic software construct that provides a general software interface to a
class of devices, such as disks or terminals. The class driver is called by programs that want to interact with or obtain information about a device.
The port driver is in turn called by
. the class driver, in a layered fashion. The
port driver is hardware dependent and
knows about the physical communications medium to the device and about
the specific physical attributes of the
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on a DZ device, a DMF, the LAT and so
on. On the disk side, the disk class
driver (DUDRIVER) calls one or more
port drivers, such as the PADRIVER for
the CI.

Volume Shadowing
Not every layered product provides new
functionality directly to users. Some
layered products can be transparent to
users. VMS Volume Shadowing is an example of a layered product that executes
at very low levels in the operating system and is transparent to most users.
The Volume Shadowing layered product
is actually just a key that enables an image already shipped with VMS. The image is a device driver (the DSDRIVER)
that implements volume shadowing.
Because the DSDRIVER is simply
another disk class driver, there's no effect on any other programs or layered
products.

Is It Layered Enough?
Many VMS utilities are callable and
therefore can be used in a layered application. The SORT, CONVERT, TPU
Editor, Librarian and several other tools
are callable and can be layered under
applications.
Even so, many VMS watchers
believe there's not nearly enough layering in VMS. They cite the following
points:
1. Many utilities still aren't callable,

even in VS.O of VMS. High on the list of
desired callable utilities are VMS MAIL
and BACKUP. Callable VMS MAIL would
provide a mechanism for applications to
conveniently communicate with users
by sending and receiving MAIL
messages. Users also would be able to
put a customized user interface on top
of MAIL. Callable BACKUP would provide an easier way to automate the
backup process, an awkward task currently done with command procedures.
The absence of a number of other
utilities and interfaces forces users to institute great kludges and work-arounds.
For example, although the ANALYZE/
IMAGE utility can determine the image
version number and link date, there's no
way to get this information from a program or from DCL. Instead, the output
of the ANALYZE/IMAGE utility must be
parsed to locate these items. Similarly,
although DCL and the INSTALL utility
can tell if an image is installed, there's
no way to get this information· in a
program.
2. Although DCL is extensible by adding new verbs, there's no graceful way
to modify the default functions of a
DCL command without incurring a lot
of startup overhead (using foreign commands) . The only way to change the
operation of a DCL command is to get
a copy of the command definition file
(CLD) and modify it. This technique
violates one of the principles of layering, however, because it will fail when
the next release of the operating system
makes changes to that command.
Further, there's no way to extend
DCL by adding lexical functions, an unfortunate omission for sites that want to
customize their environments. Although
we can add a new privileged system
service and have that available to every
program on the system, we can't make
that service available to the most frequently used program on the system,
DCL itself
3. The omissions in DCL extend beyond
the issue of extensibility. DCL does a
number of things that mere mortals
can't do, or at least can't do in a supported fashion. For example, in DCL the
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command $ SET UIC changes the identity of a user. There's no corresponding
system service that a program can call,
so there's no supported mechanism that
a program can use to change a process's
UIC. Other examples of the special
nature of DCL abound.
4. In the system management area, DEC
has a new layering project under way.
Embodied in the new SYSMAN architecture, the goal of this project is to layer
most system management functions
under a common architecture so that
they can be performed from a variety of
user interfaces and on any node in a
network.
The beginnings of this new architecture were seen in VMS V4.x, when
VMS added new system services for
reading and modifying the system
authorization information and rights
list. But these functions operate at a very
low level, the item level, and don't lend
themselves to simple use from a program. While it's still not clear when all
of the system management functions
(e.g., quota management, network management, LAT management, system
parameters) will be available through the
SYSMAN architecture, it sounds as if this
will be some years from now.
5. Each version of VMS has taken
longer to develop than the previous version. VMS watchers speculate that one
reason is that nearly every change to
VMS has necessitated a change in the
VMS system kernel. Therefore, the entire VMS development process has been
gated by the number of people who
concurrently can work on the kernel.
However, it appears now that this
limitation has been fixed. The system
kernel has been decomposed substantially and the interfaces between those
components have been defined architecturally. This has been a major task and
is supposedly one of the reasons that
VMS VS.O arrived late.

ware. Figure 1 shows the layering
diagram of one component of VIA, VAX
DATATRIEVE.
In this layered architecture, a user
can write a program that can do everything that standard DATATRIEVE can do,
because the user can write a program
that calls the DATATRIEVE image in the
same way as standard DATATRIEVE.
DATATRIEVE itself takes advantage of
this feature in the Distributed Data
Management Facility, which provides
network access to DATATRIEVE from
remote nodes.
On the other end, a user can extend
DATATRIEVE by adding functions that
layer beneath the DATATRIEVE shareable
image interface. These extensions are
then available both to user-written programs and to standard DATATRIEVE.
But there's more. Each of the boxes
below the DATATRIEVE shareable image
also has several layers. If we expand the
layering diagram fully, it will look
something like Figure 2.
Because the VIA architecture is
layered, changes in each layer have no
impact on other layers except, possibly,
those that have an interface directly with
the layer that changes. For example,
when the Rdb development team
decides it needs to change the on- disk
structure of an Rdb database, only the
RDMS component in the layering
diagram will have to change. Similarly,
when VMS made Ethernet- based
clusters available (as a new port driver),
none of the other components of the
system had to change to take advantage
of the new functionality.
VMS SOFTWARE LAYERING is a powerful
tool available to both users and
developers of VMS software and layered
products. The ability of VMS to compete
with new operating systems will depend
greatly on the ability of the VMS
development team to extend the layered
software features of VMS.

How Far Can You Go?
How far can you go with software layering? One of my favorite examples is
the layering in the VAX Information Architecture (VIA) data management soft-
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c c L o s E n the door or is it open for

those who know how to look?
BACK WHEN LIFE was simple and only
PC software had copy protection, there
were the MASSBUS and the UNIBUS.
These adapters were general-purpose,
proprietary buses used for peripherals
like disk and tape controllers. Bus
adapters, or backplanes, were used to
communicate with a central processor
and main memory bus. On the VAX
11/780 this is called an SBI, and to the
VAX 11/750 this is known as the memory
interconnect.
Although the MASSBUS and
UNIBUS, as well as the Q-bus, are proprietary bus systems, DEC published its
technical specifications and encouraged
OEMs to build products for them. The
OEMs did just that, and DEC's processor
products became a long-term success.
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BY DAVID W. BYNON

DEC continues to build upwardly compatible computers.

Times Change
At present, DEC's engineering strategy
moves away from the traditional bus
designs like MASSBUS, UNIBUS and Qbus. It's current emphasis is to build
computer interconnects. Just look at
what's available: VAX Bus Interconnect
(VAX.BI); Network Interconnect (NI), i.e.,
Ethernet; Computer Interconnect (CI);
and Storage Interconnect (SI).
When DEC changed its engineering
strategy, it revamped the proprietary bus
policies. The announcement of VAX.BI
brought the shocking news that the
door .was closed to anyone without a
license. As a result, many argue that

DEC is forgetting, who helped make it
the company it is today.
But DEC, like any smart investor,
is securing its money. While the VAX.BI
licensing policy is not 100 percent open,
all is not lost. The door is open to those
who look. The new engineering
strategy - VAX.Bl, NI, CI, SI - makes
DEC's future clear. New products will
be built around common interconnects.
The primary interconnect, because it's
the common element among all DEC
systems, will be the NI.

A Technical look
The VAX.BI bus is the interconnect
around which DEC is building future
generations of VAX systems. It is likely
to remain current well into the 1990s.
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The VAXBI Corner displaying the Bus Interface Interconnect Chip.
The VAXBI is a fully specified
32-bit synchronous bus. A single ZMOS
interface chip, the Bus Interface Interconnect Chip (BIIC}, provides the interface between the VAXBI bus and the user
interface on each of the system components, called nodes.
This chip is responsible for all bus
transactions , including interrupts,
multiprocessing commands, error
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checking and distributed arbitration.
The BIIC's arbitration scheme ensures
fair access for all nodes on the bus. The
BIIC, a custom clock receiver and a few
discrete components on one end of the
edge connector make up the VAXBI
Corner.
A second VAXBI component, the
VAXBI Chip Interface (BCI), is a synchronous interface bus that provides the

connection between the BIIC and the
user interface of each node.
A VAXBI node is one or more VAXBI modules, which may be a mix of
three options: CPUs, memories and
adapters. CPU nodes process machine
instructions, access memory nodes and
control the action of adapters. Memory
nodes temporarily store instructions and
data for CPUs and adapters. They respond to read and write transactions
issued by a CPU or adapter. Adapter
nodes move data to and from memory
and take control instructions from
CPUs.
There are several types of adapters:
mass storage, communication and bus.
Mass storage adapters provide highspeed data transfer between storage
devices and VAXBI memory nodes.
Communication adapters provide interfaces to LANs, other computer systems
(cluster nodes) and terminal devices. Bus
adapters enable the use of UNIBUS
devices. As many as 16 VAXBI nodes can
be supported on a single VAXBI bus.
The VAXBI performs synchronous
operations, meaning all operations are
clocked. Events occur on the bus at
200-nanosecond intervals (in Grace
Hopper terms, that's about 196.66 feet of
light speed) with all address, data, arbitration and error checking being timedi vision -multiplexed over all 32
transmission lines. The addressable
range of a VAXBI bus is 1 GB, or 30-bit
addressing. The address space is divided
evenly between 1/0 and memory.
V AXBI bus data transfers are performed at fixed lengths of 4, 8 or 16
bytes. The maximum data transfer is 133
MB/sec. for 16-byte transfers. Compare
this with the UNIBUS at 1.1 MB/sec. or
the Q-bus at 3.3 MB/sec.
Bus arbitration is evenly distributed
between the nodes. When the bus is idle,
any node can arbitrate, although the
node with highest priority will win
control of the bus. When a node gains
control, it becomes the master for only
one command transaction . In this way,
no single node can take over. It then
sends its command and address information to begin a VAXBI transaction.
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Figure 1.
Memory

Processor

VAXBI

Bus

Mass Storage
Adapter
(Disk, Tape)

Communication
Adapter
(Terminals, Ethernet)

Low-end VAXBI bus configuration.

figure 2.
Processor

When Old Is New
Processor

VAXBI

Communication
Adapter

M ultiprocessing VAXBI bus configuration.
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The node that responds to the master's
transaction is called the slave.
One of the most important features
of the VAXBI bus is that it maximizes
the use of multiple processors. Of the
13 VAXBI transactions, nine fully support multiprocessing. Two of these instructions support interlocked communication between nodes and another
provides interprocessor interrupts.
It's interesting to look at the way
DEC builds computer systems around
the VAXBI bus. For instance, singleprocessor systems can use the VAXBI
bus as a combination memory and 1/0
bus (see Figure 1) . Multiprocessing
systems with two CPUs and a common
memory node can use the VAXBI as a
shared memory bus (see Figure 2).
The VAXBI bus also will support
single-board computers with a private
memory bus. This scheme is used to
build a high-end system, where the full
bandwidth of the VAXBI is required for
1/0 (see Figure 3). In th,ese high-end
systems, which may support multiple
processors, a high-speed memory bus is
used . A VAXBI adapter connects one or
more VAXBI buses to the system.

Bus

Mass Storage
Adapter

Memory

A new processor can make an old bus
design seem fresh. The MICROVAX 3xxx
series did just that for the tiring Q-bus.
Just when it looked as if the MICROVAX
line would go to a single-board computer design, such as that of the
MICROVAX 2000, DEC threw users a
new bone.
This was both good and bad news
for the OEMs who build and market
hardware for the Q-bus. It was good
because the controllers and peripherals
will work with the new Q-bus processor. But it was bad because DEC
packages the MICROVAX 3500 in a new
chassis that meets FCC requirements by
using an RFI seal at the top of each
board. So the OEMs will have to
redesign their boards.
The Q-bus consists of two unidirectional and 42 bidirectional signal
lines incorporated into a backplane. The
backplane, which houses the signal lines
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and physical connectors for each
module, is divided into four rows (A-D)
and eight or 12 slots (columns).
As a special design for the
MICROVAX JI and 3xxx processors, the
Q-bus is wired so that some of the C
and D backplane rows are interconnected. This CD interconnection is

called the MICROVAX Memory Interconnect, or CD. Depending on the
backplane, three or more slots may be
wired this way.
DEC produces several Q-bus
designs. Two were designed for LSI and
MICROPDP systems. T hey used 16- and
18-bit addressing. The MICROVAX II and

3xxx systems require 22-bit addressing
and therefore use an extended Q-bus
design. This is called the MICROVAX
Q22 bus.
All communication on the Q-bus is
performed asynchronously, allowing
devices to transfer data at varying data
rates. The bus operates in a master/slave

Figure 3.
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Figure 4.
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I WOULDN'T BE SURPRISED
if DEC introduces more low-end
VAX systems built around a
single-board computer design.
relationship. If more than one device requests use of the bus, the one with
highest priority gets it.
When a device takes control of the
bus, it's said to be the master. It may
control data transfers until it decides to
release the bus. In performing the data
transfers, the master addresses another
device, designated as its slave.
The bus master generally is a processor or a DMA device that initiates a
bus transaction. The slave acknowledges
the transaction by receiving data from,
or transmitting data to, the master. An
example of this is a disk drive controller
as master, transferring data into memory
as the slave.
The Q-bus supports two methods
of device priority: distributed arbitration
and position-defined arbitration. Using
the distributed arbitration method,
priority levels are implemented in the
hardware. When two or more devices of
equal priority interrupt the system at the
same time, the device electrically closest
to the primary CPU is granted priority.
MICROVAX systems use the distributed
priority method.
Position-defined arbitration grants
priority based solely on the electrical
position of the device on the bus. The
device closest to the CPU has the highest
priority.
Based on this bus design, it's possible to put multiple processors on the
same bus. In fact, while looking at a set
of MICROVAX II schematics, I found that
the processor can be assigned an arbitration level. The signal lines for this control terminate at the console interface
module housing the time-of-year clock.
Q-bus performance is enhanced on
the MICROVAX II and MICROVAX 3xxx

50

systems through a Private Memory Interconnect (PMI). It's the same idea as a
private memory bus on high-end VAXBI systems. By putting main memory
data transfers on a private bus, the main
bus can be freed for device I/O operations. Figure 4 shows how the
MICROVAX II and MICROVAX 3xxx
systems use the Q-bus.

Single-Board Designs
I wouldn't be surprised if DEC introduces more low-end VAX systems
built around a single-board computer
design. The MICROVAX 2000 systems
have been tremendously successful.
The MICROVAX 2000 uses the same
CPU and floating point processor as the
KA630 (MICROVAX II), repackaged on a
single multilayer printed circuit board
with private buses. An expansion bus is
available for memory, graphics coprocessor, communication and external
storage devices.
The MICROVAX 2000 is said to be
a busless design because it doesn't have
a backplane or bus adapter typically
associated with other DEC computers.
This doesn't mean, however, that the
system doesn't have a bus and that it's
not expandable.

Interconnects
DEC is big on networks. Thus, it makes
sense that the DEC strategy is to use
networks in as many facets of computing as possible. At present, networks are
used in two DEC bus strategies, the CI
and NI. Both are high-speed processorinterconnect channels used to form
VAXCLUSTERs.
Processor-interconnects are needed
to pass information and data between

the cluster members. For instance, this
might consist of member connection
messages, cluster transition states information, and user files.
The connection must be high
speed. A low-speed link wouldn't work
because of the volume of information
that must be moved and the timeliness
of the interprocessor messages.
Large VAXCLUSTER systems use
the CI, a high-speed coaxial network.
Each node has an I/O processor (CI780,
Cl750 or CIBCI) that connects two communication channels to a central passive
hub called a Star Coupler. The Star
Coupler forms a star network between
the processors.
To implement VAXCLUSTER
technology on a broader scale, DEC uses
Ethernet, referred to as the Network Interconnect. Like a Computer Interconnect processor, an Ethernet controller is
a high-speed communication device that
uses coaxial cable or twisted pair as the
medium. Small differences exist: The CI
has a 70-megabit bandwidth compared
with Ethernet's 10, and an Ethernet controller has only one channel.
Unlike the VAXBI and Q-bus
designs, the Computer Interconnect and
Network Interconnect aren't priorityruled bus designs. Rather, they work on
the principle of contention. For instance,
Ethernet (the NI) is a broadcast-based
network based on an access method
known as Carrier Sense Multiple Access
with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD).
You can compare CSMA/CD to a
group conversation. The conversation is
open to everyone; the cable is available
to any computer that needs to transmit
a message or data.
In a conversation, people wait to
speak until the other speaker is finished .
Likewise, each computer listens to the
cable and transmits data only when the
line is clear. If two people speak at once
in a group conversation, each stops for
the other. When a transmission collision
is detected by a transceiver, it tells the
controller to stop sending. The controller will wait a random period and try
to send again.
This type of bus protocol allows
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Another Software AG product protnotion.

We can't guarantee a promotion every time. But we can provide the most comprehensive, functional, and integrated software solutions available today for your Digital
computer systems.
At First Independent Trust in Sacramento, Software AG technology helped speed
the conversion from a PC-based system to VAX-based applications, including
online student loan application and approval systems.
"We had a staff of 10 programmers, none with ADABAS or NATURAL experience," says Albert Hay, newly appointed Vice President of MIS. "After just one
week of training, we were able to get working, building applications. That's what
really impressed me about Software AG products. "

For more information
about Software AG VAX
software, call toll-free:
1-800-843-9534.
(In Virginia and Canada, call
1-703-860-5050).

From ADABAS, our relational data base management system, to NATURAL, our
4th Generation application development language; PREDICT, our active data
dictionary ; and NET-WORK, our distributed communications technology for VAX
and VAX-to-IBM environments, Software AG provides a broad foundation of
integrated, proven software tools, unmatched by any other VAX software vendor.
And because the foundation is solid, the building grows - into CASE technologies,
such as NATURAL CONSTRUCT ; computer-based training systems; graphics
data processing; and a variety of end user facilities.
So don't be shy when it comes to promoting yourself. Join the 500 organizations
around the world that have discovered VAX software solutions from Software AG.

A DA BAS. NATU RAL, NATU RAL CONSTRUCT, NE"!' WORK. and PREDICT are trademarks
or Software AG. VAX is a trademark of Digi tal Equipmem Corp.
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Network DEC to UNIX?

/JJW!Jou, Dil/Jirl<lf4(Q--/JJill ~elf!Jou,/
TCP/JP~~~···

Did you know that most UNIX computers already support industry-standard TCP/IP
networking protocols? And that Process Software Corporation gives you TCP/IP networking solutions for more DEC operating systems than anybody?

ro-t VM~,R~X, RT-I!, IA.QAHi T~',K-Plm...

Network to UNIX using just our TCP/IP software and your standard DEC Ethernet
hardware on the UNIBUS. Q-bus. VAXBI. or the new MicroVAX 2000. And run concurrently with DECnet. LAT. or LAVC.

Duwut 7i Bwft!Jou,...
Say goodbye to special hardware. messy installation. and unneeded layers of software. Our TCP/IP products are modular. efficient. and designed for the operating
system they run on. You benefit from ease of use. simple installation and virtually
no maintenance.

ro-t E11f1f Al'/'~...
And we support the full range of popular TCP/IP applications. including FTP (File
Transfer). TELNET (Virtual Terminal). TCP. IP. and UDP programming interfaces.
and others.
You won't find a better lower-cost way to connect DEC to UNIX anywhere!

JiliA;Jt;,i? Call Process Software Corporation today.
PROCES~~ 413-549-6994
35 Montague Road• PO Box 746 •Amherst. Massachusetts 01004
DEC. IAS. RSX. RT-11. UNIBUS. VAX. and VMS are Digital Equipment Corporation trademarks. Unix is an AT&T
trademark. Ethernet is a Xerox Corporation trademark. TSX-Plus is a S&H Computers trademark.
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SAM2010

ENVIRONMENTAL SECURITY SYSTEM
INTELLIGENT I POWERFUL I SENSITIVE
MONITORS computer room environment and PROTECTS your computers
(DEC-VAX, microVAX, PDP/II , DG-MV Series, IBM 370, 4300 and others) from
environmental hazards. ABLE to monitor multiple stations, alert users,
telephone key people and conduct orderly system software and power shutdowns if nobody responds to alarms.

PROTECTS Your Computer, Programs, and Data Against:
• Air-Conditioning Failure
• Excess Temperature, Humidity
• Smoke I Fire I Water I Assault
• A.C. Power Irregularities
BETTER THAN AN INSURANCE POLICY,
SAM-2010 AVERTS DISASTER BEFORE COSTLY DAMAGE OCCURS

processors and devices with a wide
range of capabilities to use the same bus.
Compatibility is no longer a major issue.
Figure 5 shows how the CI and NI buses
tie systems together.

DEC's Interconnect Future
The 1990s will be the decade of the
node. Every computing component will
be a node on the bus, which will be a
network. OEMs that rant and rave about
this DEC policy and closed DEC architecture have their eyes closed . The
whole world is open to OEMs that have
imagination.
Some very innovative products are
on the market. For example, the Performance 4000 terminal server from
Emulex Corporation, of Costa Mesa,
California, uses DEC's Ethernet LAT
protocol. It provides the same services
as DEC's terminal servers, but has additional features .
First, it's expandable from 16 to 32
lines. Second, it has a parallel printer
port. Now you can use a non-serial
printer without having to use some
newfangled converter. This is just one
example of an expansion device that
connects to a DEC bus. There are many
others.
What I'd like to see is an EtherTerm
- an Ethernet-based terminal. You take
your favorite microprocessor, like an Intel 80386 or DEC 78032, mix it with a
high-resolution graphics processor, such
as the Dragon chip set, add 4 to 16 MB
of memory and enough firmware to
house the X Window System and your
network software, and button it all up
with a LAN coprocessor, such as the Intel 82586.
And what about an Ni-based
storage server for MICROVAX systems?
If you examine how DEC has
designed VMS software, you'll find that
the door to new hardware is wide open.
For this reason, DEC's interconnect
strategy looks like it has a bright future.

Only the SAM2010 system does all the above, AUTOMATICALLY when measured
values exceed pre-set limits. 24 hours a day. No coffee breaks. No vacations.

THE COST -

ARTIC LE INTEREST QUOTIENT

LE$$ THAN YOU THINK

TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE SAM2010 SYSTEM, WRITE OR CALL -

/ I N T R ~
C O M
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The sr,stem accoun
~M
product that stacliS the IJ C
in your favor.
Get the details on ARSAP today.

With ARSAP you can do it all. Everything
from capacity planning to performance
management to project accounting.
ARSAP was designed to work with VMS,
so you don't need to change your operating procedures to put this comprehensive
system to work for you. And because of its
exclusive options, ARSAP is the most efficient and powerful system accounting
product available today.
Analyze historical data to plan system resources
required for future growth .
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ARSAP (version 6.0) is the product of 11
years of system accounting design. No
other software package is better suited
to your DEC system or your system
accounting needs. Only ARSAP offers you
a complete solution. For more information
about how ARSAP can meet your needs
call GEJAC today.
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Manage users and control project costs using
ARSAP reports.

Selective Image Accounting reduces
accounting files by as much as 90%.
Only ARSAP allows you to select and report
on the specific applications
you choose, instead
of the familiar "all or
nothing" alternative
offered by other systems. This valuable
option saves thousands of I/O's to
your system disk and
reduces the space
requirements of
accounting files by
as much as 900/o!

Disk Management and Global System
Reporting aid long-term capacity planning.
With ARSAP, you can generate easy-toread bar chart capacity reports for any
accounting statistic available from VMS,
including CPU time, memory utilization,
buffered I/O's, direct I/O's, connect time,
and more. And our disk management
reports identify amount of space allocated
to each user and total amount of free
space remaining.

ARSAP gives you the "evidence" to effectively
allocate limited hardware among users.

1-800-43ARSAP
(1-800 - 432-7727) . (301) 725-2500

'%t~~~~T~

Terminal Reporting tracks usage for
control and troubleshooting.
ARSAP's exclusive terminal reporting
feature lets you track usage and locate
the physical terminal on which a particular session took place, even when
access comes through virtual terminals,
Intergraph™
workstations or
DECservers (LATs).

Mail the coupon below to GEJAC, lNC.
8643 Cherry Lane, Laurel, MD. 20707

r----------------------------------1I
Name

Tit le

l

Compo oy

Ci1y

Stale

Telephone

Use · ~RSAP Intercept"
to automatically select
image data for
software reporting.

Send information on:
D Performance
D Chargeback
Evaluation
D Project
Accounting
D Capacity
Planning
DResource
Management
D Software Package
Reporting
D Printer Forms
OOther
Tracking
I have these VAX/ VMS systems:

ARSAP is a regis l ~red trademarkofCFJAC. Inc. DEC is a registered trademark of Digital Equip ment Corp. Intergraph is a registered trademark o£Inlcrgraph Corp.

I
I
I

l
L ------- --------------------------...J
#of systems___ Model #'s
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Introducing a new line of disk drives that hits them all.The new OS-Series
from Century Data, with storage capacities from 450 MB to more than
1 GB. If compatibility is what you respond to, you'll feel
comfortable knowing the new OS-Series drives are the first
DEC®plug compatible replacement drives for
the RA81 and 82 Series that don't require extra
cabling or external boxes. If size is the big issue with you ,
look at how our drives measure up to theirs.Ours are half the
size, and half the weight,
which makes it very easy to fit
twice the storage capacity
in the same rack you're using
now Looking for low power
consumption? Our drives draw
less than 1/3 the power of a
DEC unit at start-up, and use

The New OS-Series
1009'10 DEC-RA Series Compatible.
New RA90 Compatible Disk Drives
See Century Data at
DEXPOWest-Booth #121
1988 Century Data Incorporated DEC isa registered trademarkof D1g1tial Equipment Corporation

just 112 the power to run. They can save enough in power costs to
pay for themselves in less than 4 years. Does speed catch
your attention? The OS-Series boosts system performance
with average seek times of just 15 to 18 milliseconds. Or do
you look at the bottom line first? Good, because
the new OS-Series drives will cost you less there.Which is
pretty impressive when you consider they give you so much
more. And if you're the type to put an emphasis on reliability,
you should know we've
been building extraordinarily
reliable disk drives for
more than 20 years. For more
information on the new
disk drives that push all the
right buttons, call us or
write Century Data Incorporated.

CENTURY DATA
2055 Gateway Place. San Jose. CA 95110.
Outside California call 1-800-325-5756.
Inside California call (408) 298-5756.
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XPERT
SYSTEMS TD
SPOT TROUBLES
By Kent Cearley

Leaving A Trail
To Correct Problems
And Use
Documentation
Effectively.

Expert systems are one of
the more practical technologies emerging from AI research. Several
products from DEC use this technology, ranging from XCON, which was developed in 1979
and is involved in the configuration of most
customer shipments, to VPA, a new package
designed to advise system managers of performance bottlenecks and what can be done
about them.
Unfortunately, the term expert system has
become a new buzzword. It often is lumped
into a set of AI jargon like neural nets and
frame-based representation that obscures its
inherent simplicity and its practicality for realworld problems. One problem for which it's
suited is common for system managers.

The Scenario

*
56

Under the scenario, a printer queue suddenly
stops, or a user's t~rminal is hung. A series of
steps is followed to determine the source of the
problem. Depending on the cause, remedial
action is taken and the problem is resolved,
under the optimistic version.
In reality, the help desk receives the call
and tries to contact the system manager. He
can't be found, and a frantic search ensues for
documentation or procedures, which, hopefully, are understandable and helpful for the

problem. Or, he's found and remembers
vaguely that this problem almost was intractable, but the fix was so obvious that it wasn't
worth writing down.
The Program here enables the manager or
problem solver to leave a trail so that if the
problem recurs, it will lead to the appropriate
solution. A framework also can be developed,
with the same program, for a dynamic documentation base that can interact with operators
and help determine the cause of the problem
and suggest probable solutions.
This is an interactive extension of the help
file. Although help systems are a relatively
closed architecture, the system developed here
is extended in a variety of ways.
This system addresses three concerns:
design, tool selection and ease of maintenance/
extensibility. These are obstacles to most expert system development, and there are highly
paid professionals who address them in large
projects or lucrative contracts. In our implementation, the solutions to these obstacles
are simple and direct.

Design
The first stage is design. This is a good place
to clarify goals without regard to the specifics
of implementation. The goal is to develop an
online version of the troubleshooting guide.
The structure ofthis guide is familiar to those
experienced with the Chilton's school of car

DEC PROFESSIONAL

maintenance and is even found in several DEC manuals.
Because designing many expert systems consists of structuring the information in a troubleshooting format, most of
the work already is done. Where there are questions in the
troubleshooting procedures, the operator will be prompted
for information (or, by extension, they can be determined with
calls to external routines) . Where particular paths can be
followed based on the operator's answer, there will be branches
in the flow of interactions. When a solution has been found,
it will be recommended to the operator and can be initiated
automatically.
In AI and particularly in expert systems, programs operate
in problem space. Conceptually, this is the separation of the
problem and solution by an abstract space, consisting of all
possible paths from one to the other. The troubleshooting
guides start exploring several possible paths through this space
and, based on each choice, gradually end up at a specific point.
This is an example of a forward- chaining methodology,
the navigation of problem space proceeding from the set of
possible problems to the solutions. Backward-chaining
systems start with a possible solution and work backward
through the problem space to see if they have the right problem. Because troubleshooting guides are usually classification

problems (i.e., determining the nature of the problem), this
system is forward chaining.
One tremendous advantage of implementing expert systems over conventional programming is you don't need to
know exhaustively what you're trying to accomplish. You can
start with a few paths and solutions, for instance a direct implementation of the troubleshooting checklists, and fill in a
little more each time you discover a new solution or different
contingency.
The tree can grow in this problem space to encompass
every nook and cranny you explore neurally in searching for
solutions or in characterizing the essential nature of the problem. Best of all, even a partially completed system is of value;
it can solve problems to the extent of its knowledge base.

Selecting Tools
After you understand the design approach, the next step is to
select tools that are suitable to its implementation. A tool
should allow most of the effort to be spent in entering and
extending what the system knows, versus mastering syntax
or other incidental detail. This is the goal of programs known
as expert system shells.
These shells can be expensive and often require training

FINALLY! VAX™ FILE MANAGEMENT
WITHOUT THE DRUDGERY
Introducing V_DIR
The first VMS®utility that lets you
• Easily Organize Directories
• Copy, Move or Delete Multiple Files
• Edit or View Selected Files
• See Files in Multiple Directories
• Execute DCL Commands
Do all of this WimOUTTYPING a file
name or directory name.
Only $395
Credit cards accepted.

TO ORDER
CALL: 1-800-343-4300
ext. 21

VAX and VMS are regisie red ttademarks of 0 igi!21 Equipme nl

Corporation.
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QUEMAN
THE VAX QUEUE MANAGER

or extensive reading to bring up the simplest implementation.
The approach uses a language with many of the features of
shells built in.
The language is OPSS; it costs about $3,150 for a
MICROVAX. Compared to most expert system development
shells, this is relatively cheap. Most shells for the VAX have
a variety of data structures and options and are as complex
as they are powerful. These features and complexity aren't
always necessary. OPSS, for example, has two basic constructs:
assertions (like assignments in traditional programming, e.g.,
A= 1) and rules (if x, then y).
Although simple, even this syntax won't have to be
understood for this project. A shell will be provided consisting
of five statements. Troubleshooting specifics will be inserted
as text into a basic rule template. After plugging in this text,
everything else is handled automatically. Here's an example,
using this technique to implement a section of a
troubleshooting guide. This is followed by how it is maintained and extended.
For the example, I'll use the troubleshooting section in
the DECSERVER 100 Operations Guide. This section, for release
1.2, begins in Chapter 4. Using the Table of Contents, we can
extract the information to design a simple outline. This outline
is hdpful in understanding both the scope and the depth of
the knowledge base. It also provides an excellent source document for maintenance and testing.
The six headings in the troubleshooting section are:
4 . 1 !Jhat to do first

Only QUEMAN automates the complete control and processing
of all your print (output) queues, batch queues, and print forms
In a single CPU or cluster environment. QUEMAN provides full
screen displays which easily monitor, detect, and correct any
errors which may occur. Additional features of QUEMAN Include:
• Elimination of cumbersome DCL commands and reduced CPU time
in processing of queues.
• Batch and Print queues can automatically be merged, paused , reset,
started or stopped .
• Print queues are easily assigned, deassigned, and forms changed
at any time.
• All forms utiiized by print queues are maintained and can easily be
created , mod ified or changed.
• Special ZOOM feature lists information about each job in the queue
and allows the following job command to be executed : Delete, change
destination, hold , release , and restart (change form also for print jobs).
For more information or a free trial on how QVEMAN can automate and control
all of your print queue and batch queue processing call or write:

oc
DATA CENTER

SOFTWARE

DATA CENTEfl SOFTWARE
218 Maple Street
Danvers, MA 01923
Tel. 617-777-1221

"VAX is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation
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4.2 Problems affecting all ports
4.3 Problems affecting individual ports
4.4 Problems involving service nodes
4 . 5 Problems involving the Ethernet

4 .6 Digital servi ce

Under these headings are various steps to isolate the problem until a determination is made and solutions are suggested.
The complete section of the troubleshooting outline for section 4.2 breaks down into:
4.1
4.1. 1
4.1.1
4 .1. 1.1
4.1.1.1
4.2 .1.3
4.1.1.4
4.1.3
4.1.4
4.1 . 4. l
4.1. 4 .1
4 .2. 5
4.1 .6

Translating into the design of the expert system, each level
is a menu of the levels beneath it. If the first menu looked like
this :
1.
2.
3.
4.

Problem is affecting all ports

(4.2)

Problem only affecting individual port{s)
Problem involves service nodes
Problem seems to involve Ethernet

(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)

DEC PROFESSIONAL
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and the user selects 1 as the closest approximation to what
he thinks is happening, this would translate in the trouble
guide to 4.2. At this point, you would display a menu of
choices to classify the problem further. These choices would
be:
1.
2.

4.

Server green light is off
Server green light i s blinking
No console messages
Oownline loading problems

(4.2.l)
(4 .2. 2)
{4 .2. 3}
(4 . 2. 4)

5.

Message 9 13 appears on console

(4.2 . 5)

3.

Whenever the problem doesn't break down any further,
you have a recommendation for action. This occurs, for example, at selections 4.2.2 .1 and 4.2.2.2. This is the end of the
problem chain, and there's a small difference in the way you
enter the rule.
Here are the rule templates:

{CRLF)

I

Problem menu

I goes in

this window .

(CRLF) I
(HAKE NEXT-NOOE MENU))

The first template is for a menu, and the second is for a
solution or the end of a problem chain mentioned above. The
uppercase text needs to be entered exactly as is; the lowercase
is the variable information you fill in, based on which section
you're entering.
The shell has one rule already coded, the main menu. This
can be modified to whatever problem domains you want to
implement. If an item is selected that you haven't coded yet,
the user will get a "Not implemented yet ... "message. The
rules can be appended in any order to the end of the shell.
Here's an example of the main menu already coded in the
shell:

I

(write

I
Il

{P solution
(STATE ' NODE solution . )
- ->

(WRITE (CRLF)

I

I
I
I )

(P Ma in_rout ine
(state · n - l . )

(P 1.4
(STATE ' NODE l 4 . )

(llRlTE (CRLF)

(CRLF) I goes in this wi ndow .. .
(CRLF) I . . .
(CRLF) I
(HAKE NEXT-NOOE RETURN))

Sol uti on text

(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)

I
I

I
I
I

• Fully software compatible
• Easy to install; low maintenance
• Multi-ported
• Capacities from 5 to 512 Mbytes
• Battery backup
• Field expandable
Emulates the DEC RA80 with MSCP, or the
RL01/RL02 disk subsystems. Plugs into the
Q-bus or Unibus and has optional highspeed interface ... and, the MegaCard is
available now!
Request our new free brochure today!
Q-bus and Unibus att Registered Trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp.

1 - Terminal Hang
2 - SNA Gateway

3 • Router

I

4 - OECNET Problems

I

5 - OECSERVER 100

I

DEC users worldwide know that the
MegaCard, with MSCP compatibility, is the
most cost-effective way to lower system response times!
With access times in the microseconds,
the MegaCard lets you add more users and
applications while simultaneously improving performance. Increased performance
results in better system utilization and
productivity.
The MegaCard is particularly wellsuited for frequently accessed data, such as
index/database files, scratch files and
CAD/CAM, as well as for disk based operating systems. Or, use it as a high speed
swapping and paging disk.

--- Troubleshooting Menu -- -

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I l

MegaCani Solid·State Disk.
Capacities: 5to 512 Mbytes.

With the MegaCard,
the only thing
going up is your
productivity.

IMPERIAL
"f!
Imperial Technology, Inc.

!-J A Subsidiary of System Industries, Inc.
831 S. Douglas Sireet · El Segundo, CA 90245
Tulephone: (213) 536-0018
Thlex: 664469 · Fax: (213) 536·0124
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Just because
it costs more
doesn't mean
its worth
more.

OPSS Tips
OPSS WRITE statements have no provisions for such basic requirements as clearing the screen or using character attributes.
This can be added, however, with any editor that allows you
to insert escape sequences. The escape codes can be added between the I I brackets in the WRITE statement. Typical sequences for VT100NT200 are:

We've a ll m ad e that mi sta ke. Thinking its go t to
be valuable. Why else would it be so ex pensive?
And if you're like us, when yo u sta rt looking closer
yo u realize tha t " it a in' t necessaril y so.''

<ESC>[?31
<ESC>[lm
<ESC>[7m
<ESC> [Om

T a ke a close look at Business Comput er Services
DOWN TO EARTH acco unting syste m. We' re
less expe nsive than our compe tito rs.

Set column width to 80 and clear screen
Bold
Reverse video
Back t o norma 1

If you're using EDT, < ESC> can be inserted with this key

Ye t, BCS provides full y integra ted business softwa re including:
Accounts Paya ble '
Accounts Receiva bl e
Purchase Order
Ge neral Ledger
0 T "
digital R.'Vit.W
Inve ntory
Orde r Entry
Payroll
j ob Cost
Report Writ er
Bill of M a teri a ls
Sa les An alysis ·
Resource Scheduling . . . 0 M 1 s l l
lf th a t was n' t enoug h, our pa ckages:
have sta nd a rdi zed cod e to help in th e ma inte na nce of the a ppli ca tions .
are adaptable to va rious wo rking en viro nm ents.
have online help in addition to a user ma nua l.
opera te on a va rietyofsystcms including VMS, UN IX , XENIX , M S-DOS.

sequence:
{GOLD} 17 {GOLD} {SPECI NS}

TARGET
AWARDS

The nex t time you go shopping remc rnbc r, just beca use someone sa ys its a rt
doesn' t m ean it is. And just because it cos ts m ore docs n"t mea n its wo rth more.

Business Computer Services

405-843-8631

6801 N. Broadway I Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73116
CIRCLE 151 ON READER CARD

Lines with (CRLF) after the WRITE statement and before
the last (CRLF) on the line closed with a parenthesis can be
added as required to accommodate all the necessary text.
Assuming you've customized already, the main menu selections let you implement the DECSERVER 100 selection. Take
the highest-level headings from the troubleshooting guide and
enter them in the menu template:
(P 1.5

(state - node 1 5 . )
goo o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

Coming Attractions

oooo oooooooo ooo g

o General Ledger account allocation. Accounts Payable duplicate invoice o
~ checking. Accounts Receivable sales tax supports four breakouts of tax ~
o rate. Inventory pricing based on cost markup. Ordering by vendor/vendor o
~ part number.
~
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

DBL ... more than just a language.
"When I chose to develop my applications in DBL, I didn 't
realize I was making an excellent marketing decision as we/I.
Not only is DBL easy to learn, easy to use, and easy to
maintain, but it allows me to sell my applications on almost
any hardware my customer chooses ... and
I only need to maintain one set of sources.
DBL is more than just a language ... it's
an important part of my business."

Merrill Likes
Business Computer Services

Pl!i~

Digital Information Systems Corporation
11070 White Rock Road, Suite 210
Rancho Cordova , California 95670
(916) 635-7300
FAX (916) 635-6549
TWX 910-367-3701
CIRCLE 227 ON READER CARD
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(write

(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(make next-node menu))

OECSERVER 100 Troubleshooting menu
Please select the option which describes
the problem most closely
1
2
3
4

-

A11 ports on the server are affected
Only individual ports are affected
Access to service nodes affected
Seems to be related to Ethernet

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
ll

The text following <node is the main menu node '1'
followed by the menu selection which brought '5' followed
by a terminator ' . '. These must be separated by spaces. In the
title (the text following 'P'), the selections must be separated
by ' . ' with no embedded spaces. These names following the
'P' should be unique.
To implement the next level, say selection 1, the node will
be 1.5.1. This scheme continues until the node is a solution
node. Here's 1.5.1:
(P 1.5.1

(state - node 1 5 1 . )
(crlf) I
(crlf) I
(crlf) I
(crlf) I
(crlf) I
(crlf) I
(crlf) I
(crlf) I
(crlf) I
(crlf) I
(make next...node menu))
(write

20 seconds after initialization, the green
l lght on the OECSERVER 100 should be In one
of three states. Please select the one
which is appropriate:
I - Light
2-Light
3 - light

s off
sblinking
s on, sol id green
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"
INTErG?l\?H

•sun
~

microsystems

__________
,

Net'Mre
Server

INOVELL

~ptl HEWLETT

~~PACKARD

----

It doesn't matter
whose hardware.
We'll connect it.
Here's the problem. Your company has grown faster
than anyone thought possible. Half of it runs on VAX.™
computers, there are eleven different types of workstations in three different buildings, and more PCs
than you can count.
And now it's your job to try to make a network
out of it all.
Fortunately, there's Chipcom. We're totally committed to Ethernet connectivity, no matter whose hardware you have. We peacefully coexist with almost all
makes of equipment, including those implementing
the Manufacturing Automation Protocol.
And we do it with complete transparency to higher
level network protocols.
Chipcom offers a complete line of Ethernet connectivity devices for broadband and fiber optic networks.
As well as providing connections for your twisted
pair or baseband networks. All of Chipcom's products
are fully IEEE compatible. All provide incredible reliability with outstanding performance ... a full 10 Mbps.
With options to let you incorporate MAP/lDP, and
let you stretch your LAN far beyond ordinary limits;
up to 24 miles in some cases.
·
Call Chipcom. We're the people who can solve
your Ethernet LAN connectivity problems. No matter what media it's running on. No matter whose
hardware you have to connect.

CHIPCOM
Quality products. For reliable networks.
195BearHillRoad Waltham,MA02154
617-890-6844 ext. 292 Telex: 928338 CHIPCOM UD Fax: 617-890-6857
VAX 1s a trademark of Oigual Equipment Corporation .
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DEC Now Producing
AI VAXSTATIONS
Licenses for LISP and the OPS5 expert system building toolkits
currently are shipping with specially configured Al VAXSTATIONS. The new machines are running VAX LISP V2.2, which
DEC says provides a 25 percent improvement in performance
over V2.l.
T he Al VAXSTATION 2000, the low-end member of the
family, is designed to facilitate the transfer of AI programs
among nodes in a Local Area VAXCLUSTER. The Al VAXSTATIONs 3200 and 3500 are higher-performance versions that are
"appropriate for developing even the largest Al applications,"
according to DEC.
All three w orkstations run LISP and VAX OPS5 on either
ULTRIX or VMS. Both VAX LISP and VAX OPS5 were designed
to integrate with VAX C and FORTRAN, which DEC hopes will
increase the potential for Al application development.
DEC benchmarked the 3200 and 3500 (which are powered
by CMOS microprocessors) running LISP 3.5 times faster than
a MICROVAX II.

-Evan Birkhead
Al Development
Pllllarm

Main
M1mory

Slorlge

Al
VAXSTATION
2000

6 MB

71-MB disk

Al
VAXSTATION
3200

15 MB

159-MB disk,
95-MB tape

19" b&w,
4-plane
grayscale
graphics

Al
VAXSTATION
3500

16-32 MB

280-MB disk,
296-MB tape

19" color,
8-plane
graphics

Monitor

Options

19"
monochrome

Cartridge
tape drive

To implement 1.5.1.1, a solution, use the second template:
(P 1. 5.1.1

(stat• -nod• 1 5 1 1 . )
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(cclf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)

Problem :

Power 1s not reaching the server .

Correct ions :
•

Make sure plug is in securely
Check wall outlet, insure c1rcuit
breaker has not been tr ipped
lnsurt! voltage S'fntch l .S .set to
correct voltage
Check fuse in DECSERVER, refer to

I
I
I
I

The only difference in this template is that MAKE NEXTNODE is followed by RETURN instead of MENU. This is required for rules that offer a solution to the diagnosed problem.
The three rules just coded (not including the main menu
which already exists) can be added in any order to the end
of the text of the OPSS shell with a text editor_ OPSS then can
be invoked to compile the rules with the command: $ OPSS
filespec. This creates an executable version that can be run by:
$ RUN filespec. The main menu is displayed, and interaction
at the terminal begins.
This example implemented the following section of the
DECSERVER 100 Troubleshooting Guide:
4 - OECSERVER 100

4.2 Problem is affecting all ports
4.2 . 1 Server green 1 ight 1s off

The specialized AI plaiform configurations.

(write

After the system is laid 1n,
you can customize the
outline for problems
specific to your site and
incorporate your own
experience.

•

OECSERVER 100 Termin.Jl Server
Site Preparation / Hardware
lnstal lat ion guide
Swap power cords

The implementation can continue with 4.2.2 or 4.3, and
the rules can be created and entered in any order. The system
so far can solve a single problem; with each additional rule,
its scope expands. After the system is laid in, you can customize
the outline for problems specific to your site and incorporate
your own experience. This maintenance and extension are two
of the most important real-world issues in effective use of expert system technology.

Maintenance And Extension
All changes to the troubleshooting system should be made to
the outline first. This accomplishes two things: it documents
system changes, and it shows what rules must be added,
modified or replaced.
The outline should map one-to-one with individual rules.
This will make it easy to test and debug potential problems,
such as incorrect advice or missing classifications.
The evolution of rules is an ongoing process. It doesn't
require an expert to extend the system. With an understanding of the template syntax and its relationship to the
troubleshooting outline, it should be an easy process for a
number of people to contribute their expertise in an incremental fashion.
OPSS allows interfacing to other DEC programming
languages and tools. This capability could be exploited by

(make next-node return))
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allowing menus to determine the problem classifications for
themselves rather than relying on the operator. The operator
would be prompted only for what the procedures couldn't
determine. OPSS also can write to external files. This could
allow the program to create DCL procedures for the resolution of certain problems.
I hope this demonstrated how easy it is to begin employing the benefits of expert systems. This system evolved from

real-world issues in system management. What it lacks in
sophisticated user interfaces, it makes up in simplicity of use
and price/performance. -Kent Cearley is senior software programmer in the office of University Management Systems, University of
Colorado, Boulder, Colorado.
ARTICLE INTEREST QUOTIENT
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High 41 9 M edium 420 Low 421

(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)

; ; ; --- OPSS Expert System She 11

(vector-attribute node)
(l ltera1 ize state
verb
response
level
node)

I
2
3
4
S
6

I

-

1 - EMail

Terminal Hang
System Down
SNA Gateway
Router
Printer Prob 1ems
DECNET Problems

Enter Select Ion •»

8 9 1011 12-

OECSERVERlOO
DECSERVER200
Fiber Optics
Backup/Restore
ALLIN!

I)

(make next-node menu))
(startup

, , , --- End of Expert System Shell --- User Written Rules follow

{strategy lex)
(watch 0)

(disable halt)
(make state ·verb query ·1evel 1 ·node 1
(run)

(P 1.5
(state -node 1 8 . )

·response 1)

{write (crlf)

)

(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)

,,, --- Shell Control Productions
(P Not-Found

(state)
(remove I))
(P Not-Implemented

(state - response

<>

I

Function not yet implemented .

I)

(P Pop

(state - response *pop•)
(state ·verb stack)
(remove I 2))

(P Get-Query
{<fl> (state ·1evel {<level><> nil} ·node {<node><> nil}}}
(next-node {<node2> <> return})

(modify 1 ·verb stack)
(bind <ldx> (lltval node))
(bind <off> (compute <1dx> +<level> - I))

(bind <nxt> (acceptl ine *pop*})
(make state ·response <nxt>
·1evel (compute <level>+ 1)
·node (substr <fl> node <off>) <nxt > . )
(remove 2))
(P Display-Solutions-Loop
(next-node return)

(bind <jl> (acceptllne))
(remove I))
, , , --- Ma in Menu
(P Ma in_rout ine

(state -node 1 . )
(write

(crlf)
(crlf)

DECSERVER 100 Troubleshoot ing menu

I

Please select the option which describes
the problem most closely

I

I

--- Troubleshooting Menu --

-

All ports on the server are affected
Only individual ports are affected
Access to serv i ce nodes affected
Seems to be related to Ethernet

I

I
I
I
ll

(P 1 5.1

(state "node 1 5 1 . )
(write (crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)

20 seconds after in it lal izat ion, the green
l lght on the OECSERVER 100 should be ln one
of three states . Please select the one
which is appropriate :
1 - Light is off
2 - Light is bl ink i ng
3 - Light is on , sol id green

(make next-node menu))
(P 1 5 . 1.1

(state - node 1 5 I 1 . )
(write (crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crl f)
(crl f)
(crlf)
(crlf)
(crlf)

Problem:

Power is not reach ing the server .

Correct ions :

(make next - node return))

SEPTEMBER 1988

I

I
1
2
3
4

(make next-node menu))

n i 1)

(write (crlf) (crlf)
(remove 1))

; conments can be added after semicolons

* Make sure plug is in securely
* Check wall outlet, ins ure c i r c uit
breaker ha s not been tr i pped
Insure voltage s wi t c h is s et to
correct voltage
Check fuse in OECSERVER, refer to
OECSERVER 100 Terminal Server
Site Preparation/ Hardware
lnstal l at ion guide
Swap power cords
)

•
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CANUAF
The VAX/VMS User
Authorization
File
SYSUAF.DAT contains account information for
all system users. At Princeton Plasma Physics
Laboratory, we have a VAXCLUSTER consisting of six nodes, which is heterogeneous
in that each node has its own SYSUAF.DAT
authorization file. Most users have accounts on
each node, and many have different privileges
and quotas on each node.
In addition, we have several MICROVAX
Ils connected to the cluster via DECNET, each
of which has its own authorization file. There
are DEC utilities (such as AUTHORIZE) and
third-party utilities that allow examination of
various UAF parameters for a specific user in
a single authorization file.
However, we often need to look at some
or all of our authorization files simultaneously
and from a different angle. Rather than seeing
the parameters for a specific user on a particular node, we need to be able to see quickly
and easily a display of all users whose accounts
satisfy a specified set of criteria in any or all
authorization files (see Figures 1 and 2).
For example, we have to be able to
generate a list of all users who have SYSPRV
or SETPRV privilege on any cluster node,
haven't logged in on any or all nodes in the
past year or have an excessively large or small
working set quota on any or all nodes. To
facilitate this, we developed a program called
SCANUAF. SCA NUAF allows our system
manager to enter parameters that effectively
say, " Show me all users who .. . ," where

By James D. Sn y der

A Program To
Display Users Whose
UAF Accounts
Satisfy Selected
Criteria.

*
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" .. . " represents anything that can can be
determined from the authorization files.

Input Commands
SCANUAF signals that it's ready for input with
the prompt SCANUAF >. Input commands to
SCANUAF consist of sets of parameter-value
pairs. The parameter half of a pair designates
the UAF parameter to be examined. Any
parameter defined in the UAF (other than
passwords) may be specified. For the most
part, parameter names are the same as those
that would be specified in the AUTHORIZE
utility.
The value half of a pair is the value against
which the values from the UAF records arc to
be compared. A value may be an integer or a
character string, depending on the parameter
to which it applies.
A parameter-value pair is connected by a
comparison character. The characters = , \ ,
< or > are used, respectively, to search for
users whose UAF value is equal to, not equal
to, less than or greater than the value specified
in the command.
For example, to display all users who have
a base process priority of 4, the command
would be:
SCANUAF > PRIORITY= 4
To display all users who haven't logged
in interactively since the beginning of 1988, the

DEC PROFESSIONAL

ONrtlJeaollleol
corporate wa-, your
department's
computing needs are
not always JJeard. IJJ tJJe
stack o'thlngs to do,
tJJey often wait at tJJe
bottom o'tJJe pile.
RDM is the ON LY application developer designed specifically
to get department software development done. More than
just a database, RDM is a complete application development
system AND full relational database - integrated into one
flexible, table-driven tool.

RDM's tab le-driven technology is a generation beyond conventiona l database development. RDM supplies all the
parameters that shape standard application components. You
add your own custom-designed specifics. RDM eliminates _,.....:....:::.::..:.::..::...=:...-----111111!11~
the need to code and recode routine application features.

RDM is nonlanguage, fill-in-the-form application development. With no programming code to analyze, the learning
curve is short and prod uctivity increases. W ith or without
software development specialists, you create the entire application: data input forms, summaries and reports, command
menus, on-l ine help files and processes to validate and
manipulate data. You' ll implement even the most proced ural
tasks - without procedura l language syntax.
A fter initial software development - your department's
needs will evolve. RDM makes system modification and
maintenance easy. You add new forms and reports - when
you need to. You create new fi les or change data relationships
- quickly. And without any change or rewrite, RDM applications will transfer and sha re data across 10 different operating
systems. You save time and money with one software
product for your VAX, PDP-11 and IBM-PC.
S ince 1980, RDM has been the choice olmore than 2500
departmental application developers. For quick application
development and easy maintenance, for increased productivity
and extended portability, for stand-alone, integrated,
distributed or networked systems ... there's no better
software solution than RDM.

Find out how your
applications can rise to
the top of the stack.
Call today.
800-362-6203
In Canada, call 800-255-6378

Interactive Technology, Inc.
460 Park Plaza West
10700 SW Beaverton- Hillsdale Highway
Beaverton, 0 11 97005
503-644-0111
TLX 703920
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command would be:
SCANUAF> LOGINT<Ol-JAN-1988

SCANUAF > LOGINT <01-JAN-1988

AMARTIN
LOGINT

: (None)

ANCHER
LOGINT

: 16-JUN-1986 16:23:59.62

APALLADINO
LOG INT

: 5-NOV-1986 12:08:49.93

APAN
LOGINT

: (None)

APUNJABI
LOG INT

: 29-JUL-1986 16:28:22.14

ARCHIVE
LOG INT

: (None)

ARCTFTFLNONS
: (None)
LOG INT
ARNOLD
LOG INT

: (None)

ARUN
LOGINT

: (None)

BARNES
LOG INT

: 14-APR-1986 11:05:58.42

BOLLEN BACHER
LOG INT

: (None)

BROWN
LOG INT

: 3-JUN-1985 08:15:32.52

CBOWMAN
LOG INT

: (None)

CHALSEY
LOGINT

: (None)

COBRIEN
LOGINT

: (None)

Display all users who have not logged in since 01-]A N-1988.
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For a given search, our system
manager can enter up to five parametervalue pairs, each separated by an
operator AND or OR. For example, to
display all users with (SYSPRV,BYPASS)
or SETPRV authorized privilege who
haven't logged in interactively since the
beginning of 1988, the command would
be:
SCANUAF > PRIV = (SYSPRV,BYPASS) OR
PRIV = SETPRV AND LOG INT
<01 -JAN-1988

Processing
For a given UAF record, each specified
parameter-value pair from the input line
is evaluated and is assigned a logical
value of TRUE or FALSE. After a pair is
given a logical value, the operator
preceding the pair tells whether the
logical value should be ANDed or ORed
with the composite logical value of the
previous pair. If the composite logical
value for an entire input string is TRUE,
SCANUAF displays the username on that
UAF record and (optionally) the UAF information that resulted in the record 's
selection.
One useful feature of the program
comes implicitly with use of the \
comparison character. For example, to
see a list of the last time user SMITH
logged in interactively on each node,
specify USER = SMITH as one parameterval ue pair and pick an implausible interactive login date for the value part of
another parameter-value pair, as follows:
SCANUAF> USER=SMITH AND
LOGINT .-JAN- 1900
SCANUAF provides special commands to allow our system manager to
tailor the searching and display
mechanisms. These commands allow for
the following:
1. Restrict the searching to the author-
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direction you're comlng &Om,
Excelan's LAN Service Tll for VMS.
Whether you're working with
PC DOS, OS/2, UNIX, SunOS or
Macintosh. Excelan's IAN Service
for VMS provides transparent and
concurrent access at the highest
performance.

rms cm communicate seamlessly with the extensive resources
of your VAX
When teamed up with ORACLE
your VAX becomes a powerful
database server for Sun workstations and the other desktops
throughout your company-wide

working protocolS without burdening the processing powers of
your VAX
To make full use of your resources and join forces with your
VAX, call 1-800-EXCELAN for the
IAN Service for VMS networking
solution.

2180 Fortune Drive San jose, California 95131 800-EXCELAN FAX 408-434-2310 Telex 176610
Excelan Europe, Ltd . Intec 2, Suite 17, Wade Road Basingstoke , Hampshire, RG24 ONE England, UK
Te l: (44)256-842296 FAX ( 44)256-842298
CIRCLE 325 ON READER CARD
Excelan is a registered trademark ; LAN Service is a trademark of Excelan, Inc. VAX and VMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation, OS/2 is a trademark of International Business Machines, Inc. Sun
and SunOS are registered 1rademarks; NFS is a trademark of Sun Microsys1ems, Inc. UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Labs. Macintosh Is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. Copyright 0 Excelan, Inc., 1988.

All rights reserved.
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ization file for a specific node, the cluster
nodes or nodes accessed via DECNET.
2. Route program output to a file or the
terminal screen.
3. Restrict the program output to a list
of usernames only.
4. Invoke the AUTHORIZE utility, for
any node, without leaving the program.
5. Interrupt searching of a given node
and proceed to the next node, or abort
the search entirely.

65000

Program Maintenance

Node: USC
Username:

CARROLL
BYTLM

Username:

CVG

Username:

BYTLM
FIELD
BYTLM

Records:

Node: HAX
Username:
Username:
Username:
Records:

Node: DAX
Username:
Username:
Records:

Node: EPX
Username:
Username:
Records:

Node: RAX
Username:
Username:
Records:

566

81920

Matches:

CARROLL
BYTLM
FIELD
BYTLM
SYSTEM
BYTLM
566

81920
65000
70000
Matches:

CARROLL
BYTLM
FIELD
BYTLM
569

65000
Matches:

2

81920
65000
Matches:

CARROLL
BYTLM
FIELD
BYTLM
605

3

81920

CARROLL
BYTLM
FIELD
BYTLM
569

3

2

81920
65000
Matches:

2

Node: GAX
Username:

CARROLL
BYTLM

Username:

CVG

Username:

BYTLM
FIELD
BYTLM

Records:

567

81920
81920

add or delete a cluster node or
MICROVAX node, the program doesn't
have to be changed. The list of noderiames and authorization file locations is
kept in a separate text file named
SCANUAF.NODES, which is all that has
to be edited when a change occurs.
The layout for the UAF records was
determined from the $UAFDEF module
in SYS$LIBRARY:LIB.REQ. If the UAF
record layout changes in some future
release of VMS, the program will have
to be modified to account for the
changes.

Program Availability
SCANUAF is available through ARIS. It's
written entirely in FORTRAN; however,
there should be no need to modify,
recompile or relink the code to make it
run on any VAX/VMS system. The only
file that must be edited is SCANUAF.
NODES, which should take about two
minutes. In addition to the source, object and executable code, there's a
complete user's guide and a help file
to explain what has to be done to make
the program run at your installation.
-James D. Snyder is a system programmer
at Princeton University Plasma Physics
Laboratory, Princeton, New Jersey.

Editor's note: All supporting programs are
available on ARIS. For information on
how to download them, see page 20.

65000
Matches:

3

Displ~y all users who have a BYTLM great.er than 64000.
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SCANUAF is written so that when we
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IT'S FAST.
Up to 1200 lines per minute. The P9012 delivers band printer speed, plus
versatility the competition can only dream about.

IT'S QUIET.
You'll have to watch the P9012 perform, because you won't hear it. At
55 dBA, it's the quietest line printer you can buy. So put it anywhere. In
the computer room. In the office. In the library. And with auto-ranging
power, the P9012 automatically adapts to any power source in the world.

IT'S VERSATILE.
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While other printers strive for "multi-functionality," the P9012 gives you
"full-functionality." Plus the best print quality in the high speed line
printer world-straight through six parts.
Choose from 210 resident character sets in a wide selection of character
style and pitch. Then select from five text modes and print at up to 1200
lines per minute.
Print bar codes, logos and forms. Engineering and scientific graphics,
business graphics and drawings, all at up to 150 inches per minute.
Beautifully.

IT'S THE RELIABLE PRINTER FOR
YOUR DEC SYSTEM.
A high mean-time-between-failure (MTBF), a low 20 minute mean-timeto-repair (MTTR), and 5,000 hours mean-time-between-service calls
equal high reliability.
The Printronix P9012. Give it any print job. It just prints on. And on.
And on ...

The First Line in Printing Solutions.
P.O. Box 19559, Irvine, CA 92713

800-826-3874
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110 PROCESSORS

LOCK
1/0 AND
RECORD 1/0
Developers of large
software applications are
concerned with efficiency. One way to improve performance is to examine how a program handles 1/0. For VAX developers, this
means choosing either block 1/0 or record 1/0.
Most programmers are familiar with
record 1/0. Under VMS, record 1/0 operations
are provided by Record Management Services
(RMS). Record processing under RMS appears
to your program as the movement of records
directly between your program and a file on
disk.
But this isn't the case. RMS uses internal
memory areas called 1/0 buffers to read or
write blocks of data. Transparently to your
program, RMS transfers blocks of a file into or
from an I/O buffer. Records within the 1/0 buffer then are made available to your program
when RMS transfers the records between the
1/0 buffer and the program.
Block 1/0, on the other hand, bypasses the
RMS record processing capabilities. Your program assumes complete responsibility for
dividing blocks into records and moving the
records to and from program storage. Rather
than perform record operations by means of
one of the supported record access modes, you
process the file as a logical structure consisting
of some number of blocks. A program reads
or writes one or more blocks by specifying a
starting virtual block number in the file and
the length of the transfer. Block 1/0 operations

By Darylene Colbert

Comparing 1/0
Methods For
Optimum
Performance.
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provide you with an intermediate choice between RMS operations and direct use of the
Queue 1/0 Request system service.
When SAS Institute decided to rewrite its
software for all host platforms in C, a comparison of block 1/0 and record 1/0 became
necessary. It was important to determine
which type of 1/0 would be most efficient and
functional for our VMS software.

Test Environment
The SAS System can be characterized as a large
application using relatively large data files that
have a sequential file organization and a fixed
record length. In the test jobs used to compare the two types of 1/0, the only variables
changed were the type of I/O used and the size
of the internal buffers. All other parameters remained constant. The test images were written in C and were equivalent in functionality.
The images read and wrote a data file of fixedlength 512-byte records, 25,000 blocks long.
For medium and large buffer sizes, the
results for reading the file were almost identical to those for writing a file; in this article,
the statistics obtained from each are used interchangeably. The jobs ran on a VAX 8600
with a moderate system load. The load consisted of 30-40 users whose work involved
editing, compiling, linking an~ running SAS
processes.
The test images used a default extension
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MEC Releases

Technical mustrator
for VAXStation 2000!
The most powerful object-oriented
illustrator for the IBM PC is now
available for the VAXStation 2000.
Design teams working in the
VAX/PC environment can use
MASS- I I Draw to create sophisticated technical illustrations, edit and
improve graphics prepared with
spreadsheets and CAD programs
and produce typeset-quality composite documents more efficiently
than ever before.
MASS- I I Draw for the VAXStation offers the same powerful editing
tools available on the PC version,
including editable freehand drawing;
paragraph text; interactive text editing, stretching and rotating; zoom
and pan; symbols libraries; tracing
features; spline curves; flip; combine
and uncombine objects and much
more.

MASS- I I Draw can import and
improve HPGL, Lotus.PIC, Macintosh.PICT, MDL metafiles, Tektronix
40 I 0/4014, DXF and CGM files. It can
output to Encapsulated Postscript,
HPGL and formats compatible with
page makeup and technical publishing systems, including lnterleaf TPS.
MASS- I I Draw supports a wide
variety of printers including HP
Laserjets, Postscript, LN03+, Talaris
and OMS (OUIC), HP plotters, and
OMS Smartwriters.

MASS· II GP 5.0 Incorporates
Tektronix Users into World of
Corporate Electronic Publishing
The latest version of MEC's Graphics
Processor for the VAX allows Tektronix users to include their files in a
MASS- I I word processing document
or print them directly on a wide variety of laser printers or HP plotters,
including the 7447, 7470, 7475A,
7550, 7580, and 7586.
MASS- I I GP can also translate
graphics formats from HPGL,
Lotus.Pie, Macintosh.PICT, Molecular
Design Limited metafiles, CGM and
DXE

Page Preview Heads List
of Enhancements in MASS• I I
WP Version 8.0
Now VAXStations can produce sophisticated freehand
drawings in I 00 shades of black.

r---

MASS- I I WP. the leading indepen-

GET'DIEREST OF-THESTORY -----,

For more in-depth information (including prices) on the latest MEC products, call
1-312-882-0111. Or fill in the coupon and mail to:
MICROSYSTEMS ENGINEERING CORP., 2400 West Hassell Rd.,
Hoffman Estates, IL 60I95
Please send me in-depth information on:
NAME
0 MASS- II Draw for the VAXStation 2000
0 MASS- I I GP 5.0 for the Vax
TITLE
0 MASS- I I WP 8.0 for the VAX or PC
DEPARTMENT
Please send me more information about
COMPANY
other MASS- I I products. My primary
interest is:
ADDRESS
0 Corporate electronic publishing
CITY
0 Office Automation
0 Other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
STATE/ ZIP

TEL. #

You can see exactly what JIOUr page will look like before
you print it, right on your PC screen .

dent word processing software in
the VAX/PC environment, is now an
even more powerful tool for corporate electronic publishing.
Page Preview lets PC users see
the full page of text and graphics
integration on-screen, correct line
and page endings with proportional
spacing and correct point sizes. An
entire document can be previewed
without returning to the editor. To
enhance hardware performance,
VAX users will see the graphic
depicted as a bounding box.
By referencing the graphics at
print time, MASS- I I WP provides a
live link to graphics files so that if the
graphic is changed, it's changed in
the document automatically. The live
link also saves space on your system
since the graphic is not stored multiple times in multiple documents and
backups.
Other features for electronic
publishing include horizontal and
vertical rulers in inches or centimeters, total control over line spacing
(leading), the ability to hold headings
with the te xt that follows, document
scaling, and enhanced macros.
And, as always, Version 8.0 of
MASS- I I will be released simultaneously
for botfr tfre VAX and PC, ensuring com-

patibility between systems.

MICROSYSTEMS ENGINEERING CORPORATION
2400 W. HASSELL ROAD. HOFFMAN ESTATES
IL 60195 I (3 12) 882-0111

AMERICA IS MOVING TO MASS
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CPU Time (in sec onds )
Block I/Q and Record I/Q
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Buffer Size
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16384

quantity of 160 blocks and a retrieval
window size of255. The only optimization made in the record 1/0 image was
to let RMS use the read-ahead (RAH) and
write-behind (WBH) options. To allow
this, the RAH and WBH flags were
specified and the number ofbuffers used
was set to two.
Each method was tested using various buffer sizes. For block 1/0, this corresponds to the program's internal buffer. For record 1/0, it corresponds to the
buffers used by RMS. The buffer sizes
used, in bytes, were 512, 1,024, 2,048,
4,096, 8,192 and 16,384; a buffer size
greater than 16 KB is atypical for our application. Each image was run multiple
times for each buffer size. The resource
usage statistics for each buffer size were
then averaged.

Test Results
CPU time (in seconds).

Ela p se d Tim e

B l ock I/0 and Record I/Q

1El24

2El48

4El96

8192

16384

Buffer S 1ze

Elapsed time (in minutes).
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Five statistics were compared: CPU
time, elapsed time, page faults, direct I/O
count and buffered I/O count. These
statistics were gathered only for the actual read/write operations and didn't include image activation or the open/close
operations.
The CPU time used is the total
amount of time charged to your process
for the CPU. The CPU time is consistently less for block I/O (see Figure 1).
CPU time decreases as the buffer sizes
increase.
Elapsed time is the time that passes
from the beginning of the I/O operations until completion. It includes both
CPU time and I/O completion time.
Although elapsed time is a more subjective statistic because it varies greatly
with system load, it's most visible to a
user. Elapsed time determines how long
the user waits while data is being read
or written. Figure 2 shows that the
elapsed time for block I/O is less than
that for record I/O. As the buffer size is
increased and fewer disk accesses are required, the elapsed time for both
methods decreases.
Page faulting is a function of your
working set size; the smaller your
working set size, the more paging VMS
must do to perform the same amount of
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work. Figure 3 shows the number of
page faults incurred during the I/O
operations. These jobs were run with a
working set quota of 1,000 pages, which
wasn't a limiting factor. With that working set size, very little paging occurred
during the 1/0 operations. However, if
the working set size had been smaller
than the physical memory needed for
program execution, faulting would have
increased. This is true for both block 110
and record 1/0.
The direct 1/0 count reflects the
number of times an 110 operation is performed to or from a physical device, in
this case the disk. In both block and
record 1/0, as the size of the internal
buffer increases, the direct 1/0 buffer
count decreases (see Figure 4). This happens because the buffer is filled completely before an access is made to the
disk. Thus, the larger the buffer, the
fewer the accesses required to write the
same amount of data.
The direct 110 count is the same for
both block and record 110 for each buffer size. This is expected because the
number of accesses required for a
specific amount of data is a function of
the buffer size, not of the I/O method
used.
The buffered 110 count reflects buffering automatically done by VMS when
some form of intermediate buffering is
required. For example, requesting 110 on
a slow device, like a terminal, requires
buffered 1/0. VMS performs this intermediate buffering in system space,
and the buffered 1/0 count is incurred
only for this buffering in system space.
The program's internal buffer for block
I/O and the RMS internal buffer for
record 110 both reside in program space.
Therefore, nothing in our comparisons
affects the buffered 1/0 count. This is
shown by the constant line for both
record and block 1/0 in Figure 5.

The Analysis

512

4096
2548
Buffer Size

1524
~

Block

l/Q

8192

~

16384

Record

l/Q

Page faults.

Direc t I/ O Count

Block l/Q and Record l/Q

512

1524

2048

4096

8192

16384

Buffer Size
UO Type

~

Record

Direct 110 count.

We analyzed the data to see how it pertained to our application. We considered
four primary areas: execution speed,
memory usage, fi1e sharing and
development time.
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Buffered 110 count.
1. Execution speed - The two statistics
that most directly reflect execution
speed are CPU time and direct UO count.
For CPU time, block I/O is more efficient. For direct I/O count, there's no
difference between block and record UO.
Since increasing execution speed was a
primary goal for the I/O subsystem, we
chose to implement the system using
block I/O.
2. Memory usage - The data shows
that the larger the buffers, the faster the
task processes data. Since memory is a
limited resource, software developers
must establish a satisfactory balance between execution speed and memory
usage. You must not only have the
memory required for the internal buffer, you also must consider the amount
of memory necessary for a reasonable
working set size; one that won't create
an excessive amount of paging, given
the chosen buffer size.
As Figure 1 indicates, execution
speed doesn't increase much once your
buffer is larger than 4,096 bytes. With
that buffer size, you remain within a
reasonable page faulting range, the
direct I/O count decreases and elapsed
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time decreases. For these reasons, we
chose an internal buffer size of 4,096
bytes to use with our block I/O design.
3. File sharing - Typically, many users
may want to access a file at the same
time. This is called shared access. If
you're considering shared access of
records within a file, you must use
record I/O to take advantage of the
record level locking and unlocking
feature of RMS. File sharing wasn't a
critical consideration as our application
doesn't support shared access to a data
file under VMS.
4. Development time - For simple sequential files, the difference in development time using record or block I/O is
not substantial. However, if your application requires the use of indexed files
or variable length records, record I/O is
more practical. When using record I/O,
RMS provides the logic necessary to use
complex record access modes such as indexed mode and relative mode. RMS
with record I/O also provides complex
record formats.
When choosing an I/O method,
future development plans also should be
considered. Once you commit to one
method, whether block or record I/O,

it's not as easy to access and modify the
file using the other method. RMS files
contain internal information meaningful
to RMS itself, so if an existing file is
modified using block I/O, none of the
RMS internal structures will be updated.
Likewise, if the file is created using
block I/O, none of the RMS internal
structures will be created, and attempting record access through RMS will
prove futile.
Because optimizing performance
was our primary objective, we chose to
use block l/O to implement the SAS I/O
subsystem for the next major release of
our system. The RMS features and tuning parameters provided when record
l/O is used aren't necessary for our application. Along with the block UO format, we chose an internal buffer size of
4,096 bytes. This buffer size provides the
best trade-off between performance and
memory used for buffering.

Improving Performance
In our testing, we found that the default
values for parameters used by RMS
didn't always reflect the I/O that our application performs. For this reason, software developers should consider adjusting the parameters that can be set in
your program to tune the performance
of the I/O operations. For applications
that use record I/O, there are many of
these parameters. But for block 1/0 applications like ours, there are only a few
parameters that significantly affect performance and can be tuned to improve
performance.
You can adjust tuning parameters
by changing fields in the File Access
Block (FAB) and the Record Access
Block (RAB). These are predefined
structures that RMS uses to give or
receive information about the structure
of a file and the structure of the records
within the file. Alternatively, many
parameters can be set with the DCL SET
RMS_DEFAULT command.
The FAB allows you to communicate file-related information to file
service calls, such as file characteristics,
file specifications and run-time options.
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Each field within the FAB is assigned a
predefined symbolic offset name. Each
field name is prefixed with FAB$ ,
followed by a character that specifies the
length of the field, followed by an
underscore. For example, to refer to the
allocation quantity for a file, the symbol FAB$L_ALQ is used. This indicates
a reference to the ALQ field within the
FAB and that it's a longword-length
field .
The RAB allows you to communicate record-related information to
RMS record services, such as tuning options, the record access mode, and the
location, type and size of the input and
output buffers. Like the FAB, the RAB
uses predefined symbolic offset names
and a standard prefix. For example, to
specify the multibuffer count field
within the RAB, use RAB$B_MBF. In
this example, the name indicates that the
MBF field is a field in the RAB and that
it's a byte-length field.

Common Parameters
Several parameters are common to both
record 1/0 and block 1/0.
1. Internal buffer size - The parameter
that makes the greatest difference in performance is the buffer size. As the buffer size increases, performance improves.
For block I/O, the buffer size is specified
in the programmer's code, often as an
array of the desired size and type. For
record 1/0, the buffer size is specified in
units of blocks in the RAB$B_MBC field
of the RAB or with the DCL command
$ SET RMS__DEFAULT/BLOCK_SIZE = n.
The optimum size depends on the
intended use of the file, and the only
way to find the best size is to experiment. The default is determined by the
SYSGEN parameter, RMS__DMBC.
Remember that the cost of a larger buffer size is a larger memory usage. We
found that an internal buffer size of
eight blocks was optimum for our
application.
2. Default extension quantity - There
are two parameters that affect performance when adding records to a file and
therefore increasing the file size. The
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first is default extension quantity. This
specifies how many blocks to allocate on
disk for adding records to a file when
the file gets larger than the space initially
allocated .
If you know you'll be adding
records to a file, you should specify a
reasonable default extension quantity to
reduce the number of times the file will
be extended. If you use an extension
quantity that is too small, you'll incur
many extensions, causing your file to be
fragmented over the disk and resulting
in slower access time. However, if your
extension quantity is too large, you'll be
reserving large areas of disk space that
might not be used and, therefore, are
wasted.
If you don't specify a default extension quantity, RMS will compute a size
to use; however, this size may not be optimum. You can approximate a reasonable quantity if you can estimate the
average number of records that will be
added to the file. The default extension
quantity is specified using the FAB$
W__DEQ field in the FAB or with the
DCL command $ SET RMS__DEFAULT/
EXTEND_QUANTITY=n, where n is
the number of blocks per extension.
3. Retrieval window size - The second
parameter related to extending a file is
the retrieval window size. Each extension to a file is called an extent. If a file
is extended repeatedly, the extensions
probably will be scattered on the disk.
A pointer to each extent, called a
retrieval pointer, resides in the file
header. For improved performance
when reading records from the file,
some number of these retrieval pointers
are kept in memory in a structure called
a window.
The more retrieval pointers you
keep in memory in the window, the
faster your record access will be. The
cost of the retrieval pointers is charged
to your buffered 1/0 byte count quota.
Since the number of retrieval pointers
needed is directly related to the number
of existing extents, the default extension
quantity and the retrieval window size
should be considered together.
The default window size is seven

pointers. Valid values are in the range of
zero through 127 or 255, which specifies
that all retrieval pointers be kept in
memory, thus mapping the entire file,
if possible. In our test jobs, a retrieval
window size of255 was used. By specifying a value of 255, the number of
retrieval pointers kept in the window increases dynamically as the number of
extents increases. The performance gain
isn't seen when writing the file, but
rather when the file is read back in. The
retrieval window size is specified in the
FAB in the FAB$B_RTV field.
4. Contiguous best try - One way to
decrease the number of extents, and,
therefore, retrieval pointers required, is
to request the contiguous best try option. This option makes RMS attempt to
allocate the file using a minimum number of extents. It will make the entire file
contiguous, if possible. However, if the
file can't be allocated contiguously, it
does its best to allocate the largest contiguous areas possible.
The only disadvantage of this option is a slight performance cost at file
open time. But the record access improvement outweighs the cost. The
contiguous best try option is set in the
FAB in the FAB$L_FOP field by using
the symbol FAB$V_CBT to turn on the
option.

Specific Parameters
Some parameters are specific to record
1/0.
1. Number of buffers used - You can
specify not only the size of the internal
buffer that RMS is to use when using
record 1/0, but also how many buffers
of that size you want RMS to use. The
RMS buffers are allocated from the process working set. For sequential files,
you must specify at least two buffers if
you use the RAH and WBH options.
If you don't intend to use RAH and
WBH, one buffer is normally sufficient
for sequential files. A greater number of
buffers takes space in the process working set. If the number of buffers is too
large, they can degrade performance by
causing excessive page faulting. The
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default number of buffers is one. To
specify more than one buffer, use the
RAB$B__MBF field or the DCL command SET RMS_J>EFAULT/BUFFER._
COUNT= n, where n is the number of
buffers.
2. Read-ahead and write-behind options - When these options are in effect, RMS alternates buffer use between
two buffers: One contains the next
records to be read from or written to the
disk, while the other completes I/O.
With RAH, records are read into a buffer before they're needed, so you don't
have to wait for I/O to complete when
you're ready to process another record.
With WBH, when the first buffer is
filled, the next record processed goes to
the second buffer. The I/O operation for
the first buffer then takes place. The system doesn't have to wait while the I/O
operation completes; instead, program
processing continues.
These options are available only
with sequential files, and you must
specify two buffers to use them. The
only cost of turning on these options is
that associated with using two buffers
instead of one. With most languages,
RAH and WBH are the default operations. With others, you must specify
these options explicitly by using a clause
in the language. To specify them in the
RAB, use the values RAB$V_RAH and
RAB$V_ WBH in the RAB$L__ROP field.

WPS-PC Q'.j TI-IE IBNl-PC
"for users who have experience with the DEC family of
Goldkey word processors and would ratherfight than switch."

Donald Trivette PC Magazine
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KEYBO ARD
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OUR DECISION TO USE block I/O over
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siderations. First, the overall performance of block I/O is better than that of
record I/O.
Second, at this time, we don't need
the features provided by RMS record I/O.
As our I/O requirements and features
change, we may look to RMS to provide
the capabilities we need. - Darylene Col-

bert is a systems developer in the VMS Host
Group at SAS Institute Inc., Cary, North
Carolina. An earlier version of this article was
published in the DECUS PROCEEDINGS,
Spring 1987.
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HARED
EDITING
WITH WPS-PLUS

By Isaac Rosen, Ph.D.,
and Faith Einerson
--------"""'

A Method For
Non-Privileged
Users.

*
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Sometimes it's useful for
two or more non-

privileged users to share
the editing of a document. They can work sequentially on one part or simultaneously on
different parts. For example, one person can
write a rough draft of a document and another
fill in the details. Or several people can write
separate chapters that will be merged.
To share editing, the document work file
that contains the special control characters used
by WPS-PLUS must be accessible for transmission among non-privileged users. Transmitting the formatted ASCII output files produced
by WPS-PLUS or using MAIL through WPSPLUS isn't useful because all control characters
and soft carriage returns are lost.
Unfortunately, WPS-PLUS doesn't provide
support for shared editing. In fact, one feature
of WPS-PLUS impedes the sharing of document editing. In WPS-PLUS, users identify
documents by both folder name and document
name, neither of which must be unique as long
as the combination is. Users can change document and folder names and rearrange documents at will.
To accomplish this, WPS-PLUS names its
work files with non-English ASCII strings
based on the date and time of file creation. This
file-naming convention means that work file
names are unrelated to and can't be discerned
from the files' contents.

Shared editing can be accomplished easily by privileged users who can change their
account name, login directory and UIC. Nonprivileged users can share editing if they share
the same UIC group and login directory.
Alternatively, you can establish a common account and directory specifically for editing
shared documents. But security considerations
often make such options undesirable.

Transferring Files
To address this problem, we set up a system
for transferring WPS-PLUS work files among
naive, non-privileged users. The system uses
two DCL command procedures, a short FORTRAN program, and a special disk directory,
DISK$USER:[TRANSFER], which has world
read and write access to act as a transfer point
among users. A command procedure copies
the work file into the transfer directory, the
recipient reads the work file from the transfer
directory into his own document work file using WPS-PLUS, and then another command
procedure clears the transfer directory.
Program 1, PASSIT.COM, is a simplified
version of our command procedure to send
files. Our version does some fancy screen formatting and error trapping and allows many
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PROGRAM1.
I

S ! ••******************SYS$HANAGER : PASS IT. COM*************************
!
v. 3
!
*****•• 0 · Program to transfer WPS f i1 es to another user 0 *****"*

$
$
$
$
$
$
S
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

! ---------- - ---------------- ------------- ----------------------------

!
!

General inst ruct ions to the user -- what responses will be
required to execute the program .

! - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - ---- --- - - - -- - - - - -- - -- - -- -- ---- - --- - --- - - - - - - - - - -- -

! Initialization
! - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - --SAY := WRITE SYS$0UTPUT
SAY ""
SAY "TRANSFER WPS-PLUS FILE TO ANOTHER USER:
SAY ""
INQUIRE TO_WHOM "TO WHOM 00 YOU WANT TO SEND IT?"'
OEST :=OISK$USER : [TRANSFER]TO'TO_WHOM' . WP L

$ ! --- --- --------- ------------ ---------------- --- ------------- - -- ----- - - -$ SAY "
$ SAY ....

FILE HAS BEEN COPIED TO THE OJSK$USER : [TRANSFER] DIRECTORY "

$ SAY "
$ SAY "
$ SAY ... ,

ANO A MAIL ME SSAGE HAS BEEN SENT TO ''TO_WHOM'"
IT CAN BE BROUGHT INTO \/PS USI NG DOCUMENT TRANSFER"'

$ SAY "
VM S FILE: '"OEST'"'
$ DEFINE SYS$0UTPUT PASS IT .OU T
$ GOTO ENOPASS IT

$ ! ----- ----- ------------ -- -- ------ - --------------- ------------ ----$ !
Error Mes sages
$ ! -- ------------------- ----------- ---------------- - ---------------$ ERR_SEARCH:

s

! --------------------------------- ------- --------------- ------ ----- - ---$ ! FORTRAN program WPSDOC.FOR is used to retrieve the correct file name,
$ ! which is placed in the process logical WP S_DOCNAHE
! - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

s

$ OEFINE/NOLOG/USER_MOOE SYSS INPUT SYS$COMMANO :
$ RUN SYSSSYSROOT: [SYSMGR. UTILI TI ES]WPSOOC
$ IF F$TRNLNM("WPS OOCNAME") .EQS. "" THEN GOTO ERR SEARCH
$ ! ---- - - ---- -- - __ :_ -- - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - ------ - - - -- - -

-=-----------------

$ !
The file is copied to the tran sfer directory
$ ! --- -- ------ --- - - - -- - - - - - - ----- - - - - - --- - - - - - --- ----- -- -- - - ------- -$
ON ERROR THEN GOTO ERR COPY
$ COPY/NOLOG 'F$TR NLNM( "WP S_OOCNAME~') ' 'DEST' /PROTECTJON • W:RWEO
$ ! ------------------------------------- ----------- --- -------------$ ! HAIL message is sent to recipient that file is available
$ ! ------------------ ------- -------------- --- -------------- --------$
ON ERROR THEN GOTO ERR_MAIL
$ SUB := ""TOPJC'-FILE
$ MAIL/SUBJECT•'" 'SUB"' SYS$SYSROOT: [S YSMGR. UT !LIT I ES] PASS IT. TXT 'TO WHOM'
$ DEASSIGN SYS$0UTPUT
-

$ GOTO ENOPASSIT

$ ! ------ ------ ------ --- ----- - - - ---- - - --- -------- ------ - - ---- - -- -- -$ ERR_COPY:

$ GOTO ENOPASS IT

$ ! ---------------- ------- ------ -- - - -- - -------- ------ --- - -- - - - -- --- - - -- -$ ERR_MAIL :

$ GOTO ENOPASSIT
$ ! ----- ------------------------- ------- - - ------- ------ ------ ------- -- - - - - S !
Wrap-Up and Clean Up
$ ! ----------------- ----- - - ------- - ------ - --- - ---- ----- - - ---- - - - -- - --- -- -- $ ENOPASSIT:

$ ! ---- ------- -------------- ----- - ------------ ----- - - -------------- -------$ !
Give user "success" messages
$ EXIT

files to be transferred in one session. But the
shorter version shown here demonstrates the
techniques used.
First, it asks for the name of the recipient.
Next, it executes the FORTRAN program
WPSDOC.FOR (see Program 2), which gets the
WPS-PLUS document number from the user,
finds the corresponding VMS file name and
puts the VMS file name into the logical
WPS_DOCNAME. Then, PASSIT copies the
document identified by the logical WPS_
DOCNAME to the destination DISKSUSER:
[TRANSFER)TO'name'.WPL, where 'name' is
the user name of the recipient. Finally, PASSIT
sends a mail message to the recipient notify-

ing him that a WPS-PLUS file has been sent,
deletes any temporary files, and deassigns any
created logicals.
The recipient brings the file into WPSPLUS using the Receive from VMS (RV) option
from the Document Transfer (Dl) menu
screen. The VMS file name is, of course,
DISKSUSER:[TRANSFER]TO'name'.WPL. Folder
and file names then are assigned to the document. After obtaining the file, the recipient
runs another command file, HAVEIT.COM,
which automatically clears the transfer directory by deleting files addressed to the recipient
(see Program 3).

Keeping Track
Digital Equipment Corp.

146 Main St.
Maynard, MA 01754
(617) 897-5111

WPS-PLUS uses a small database to keep track
of the VMS file name associated with each
document number and each folder and document name. This database is contained in the
file DOCDB.DAT located in the subdirectory
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PR 0 GRAM 2.
PROGRAM WPSDOC

c Read

1010

WPS DOCDB.DAT file.

FORMAT (16)

C Open database file.

c
PARAMETER

( LENREC • 500)

CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER

BUF * 500
FILENAME * 80
DIRLOGICAL * 6
DOCID * 6
WPSDJR * 60
DBFILE * 70
DBFILENAME * 9
OUTLOGICAL * 11

DATA
DATA
DATA

! input buffer
!output file name
!WPS logical
!document ID
!user's WPS directory

DBFILE = WPSDIR (l:JXLEN) // DBFILENAME
OPEN (UNIT • 2, FILE = DBFILE, STATUS = 'OLD',
RECL • 500)
C Search database for document IO.
JENO • 0
00 WHILE (JENO .EQ . 0)
READ (2, 2010) BUF
FORMAT (A<LENREC>)
IF (DOCID (1:6) .EQ. BUF (31:36)) THEN

!full' database file name
! database f i 1e name
!logical for file name

DIRLOGICAL /'DAUSER 'I
DBFILENAME /'DDCDB.DAT'/
OUTLOGICAL I 'WPS_DOCNAME 'I

2010

C Document found, create file name.
FILENAME• WPSOIR (l:IXLEN - I) II BUF (5D:68)
NAMELEN • IXLEN + 19
JENO • I

C Translate logical "OAUSER" to get root directory of WPS files.
CALL SYS$TRNLOG (DIRLDGICAL, IXLEN, WPSDJR, , , ,)

C Create process logical WPS_DOCNAME for document file name.
C Get document number.

IERR • LIBSSET_LOGJCAL (OUTLOGJCAL, FILENAME)
100
1000
2000

WRITE (6, 1000)
FORMAT (/, '$Document number: ')
READ ( 5, 2000) NUMOOC
FORMAT (16)

ENO IF
ENOOO
CLOSE (UNIT • 2)
CALL EXIT

C Create document 10 for searching database file.

ENO

I ONUM = I 000000 - NUMOOC
ENCODE (6, lDIO, OOCID) JONUM

PR 0 GRAM 3.
! - - --- ---- --- ---- - --------HAVE IT. COM-- - - --- - - - - ------- --- -- - ------- --- ! Companion program to PASS IT. Deletes the files from the [TRANSFER]

directory
! - ----- --- - - - --- ------ --- - - --- - - ------ - - -- - - -- ---------- - -- --- - - - -- --- $ ! Local definitions and values for "num": number of files to be deleted
and "count" : 1oca1 counter

$ !

s ! -- - - -- -- ---- ---- -- - - - -- - - - - -- - -- - - --- --------- - - - - - -- --- ---- -- -- - - -- -$ SAY :• WRITE SYS$0UTPUT
$ WHO • F$USER ()

[.WPSPLUS] under the user's root directory. The user's root directory is stored
by WPS-PLUS in the logical OAUSER
when the user logs in or executes the
command file SYS$MANAGER:WPSPLUS_
LOGIN.COM. The DOCDB.DAT file consists of fixed-length records of 500 bytes
with document numbers stored as
1,000,000 minus the document number in
characters 31-36 and the corresponding
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S LENGTH = FSLENGTH(WHO)
$ TO_WHOM = F$EXTRACT(l,(LENGTH-2),WHO)
S
FILENAME := OJSK$USER: [TRANSFER]TO'TO_WHOM'*.WPL;*
S
DEL 'FILENAME'

s ! - - -- - - ----- - - - - -- - - -- - - ------ - ------------ - - - - - ---- - - - - -- -- - - - ---- - - - $ ! Ending "success" message.
s ! - - - -- ------ - -- --- -- - --- - -- -- - -- - - - ---- - ----- - - ----- - - --- -- ---- - ---- - -$ ENO:
S
SAY "<esc>[lmTRANSFER DIRECTORY HAS BEEN CLEARED<esc>(Om"
$ EXIT

VMS file names stored in characters
50-68. Each record is read and tested for

the desired document number until a
match is found. Then the file name is
loaded into logical WPS__DOCNAME.
Using the command files PASSIT
and HAVEIT and the FORTRAN program
WPSDOC, naive, non-privileged users

can share word processing. We've found
this to be very useful. -Faith Einerson
is system manager in the Department of
Radiation Therapy and Isaac Rosen, Ph.D.,
is associate professor of medical physics at the
University of Texas Medical Branch at
Galveston, Texas.
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Tl's new TravelMate™LT220.
It's the closest thing to carrying a VAX
in your briefcase.
Texas Instruments introduces
the LT220 lap-top terminal- the
next best thing to being there when
you need remote access to your
companys VAX.
The LT220 provides full VT220
emulation in a 4.8-lb. package, without sacrificing functionality. It features
a 25-line screen thats easy to read. It
even has a full-function keyboard like
the one on a VT220.
The terminal communicates at
1, 200 or 2, 400 bps througl) one of its
optional internal modems. For hard
copy, just slide the LT220 into one of its
optional cradles to add an ink-jet or
thermal printer.
New credit-card-sized memory cards

TM

one whos ever wished for a VAX. in
their briefcase. In short, this may be
the best little terminal in the world.
So go ahead. Take the first step
toward improving your productivity
today. Call Texas Instruments for more
information or to arrange a demonstration of the LT220. Phone toll-free,
1-800-527-3500.
let you create, update and store files.
They're also handy for programming
the LT220 to your specific application.
Like its Silent 700" predecessors, the
LT220 sets new standards for {X)rtability, durability and reliability. All of
which makes it the perfect tool for any-

TEXAS ..,,
INSTRU M E NTS
36154
e 1988 TI
Siler< 700 and TravelMace are trademarks ciTexas Instruments
Incorporated.
VAX is a trademark ci Digital Equipment O:xporat ioo.

NETWORKING
EDl'IOR
Bill Hancock

Laptops To Compute
On The Go, Part 2

Editor's note: In
this second and
final part of his
series on laptop
computers, Bill Hancock analyzes data exchange and compatibility, disks, batteries,
printers and software.
Last month, I discussed a number
of issues concerning laptops, including
screen readability, keyboards, terminal
emulation and modems. Another issue
to consider is data exchange and compatibility when you're using dissimilar
laptops, such as the Dynamac from
Dynamac Computer Products, and an
MS-DOS laptop.
The Mac (and Dynamac) currently
use a disk controller known as the Integrated Woz Machine (IWM) after Steve
Wozniak, designer of the chip and cofounder of Apple Computer. It provides
800 KB of formatted storage on a
31/2-inch floppy.
Although most laptops use the
same floppy, the floppy is formatted differently than the Mac format and, therefore, is incompatible from a data and
format point of view. The Mac and MSDOS file structures are substantially
different.
You can solve the problem by using a file transfer and conversion program called MacLink, from Dataviz. A
program runs on both the Mac and the
laptop, and the two systems can exchange files. The program also will do
some file conversions on known, popular formats to allow their use among
systems.
On my larger systems, I usually run
the TOPS distributed file system so that
my UNIX, Mac and PC systems can
communicate on Ethernet. By using the
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Moving files between DEC systems
and laptops usually boils down to
using KERMIT or XMOOEM protocols.

MacLink product, I easily can move files
between the Mac Plus on the network
and my laptop.
One quick way to move data is to
install a 3 1/2-inch drive on an XT in my
network, insert the floppy with the data
on it and use a COPY operation to put
the data files on the distributed file
system. Such drives cost about $120, including controller and cables, which is
about what you'll pay for a communication program and cable between the laptop and a desktop PC. Traveling Software's Laplink is useful in transferring
data, as it allows the laptop drives to be
slaved to a host desktop PC. This makes
copying data a breeze.
Moving files between DEC systems
and laptops usually boils down to using KERMIT or XMODEM protocols.
Most MS-DOS communications (comm)
programs have at least one of the protocols and many have both. KERMIT
and XMODEM programs are available in
the public domain, so this isn't a big expense. In fact, comm programs with
both protocols are available on many
DECUS SIG tapes.
Transferring files can have some
gotchas, if you're not careful, and you
might need to experiment before you attain reliable use.
Some "text" file formats on PCs include "soft" carriage returns (CR) and
line feeds (LF) that many VAX and PDP

systems will allow to run to the end of
the terminal buffer. If such files are
transferred to a DEC system and edited,
most editors such as EDT and EVE claim
"Record is too large for user buffer" and
other nasty things.
If you tell a laptop comm program
to insert a CRLF at 80 characters automatically, the comm program sometimes takes such instructions literally.
Lines will be exactly 80 characters long,
frequently cutting words in half to meet
the transfer requirements levied on the
comm program.
Some comm programs allow you
to set the line transfer length and permit either character splits or word splits,
but character splits also permit split
words. Word splits force the comm program to look for interword spaces and
insert the CRLF at the most convenient
space near 80 characters. This can help
solve the problem of word wrapping
and lack of proper CRLFs.
Don't be deceived if everything
looks OK when you TYPE out a file.
Frequently, the terminal driver automatically will wrap the file properly when
the TYPE command displays file contents on your terminal.
The combination of characteristics
necessary to move text and other files
to your DEC system from your laptop
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will vary, depending on what application created the file and what transfer
protocol is being used to move the file.
What works well with most protocols
is saving a file in a standard TEXT format on the laptops with hard carriage
returns in the file at the end of each line.
When a file is created on a word processor and saved in some transportable
format, things can get strange.

Disks
Another issue in the selection of a laptop concerns the number of disk drives
on the unit and the support of a hard
disk. Two disk drives, preferably the
720-KB 31/2-inch rigid floppy drives, are
more than adequate for 95 percent of my
uses. I've worked on systems with a
single floppy disk, but I find myself doing the floppy shuffie.
Some of the newer laptops, such as
the Datavue Spark and Toshiba 1000, include only a single floppy drive. The
Toshiba compensates partially by including MS-DOS in ROM. This means
that the system doesn't require the
floppy drive to bootstrap, although you
still can elect to boot from the floppy.
Two drives also make floppy backups,
software installation, upgrades and file
manipulation easier.
Some systems, such as the Tandy
Model 102, allow connection of external floppy drives, but this requires toting
around such parts as cables and power
supplies. Other systems, such as some
of the Grid systems, use non-volatile
bubble memory instead of a floppy. Although this sounds reasonable, it's less
convenient than a built-in floppy, and
you become heavily dependent on the
system's communication capability.
Some laptops include a 3 1/2-inch
hard disk drive where a second floppy
drive could be installed. When a hard
drive is installed, other problems surface. They include the following:
1. Does the hard drive automatically
park the read/write heads on laptop
power-down, or must a special program
be run to ensure that the heads are
parked so they won't crash the disk if
the unit is dropped?
CIRCLE 326 ON READER CARD
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An important issue when choosing
a laptop is the selection of
software that will run on it.

2. Are disk support utilities included
with the system?
3. Is the drive shock-mounted, and will
it withstand a fall?
4. Is there a backup utility to copy hard
drive contents to floppies easily?
Backups on portable hard drives are
critical, because there is a greater
possibility of damage to a laptop than
to a desktop PC.
5. Is the drive hard to fix? Does the laptop have to be sent away for repair, and,
if so, for how long?
6. Will the hard drive work from a battery? Ifit will, what's the battery life expectancy when using the hard disk?
The number and kinds of drives
you need depend on your laptop use.
Most of the time, I use word processing and telecommunications. I occasionally run DECNET-DOS if I'm communicating with one of my VAXs.
Two 720-KB floppies move data
around and run almost any application
I wish. My biggest complaint with floppies is that they access and store information slowly. This can get irritating
during program development when doing compile or link operations.

Batteries
Many systems provide a built-in battery
that powers the system for a given time,
from 30 minutes to 15 hours per charge.
The time period depends on the type of
screen being used (electroluminescent
screens and gas plasma screens use a lot
of power), the number of accesses to the
disks and the age of the nickel cadmium
battery.
Nickel cadmium batteries, while
rechargeable, have a specific life span. As
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they age, they no longer work as long.
Gradually, they wear out and must be
replaced . Some of the nickel cadmium
packs are very reasonably priced. Others
can cost $70 to $100.
Look for laptops with easy-toremove battery systems so you can swap
the battery. That way, you can keep one
battery in the system and another fully
charged battery as a backup.

Printers
A recent addition to the paraphernalia
I tote around is a Diconix 150 ink-jet
portable printer. Weighing about two
pounds, it's a delight to use. The
Diconix emulates either an IBM
graphics printer or an Epson printer and
can be powered by battery or AC outlet.
The 150 is very quiet and prints acceptable text and graphics.
The ink-jet cartridge gets clogged
from time to time, however, and the ink
reservoir must be gently poked to get
ink flowing again. Also, the type of
paper used has a dramatic effect on print
quality. Absorbent papers, such as a rag
bond, work best. If you use glossy or
hard paper, the ink may streak. Some
computer stores carry ink-jet paper for
such printers.

Software
An important issue when choosing a
laptop is the selection of software that
will run on it. Although many laptops
use MS-DOS, others are MS-DOS compatible but run their own ROM-based
operating system.
On my NEC Multispeed, I need to
do many different chores. My mostused piece of software is WordPerfect
V4.2 for MS-DOS, which I use for word

processing and document creation.
prefer WordPerfect for a number of
reasons.
For one thing, when WordPerfect
is started up, it remains memory resident
for almost all functions. This conserves
battery power by reducing the number
of disk accesses. For another, WordPerfect supports many file formats, so
it's easy to exchange documents from
multiple system types. Also, WordPerfect is robust and has journaling.
That's extremely important when the
battery starts to give up or the laptop
crashes.
In 1987, WordPerfect introduced
WordPerfect Executive. It includes an
appointment calendar, a word processor
similar to WordPerfect, a spreadsheet
that is Lotus 1-2-3 compatible, a phone
book and a menuing system for customizing the user interface. It comes with
both 51/.-inch and 3 1h-inch floppies, a
well-written installation guide and a
variety of keyboard templates for
various laptops.
WordPerfect Executive is designed
for laptops. For example, much of the
documentation shows how to perform
the program's functions on laptops.
For most users of laptops, Executive, coupled with a good communications program, such as Crosstalk, provides most of the features you
want for office and technical business
applications.
For programmers, a laptop allows
you to keep working on programs when
you're away from the office. I recently
started using Borland International's
Turbo C compiler so I could finish a
project I was writing in C for a VAX.
My biggest problem was how to
get compatibility in screen manipulation, as the PC does screen 1/0 differently from most VAX screen applications. Another problem was support of
a compiler. Turbo C works well on a
laptop, as much of the compilation
process works in memory, which reduces disk access and accelerates the
process.
To get the desired terminal display
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compatibility, I bought the CURSES
Window Development Package for MSD OS from Aspen Scientific. The
package provides support for the UNIX
System V and VAX C compiler CURSES
routines. CURSES, a fairly standardized
set of callable functions for screen I/O,
is available as part of the VAX C compiler. Using the inclusive functions with
the MS-DOS Turbo C compiler, I completed my project in a timely fashion.
Also, most of the code ran transparently on the laptop or on the VAX
without conversion of code. With this
capability, the laptop serves as a reasonable developer's tool. For many small
and medium-sized code efforts, my laptops have been useful and productive.
When considering a software pur-
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A laptop can
be productive in the
DEC environment.

chase for a laptop, run the application
on the laptop before you purchase the
software. An application that runs well
on a desktop PC can run into excessive
disk access or load time when the application is started on a laptop. Look for
disk accesses both at the start of the program and during execution.

WHEN CONSIDERING A LAPTOP, make
sure to look at the screen to determine
readability. Also type on the keyboard
to be certain that it feels comfortable.
Make sure the system allows for expansion and also includes necessary
ports, as well as battery replacement
capabilities. Check into maintenance, as
laptops are subject to greater abuse than
other systems and most likely will need
maintenance at some time.
Consider the purchase of a laptop
system as you would any other system
purchase. Set goals, select a system that's
useful for your needs and carefully select
software and hardware.
Properly configured and used, a
laptop can be productive in the DEC environment. It also can be a lot of fun.

Companies Mentioned In This Article
Apple Computer Inc.
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010

Datavue
One Mecca Way
Norcross, GA 30093-2919
(404) 564-5555

NEC Home Electronics (U.S.A.) Inc.
Personal Computer Products Division
1255 Michael Dr.
Wood Dale, IL 60191-1094
(312) 860-9500
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Aspen Scientific
P.O. Box 72
Wheat Ridge, CO 80034-0072
(303) 423-8088

Diconix Inc.
3100 Research Blvd.
P.O. Box 3100
Dayton, OH 45420
(513) 259-3100

Tandy/Radio Shack
1800 One Tandy Center
Ft. Worth, TX 76102
(817) 390-3700
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Borland International Inc.
1800 Green Hills Rd.
P.O. Box 660001
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 43~-8400

Dynamac Computer Products
1536 Cole Blvd., Ste. 252
Golden, CO 80401
(303) 233-7626

Toshiba America Inc.
9740 Irvine Blvd.
Irvine, CA 92718
(714) 583-3000
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Crosstalk Cornmunications/DCA
1000 Holcomb Woods Pkwy.
Ste. 440
Roswell, GA 30076
(404) 998-3998

Grid Systems Corp.
47211 Lakeview Blvd.
P.O. Box 5003
Freemont, CA 94537-5003
(415) 656-4700

Traveling Software Inc.
18702 North Creek Pkwy.
Bothell, WA 98011
(206) 483-8088
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Dataviz Inc.
16 Winfield St.
Norwalk, CT 06855
(203) 866-4944

Lotus Development Corp.
55 Cambridge Pkwy.
Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 577-8500
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WordPerfect Corp.
288 W. Center
Orem, UT 84057
(801) 225-5000
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The Tape Tool Kil

Edison Software Offers Two Comprehensive, Powerful, Easy-to-use Tools
Now you can save time and
money in your magnetic tape
area with our Tape Tool Kit
featuring our CONVERT and
IMAGE utilities. Processing of
foreign tapes is not only time
consuming, but very costly if
you have to send them out to
be processed or copied.

CONVERT™ offers you:
~

~
~
~
~

~
~

Process or create IBM
standard labeled OS/DOS
tapes
Translate data from ASCII to
EBCDIC or EBCDIC to ASCII
Handles packed and
binary data
Multi-reel support
process data with a single
command
Ability for operator free
processing
Complete document~tion
and support provided.

IMAGE™ offers you:
~
~
~

~
~

~
~

~

Copy any tape from one
reel to another
Merge data from multiple
reels to a single tape
Ability to handle parity
errors when copying VMS
backup tapes
Print selected blocks or files
from a tape
Position tape for print or
copy using a FIND
command
Perform all of the above
with only ONE tape drive
Ability for operator free
processing
Complete documentation
and support provided .

Coming Soon:
Tape Management
Edison Software Systems will be
announcing its new tape
management system at DEXPO
West 88. Plans include the
ability to manage all tapes,
whether DEC, IBM or foreign.

See us at DEXPO West 88
You will find us at booth 435
ready and willing to answer all
your tape handling questions.
Bring this ad with you and be
eligible for a 10% discount on
any of our products purchased
prior to January 1989.
Convert and Image are trademarks of Edison
Software Systems. DEC and VAA are registered
trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp. IBM Is a
registered trademark of International Business
Machines Corp. All rights reserved .

DEDISON
SOFTWARE SVSI EMS
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LET'S C NOW

An Interview With
P. J. Plauger, Ph.D.

Rex Jaeschke

Editor's note:
Dr. P.]. Plauger
is the founder
and president of
Whitesmiths Ltd., an international vendor of
C and PASCAL development tools. Dr.
Plauger also is secretary of the ANSI C Standards Committee and convener of the ISO C
Standards Committee. He's one of the most
responsible forces in the C community. His
books, cowritten with Brian W. Kernighan,
are best sellers. The following interview was
conducted by DEC PROFESSIONAL's C
editor and ANSI C representative, Rex
Jaeschke.
DEC PRO: ~u wrote one of the first C compilers outside AT&T, correct?

Plauger: When I left Bell Labs, I went
to work for Yourdon Inc., a consulting
and seminar firm. We landed a contract
with GenRad to do a PDP-based C
compiler, which, as far as I know, was
the first commercial C compiler outside
JIT8ff. I wrote and delivered that compiler by late 1976 with the final version
being completed in 1977. That's where
I got the idea that there might be a
serious market for C compilers.
DEC PRO: Was this for RSX-11M?

Plauger: Yes, on an 11/40 with 256 KB
of memory. By mid-1978, I had left
Yourdon and founded Whitesmiths. I
immediately set out to rewrite that
PDP-11 C compiler with the notion of
making it portable to other architectures. Fortunately, early in the process,
Fischer and Porter offered us a contract.
We had to deliver a C compiler for their

Dr. P. ]. Plauger is the founder and
president ofWhitesmiths Ltd., an international vendor of c and PASCAL
development tools.
PDP-11, the Intel 8080 and various other
machines.

Practice Makes Perfect
DEC PRO: What mistakes did you make the

first time that you didn't make the second?
Plauger: Any number in. the C compiler. The biggest mistake was assuming that it wouldn't be practical to store
the symbol table in memory, so from
the outset, I engineered the Yourdon
compiler to keep a symbol table on disk.
That made it profoundly slow. I also
learned a lot about the distinction between pointers and arrays; I had to pay
my dues in getting that right. It was
probably the biggest flaw in its logic.
But fundamentally, that was a design
issue.
DEC PRO: You've stated on numerous occa-

sions the problem of arrays not being.first-class
objects. Please explain.
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Plauger: The great strengths of a design
also contain the seeds of its weakness.
You have to start with some conjecture,
make some fundamental decisions and
do something with it. Dennis Ritchie's
approach was clever. He found a way of
melding the notion of pointer arithmetic
with the usual notation for subscripting.
His guise to do that was first to define
a[i] as *(a+ i). Then he said, "Well fine,
now that we're adding an integer to an
array designator, what does that mean?
I know what I want it to mean." So by
introducing early a ruse that any time
you have an expression where you want
a scalar thing (and in the early days, C
was a pure scalar language), the rule is
to turn it into a pointer to the first
member and give it the type of the first
member.
This design decision was fundamental. It was so successful in giving
you nice notation and making it easy to
use arrays that it confused people. The
design errors crept into the first version
of the UNIX Portable C Compiler (PCC)
because of it.
We now have enough terminology
to say that there are several kinds of
expressions in C: lvalue and rvalue expressions, function designators and void
expressions. In those days, the understanding was that !values, rvalues and
function designators were off to one
side. Only recently in the C Standard
has there been any clear distinction
about when lvalues must become
rvalues.
I fought long and hard in the early
days of the C Standard to clarify that
you meaningfully can take the address
of an array. That changes the point in
the processing of expressions and types
where you make this transition. I made
the mistake in the Yourdon compiler but
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This fundamental blurring between arrays and
pointers is so pervasive and insidious that
the chances of educating a generation of
C programmers to get it right is small.

got it right in the first Whitesmiths
compiler. When you have smart people
(like the writers of PCC} who can get
confused on this point, it shows you
both how successful and how insidious
this design decision can be.

arrays in as first-class objects. I've
thought about it and backed off. The
only reason I wouldn't want arrays to
be first-class objects is because the confusion level is high enough, and there's
no way you're going to get people to get
it right.

Wording For Lvalues
DEC PRO: I recall you were responsible for
a lot of the wording in the Standard regarding /values, and as it stands now, an an·ay expression is a non-modifiable [value.

Plauger: Correct. Again this was controversial. Larry Rosler (then AT&T's
representative and editor of the draft
Standard) felt that what we now call a
modifiable lvalue should be called just
an lvalue, as it was in the early days of
the draft. The controversy concerned the
commoner notation. Now an lvalue is
a recipe for designating an object or
locating an object. A subset of those are
modifiable !values; i.e., they are recipes
that are permissible to use on the left
side of an assignment operator.
An lvalue is essentially an object
designator. It's a shorthand for object
designator. Of course, you rule out
const objects as modifiable !values. The
other thing you arbitrarily rule out is arrays. The reason I say arbitrarily is that
it's possible and sensible to write array
= expression. But this fundamental blurring between arrays and pointers is so
pervasive and insidious that the chances
of educating a generation of C programmers to get it right is small.
We have the capability of putting
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C On Various Machines
DEC PRO: Do you think C reflects its origins

on DEC hardware?
Plauger: Most people point at the autoincrement and autodecrement operators
as proof that C is glorified PDP-11
assembly language. I think that's a red
herring. VAXs, the 680x0 family, and
even the National Semiconductor
machines have autoincrement and decrement addressing modes. Also, C provides a full set of pre- and postincrement/decrements, whereas the addressing modes on a PDP-11 provide only for
predecrement and postincrement. It's
misleading to say that is proof that C is
glorified PDP-11 assembly language.
Where the PDP-11 heritage shows
up is in the notion that you have a large
flat address space or two at most. C is
a 2 112 address space language. You have
functions, data objects and register variables, flitting off in a secret place. But
the flatness of the address space permeates C; it's unavoidable. The notion that
pointers are essentially unsigned ints
permeated C for the first 10 years of its
existence. Only in the last four to five
years have we seen a concerted effort to
weed it out in the process of moving C
to interesting architectures. Probably the
major heritage is flat address space.
Otherwise, I would say that C is a

remarkably machine-independent
language, given its roots.
DEC PRO: Regarding the common
reference/definition linkage model: Some
linkers, such as that provided with VMS, can't
tell the difference between an external definition and a reference. I guess we've blessed that
as a common extension.

Plauger: Being one of the pioneers in
moving C to varied machines, I hit this
problem early, when people in AT&T
were hitting it on their IBM machines.
That's when AT&T settled on the notion
that extern means reference and the
absence of extern means tentative definition. Unfortunately, I came to a different
conclusion: that the way to help the
compiler figure out how to talk to not
very bright assemblers and linkers was
to say that the presence of an initializer
told you whether it was a definition or
not.
I still feel that my approach is a
more elegant description, but unfortunately the usage on the 370 was widely
imitated. It became much more common usage. I give high marks to Rosler
and Tom Plum, the ANSI C vice
chairmen, among others, for coming up
with an excellent compromise.

C Versus FORTRAN
DEC PRO: There has been some discussion

that Ritchie originally meant to emulate the
FOFITRAN COMMON model, which isn't the

way the Standard has developed.
Plauger: Yes he did, and no it hasn't.
We have a more restrictive model, which
is originally what was in The C Programming Language by Brian W. Kernighan
and Dennis M. Ritchie (K&R). There's a
mention in K&R that some implementations may have to be this restrictive,
pointing at the 360 and 370 implementations. The trouble is that you can't
even piggyback on FORTRAN capabilities. Most existing assemblers and
linkers were designed to coexist more or
less with FORTRAN, but each one
solved the COMMON block declaration
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There are a lot of powerful things you can
do in the way of writing interrupt
routines in C on the DEC machines.

problem ofFORI'RAN in a different way.
Most were often quite restrictive. You
could have the notion of equating a
COMMON block in FORTRAN with an
external data object in C, but this could
have severe limitations, because some
implementations permit only 64 concurrent COMMON blocks.

grams that are portable, it's OK to write
machine-dependent or system-dependent
C that still is conforming. That's an important use for C. There are a lot of
powerful things you can do in the way
of writing interrupt routines in C on the
DEC machines.

DEC PRO: The only volatile object we've

of opportunity for optimization in the Standard, and
given the VAX architecture with many interesting instructions, etc., what kind of performance can we expect from ANSI C
compilers?

Performance
defined in the Standard library is ermo.
Regarding shared libraries, I guess you would
need to provide each user with an impure version of it.
Plauger: One problem with the library
is that there are a number of places
where static memory is required; e.g.,
strtok. Whitesmiths has made sure that
our libraries are shareable by distilling
out the private memory, making sure
that you can allocate it on a per process
basis, in a lot of environments, and making sure the library knows to go to that
memory.
DEC PRO: One thing about the Standard

that has been debated at length is what you
can portably say about interrupts through the
signal mechanism; i.e., practically nothing.
Because a DEC environment is interrupt
driven, whatever you do is going to be nonportable anyway, philosophically as well as
syntactically.
Plauger: Exactly, but that's no harm.
The Standard has been crafted carefully,
so that while you can write powerful,
non-trivial, strictly conforming pro-
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DEC PRO: There seems to be a lot

gram that contains pragmas can't be
called strictly conforming, despite some
feeble attempts to write the Standard in
such a way that it's true in principle. The
first thing you want to do to make it a
strictly conforming program is to look
at all the pragmas and make sure you're
comfortable with throwing them away.

of implementation
issue, do you now, or is it your intent to, identify via an informational message, pragmas
that are and aren't being accepted?

DEC PRO: As a quality

Plauger: We already have gone to
multiple levels of diagnostic, where one
of the lowest levels is tolerant of traditional and other types of C code. The
highest level is more restrictive than the
Standard requires. In principal, it's Standard conforming, but you better watch
out, because it may not be what you
want.
DEC PRO: The Standard has no support for
complex arithmetic. Why?

Plauger: Given what happened at the
last three ANSI C meetings regarding
aliasing, I've changed my expectations.
I used to feel that one day C would be
an equally good assembly language, but
now feel that C will generate better programs than you can do by hand, because
you can optimize so aggressively in
ways that no assembler programmer
would dare do. That has to be the goal
now. The steam hammer has to beat
John Henry, not just match him.

Plauger: I believe that the Standard was
right in drawing the line there. The
committee was inventive in putting in
prototypes, but putting in anything else
as elaborate as complex arithmetic
would have been exceeding the charter
of the committee. This isn't to say that
it's not important, and I applaud Cray
Research for having put forth a good
model. I hope that many vendors imitate that model, so that the next C Standard will include it. But we need more
experience; we need more prior art.

DEC PRO: Would you comment on pragmas,

Character Sets

the Pandora's box of the C Standard? There's
a potential problem in that a compiler is required to ignore any pragma it doesn't
recognize. \'et, what does recognize mean?
How is Whitesmiths handling this?

DEC PRO: I think you probably have as

Plauger: We have our own internal
standards. There are certain pragmas
that are common to all our compilers
and others that are implementation
specific. I agree that the characterization
of pragmas is a Pandora's box. Any pro-

much experience as anybody in terms of supporting deficient character sets, at least less
than what we assume there is in ASCII. Also,
your compilers have supported digraphs for a
number of years. Any comments on ANSI C's
trigraphs?
Plauger: The trigraphs are awful when
it comes to reading programs. They
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make it barely possible to encode programs, but that doesn't make them readable. I've asked a couple of times to put
readable alternatives in for at least the
most important punctuation. Whitesmiths does have good prior art for that.
Years ago, we solved the problem of
representing C in a restricted character
environment. It wasn't ISO 646, though.
Consequently, many of our digraphs involve characters that aren't in ISO 646,
so they don't solve the problem.
Unfortunately, that puts us in the
position of having to be inventive with
any digraphs we introduce at this point,
and no one has been willing to sit still
for the invention. We may either have

to live with C programs that
vowels with funny punctuation
them in place of braces or that
barely readable digraphs, or we'll
pretranslators.

have
over
have
need

DEC PRO: Presumably the only way this
could affect the mainstream DEC market is
if you had a deficient terminal character set
like the old ADM3s.

Plauger: I think the major impact will
be in European areas where people using the ISO 646 character set have commandeered a number of the important
punctuation characters.

Plauger: DEC has led the way and is
one of the pioneers in the area of providing good character set support for
Western European alphabets. For instance, when Whitesmiths and DEC
entered into a joint marketing agreement
for the now-outdated Pro series, DEC
insisted that our C compiler and
libraries support various character sets.
This has to help DEC with its international presence. It's just a continuation
of what it pioneered in.
DEC PRO: I expect that in the near future

we're going to see DEC provide both vector
and parallel processing. Any comments on how
C is positioned to move into that arena?

DEC PRO: In its marketplace, DEC supports

a number of international character sets with
its terminals. We have the notion in AN~/ C
of the locale and various mechanisms to handle that. Are you relatively happy with that
in view of the fact that you also serve that
market through your international affiliates?
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C for doing this kind of work. It will
outstrip FORTRAN. But a lot still
depends on the issues that have yet to
be resolved.
Note: The noalias keyword added at the
December 1987 meeting was removed at
the April 1988 meeting after considerable controversy. It also resulted in
Dennis Ritchie attending his first ANSI
C meeting to object in person. At this
stage, no support peculiar to either vectorizing or parallel processing is included in the draft Standard.

Grading C++
DEC PRO: What are your impressions of
C + + ? Is it a possible successor to C from

either an implementer's or programmer's point
of view?
Plauger: I'll make a brash statement:
I'm not always good at making wise
business decisions, but there are certain

areas where I feel I bat 1,000 on a
technical projection. I knew the Intel 432
wasn't going to go anywhere, and I
knew the IBM PC was, and I knew Ada
was going to have its difficulties. I simply have difficulty understanding C + + .
I've tried it several times. It has been
out for several years and hasn't spread
like wildfire through the community.
Instead, it has caught on among the
avant-garde. It's possible that C + + will
be a slow growing phenomenon like
UNIX. My technical instincts say that
although the price is right, it's a bit too
complicated. Besides, ANSI X3Jll stole
its thunder by taking the juiciest parts
for itself; e.g., function prototypes. If
prototypes had not been added to C, I
would be coding in C + +. But the fact
that they're there takes away most of the
reason I would want to go to C + + . The
complexity of the rest of C + + puts me
off. C + + probably isn't going to be a

good successor to C, but it's going to
be an interesting sideline.
DEC PRO: What will influence the C Stan-

dard beyond the one we're drafting?
Plauger: There's no question that the
next C Standard will be influenced by
more concepts from C + + , as it will be
influenced by those common extensions
you've been working so hard to round
up and publicize. The goal is to look
back over several years of existing practice and see what else should be picked
up.
Readers are encouraged to submit
any C-related comments and suggestions to Rex Jaeschke, 2051 Swans Neck
Way, Reston, VA 22091. -Rex Jaeschke
is an independent consultant, author and lecturer. He is the C language editor of DEC
PROFESSIONAL and is our representative on
the ANSI C Standards Committee.
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RELD
SERVICE
Ron Levine

Getting It There
Is Half The Fun

There's a lot of
talk in the industry about
spares inventory and the best method for stocking
replacement parts. The OEM and thirdparty maintenance providers debate
about centralized as opposed to decentralized inventories. Depot repair centers
push board and component exchange
schemes and spares kits for fast parts
replacement. Self-maintenance end users
worry about overstocking unnecessary
parts.
I haven't heard much, however,
about getting the part to where it's
needed - fast . That's the main issue.
Perhaps the reason no one talks
about parts shipping and delivery is
because the parts supplier thinks all
shipping services are alike or because the
customer hasn't pressured the vendor
about shipping. Most users only look at
response time and M ean Time To Repair
(MTTR), simply assuming the FE has the
necessary parts.
How does a servicer or supplier
sending parts (or a customer who has
been asked to specify a shipping preference) locate a reliable transport service?
DEC PROFESSIONAL asked some of the
leading companies in the DEC services
marketplace to tell us which transport
services they prefer and their experiences with them. We compiled the
following data through an informal
telephone survey with field service,
depot repair and OEM organizations. We
also spoke with a number of carriers and
have listed shipping information for
those most popular among our
respondents.
We found that it's not simply a
matter of choosing delivery time and
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comparing price. Some carriers offer
same-day service, complete parts inventory management and parts storage
capabilities.

Parts Shipping
Parts shipping falls into two categories:
non-emergency and emergency
delivery. Non-emergency transport is
the ideal situation. Shipping parts when
time isn't critical allows choosing the
easiest and most cost-effective method.
Our survey of typical field service and
depot repair parts senders reveals that
the most-used shipping service for
regular ground transport is United
Parcel Service (UPS). Other ground carriers, such as Yellow Freight, are used
to ship large orders that exceed UPS's
maximum size or weight limits.
All respondents listed UPS as their
first choice, and all were satisfied with
UPS service. When the customer was
allowed the option of specifying the carrier (i.e., when the customer was paying the freight directly), UPS was again
the choice.
Shipping parts when time is critical
requires fast, reliable service. Although
expensive, cost shouldn't be the major
concern. Getting the needed part to the
troubled site and good customer relations are more important. Our survey
reveals that the most-used shipping
services for emergency parts transportation are Federal Express Corporation,
Emery & Purolator Worldwide Courier
And Cargo, and Airborne Express.
Federal Express seems to have a
lock on customer confidence, as all but
one survey respondent listed it as the
first choice for emergency shipment.
Some of our respondents use Federal
Express exclusively, while others use it
in combination with Airborne, Emery
& Purolator or UPS Air. Still others use

Companies Mentioned
In This Article
Airborne Express
P.O. Box 662
Seattle, WA 98111
(800) 426-2323
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Emery & Purolator Worldwide
Courier And Cargo
Old Danbury Rd.
Wilton, CT 06897
(203) 762-8601
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Federal Express Corp.
P.O. Box 727
Memphis, TN 38194
(800) 238-5355
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Federal Express Parts Bank
3861 Knight Rd.
Memphis, TN 38118
(800) 238-5345
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SonicAir Parts Bank
15150 N. Hayden Rd.
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
(800) 528-6052
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United Parcel Service (UPS)
51 Weaver St.
Greenwich Office Park 5
Greenwich, CT 06836
(203) 622-6000
CIRCLE SSS ON READER CARD

Yellow Freight System
10990 Rowe Ave.
Overland Park, KS 66211
(800) 458-3323
CIRCLE 440 ON READER CARD
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a secondary carrier only when package
parameters exceed Federal Express
limits.
Federal Express offers overnight or
second-business-day delivery within the
United States and to and from Puerto
Rico and Canada. International delivery
schedules vary by destination. Federal
will pick up at the sending location for
a small fee, or the package can be
deposited at a depot or auxiliary substation. Federal Express drop boxes also
can be found at business centers around
the country.
Federal Express uses a central shipping staging point to route packages to
destinations. All packages are transported through either its hub in Memphis, Tennessee, or, for a Western mailing and destination, through its West
Coast hub in Oakland, California. Site
delivery for overnight mailings is
promised, in most areas, by 10:30 a.m.
the following day if received by a
specified deadline. Deadlines vary
depending on locality and proximity to
an airport.
Emery & Purolator Worldwide
Courier And Cargo is the second
favorite emergency carrier. It's an overnight carrier but offers same-day
delivery for an extra charge. Emery &
Purolator is a door-to-door, worldwide
carrier. In most larger cities, delivery is
promised by 10:30 a.m. the following
day for overnight mailings if shipment
is received by roughly 5:00 p.m. Cut-off
time varies by geographic area. Shipments are routed through the company's
hub in Dayton, Ohio. Most respondents
use Emery for shipments that exceed
Federal Express weight limits.
Airborne Express is another favorite emergency carrier. It, too, has overnight delivery but offers same-day
delivery for an extra charge. Packages
can be deposited at various locations or
held for site pickup. In most cities, overnight delivery is promised between
10:30 a.m. and 12:00 noon the following
day if shipment is received by about 4:30
p.m. Although Airborne has no weight
limits, only packages weighing less than
100 pounds are guaranteed for overnight
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delivery. All shipments received are
routed through the company's hub in
Wilmington, Ohio.
The parts senders in our survey
were satisfied with services rendered by
shippers. Shippers usually met promised
delivery time and got the package to the
right destination. Sometimes size and
weight limitations or differences in
drop-off locations and pickup schedules
forced a selection of one shipper over
another. Some senders preferred to let
the receiver decide how the part was to
be shipped and then charge accordingly.
Cost, as always, was a factor, but confidence in the transporter was most
important.

Other Innovative Approaches
Some shippers, to improve parts
delivery time, have turned over their inventory to a shipping service. Parts
banks, which are actually independent

warehouses and distribution channels
run by some shipping services, provide
stocking and transporting capabilities at
carrier facilities. Some also offer complete inventory management and control functions. Here's a look at how two
leading parts banks operate.
Federal Express Parts Bank The Federal Express Parts Bank provides clients with a centralized warehouse and inventory management system at its Memphis, Tennessee, location.
Robert Gray, parts bank manager, states,
"Any request for parts coming into the
parts bank can be filled and the package
sent on its way on the next flight out
of Memphis within one hour." The
average response time from the receipt
of an order to arrival at the destination
airport is six hours, including both local
and coast-to-coast service. Some sites
will receive orders in two hours. Federal
Express says that this six-hour average

VIS10N
Everything You Always Wanted in A Project
Management System And Less
Less Hassle.
If you have ever had to use ARTEMIS or PROJECT/2,
you will appreciate VISION. As easy to learn and use as a micro
system and with the power of your DEC VAX, Prime or IBM mainframe.

156 1 E. Orangethorpe Ave. • Fullerton, CA • 9263 1• (7 14)680-09 10 •Telex 692-327
Sales and Support Offices: San Jose, CA • Houston, TX • Atlanta, GA • Vienna, VA •
Denver, CO • Bellevue, WA • Eatontown, NJ • and offices in Japan, Denmark, Korea,
United Kingdom , Singapore, Italy, Norway, Saudi Arabia, and Australia.
ARTEM IS is a rcgislcrcd trademark of Mc1ier Management Systems. Ltd. PROJECTn. is a registered trademark of
Project Software and Development. Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation
DEC VAX is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corpor:nion Prime is a registered trademark of Prime Computer. Inc.
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window satisfies most maintenance and
service contracts. The Federal Express
Parts Bank operates continuously, every
day of the year. Cut-off time for overnight delivery is 1:00 a.m. CST.
With its centralized stocking facil-

ity, all inventory is available for immediate shipping. Federal Express provides a full inventory management and
parts accounting system for its
customers. Both large and small companies use the Federal Express Parts

Shipper Statistics
Airborne Express
Packages accepted for shipment:
Size Maximum - must fit into an aircraft
Weight Maximum - none (No minimums)

Pricing:
minimum for an overnight letter. Other prices determined by weight and destination

$14

Services:
Pickup at sending site (for a small charge)
Drop-off at Airborne Express depots and substations
Emery & Purolator Worldwide Courier And Cargo
Packages accepted for shipment:
Size Maximum - 105 inches long x 84 inches deep x 70 inches high
Weight maximum - none (No minimums)

Pricing:
minimum for an overnight envelope. Other prices determined by weight and
destination

$14

Services:
Door-to-door pickup and delivery
Federal Express Corporation
Packages accepted for shipment:
Size Maximum - 130 inches total
Weight Maximum - 150 pounds (No minimums)

Pricing:
$8.50 minimum to $135 maximum for standard
$11 minimum to $240 maximum for overnight

air (second-business-day delivery)
delivery

Services:
Pickup at sending site (for a small charge)
Drop-off at Federal Express depots and substations, drop boxes and auxiliary stations
United Parcel Service (UPS)
Packages accepted for shipment:
Size Maximum - 130 inches total
Weight Maximum - 70 pounds (No minimums)

Pricing:
Local Other -

$1.34 (1
$1.91 (1

pound minimum) to $6.07 (70 pounds maximum)
pound 1ninimum) to $24.79 (70 pounds maximum)

Services:
Pickup at sending site (for a small charge)
Drop-off at UPS receiving stations or other mailing facilities
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Bank for domestic and international
shipping.
Recently, Federal Express formed
the Contract Distribution Services
Division to manage all or part of a
client's inventory, warehousing and
distribution needs. This division can be
used for a one-time product distribution
or to design a custom, central inventory/distribution facility.
The Contract Distribution Services
Division can ensure that time-sensitive
parts always are standing by for the next
flight out. The shipping schedule also
can be coordinated with a just-in-time
delivery program.
SystemLine, a Federal Express affiliate in the United Kingdom, operates
a counterpart to the U.S. parts bank in
Crick, England. An additional parts
bank is being installed in Brussels,
Belgium. Both warehousing facilities are
for European customers.

SonicAir Parts Bank- SonicAir Parts
Bank's service, called Field Support
Bank, also operates 24 hours a day.
SonicAir offers same-day delivery local warehouse city delivery within 60
to 90 minutes and deliveries anywhere
in the United States in four to six hours.
The warehousing of parts at SonicAir is decentralized but under central
control and dispatch. SonicAir feels that
by stocking inventory at key geographic
locations around the country, it can provide a transport service that's more efficient, thus saving coast-to-coast shipping time and charges.
SonicAir's Field Support Bank
doesn't work on a route basis but is
organized to meet individual customer
needs. Currently, eight parts depots
operate in the U.S. and three internationally. Three additional U.S. locations
are planned. Additional warehouse
facilities are added if they're required for
a specific customer. The Field Support
Bank also provides clients with a complete inventory management program
and weekly inventory reports.
SonicAir delivers to any U.S. city
and most international cities and doesn't
charge extra for p.m. or weekend service. •
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Macintosh II
to
Ethernet,
Now.
Speed. Access. Power.
The EtherPort II
from Kinetics.
As always, the best-connected Macintoshes

begin with Kinetics.
The EtherPort II:
• Connects your Macintosh II directly to Ethernet.
• Provides full EtherTalk compatibility.
• Includes Macintosh O/S and A/UX drivers.
• Supports TCP/IP, DECnet, OSI and EtherTalk connections
to VAX, UNIX, PC or Macintosh environments.
You can also connect your Macintosh SE to Ethernet with the
Kinetics EtherPort SE.
For more information, call 800-433-4608 outside
California, 415-947-0998 in California.

Kinetics, Inc.

2540 Camino Diablo Walnut Creek California 94596
CIRCLE 266 ON READER CARD

EtherPo rt ls a trademark of Kinet ics. Inc. UNIX Is a trademark of AT&T Bell Labor:uories. Maci mosh, AIUX, and EtherTalk are trademarks of Apple Computer. VAX and DECnet are trademarks of
Digital Equipment Corporation. Ethernet is a trademark of Xerox Corporation. Copyr ight C Kinetics, Inc., 1988. All rlghcs reserved.

DCl
DIALOGUE

Is DEC WIMPing
Out On DCL?

Kevin G. Barkes

"While we're
going to maintain and improve DCL indefinitely, we're changing our focus a bit
in the system management area. In the
future, the real focus in system management will be in the DECWINDOWS environment .... In the future, the real enhancements will be in DECWINDOWS."
That observation, stated by a DEC
representative at the Spring DECUS in
Cincinnati, threw many DCL enthusiasts into a tizzy. Was DEC giving
DCL and the good old command line
interface the heave-ho? By embracing a
Windows, Icons, Menus and Pulldowns
(WIMP) interface, was DEC somehow intimating that DCL would become a
relic, an arcane tool used only by
DECie-techies on VT52s?
At a DEC PRO editorial meeting last
year, a fellow editor, extolling the virtues of WIMPish interfaces, announced
that DCL was gasping its last breaths.
"In a year, you'll be out of a job," he
told me.
To paraphrase Mark Twain, the
reports of DCL's demise are greatly
exaggerated.

Smoke And Mirrors
In my DCL training classes, I liken VMS
windowing software to the Wizard of Oz
and show a transparency of users cowering before an intimidating image labeled
DECWINDOWS. Off to i:he side is a
nondescript little booth labeled DCL.
The wizard image is saying, "Pay no attention to that man behind the curtain."
Graphical interfaces on VMS
obscure DCL's presence. But like the little man in the booth, my favorite command language interpreter is there, do-
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The cost differential between a workstation and dumb
terminal shrinks when you consider the capabilities of each.

ing a lot of the work while the flashy
displays attract all the attention.

Why WIMP?
The S prompt has worked well for the
last 10 years, so why is DEC placing such
a major thrust behind graphical interfaces? The answer is money. DEC makes
more profit on workstations than on
dumb terminals, so it has the incentive
to get as many users as possible hooked
on mice and menus.
But there are other valid considerations. Although the command line
always will be around, the market is
moving toward graphical interfaces. In
the microcomputer world, it's almost
impossible to find new application software that doesn't use WIMP as its user
interface. Because the line between highend micros and low-end minis is becoming more nebulous each day, DEC
can't afford not to provide a familiarappearing gateway into its systems.
DECWINDOWS, when it officially
arrives, will provide significant enhancements to user efficiency and ease
of use. For end users running simple
tasks, such as word processing and other
turnkey operations, a WIMP environment makes a lot of sense.
Such users are managed easily in
the DECWINDOWS environment.
System managers can tailor a user's window to provide him with only those
functions and commands needed to per-

form assigned tasks. The WIMP interface
can be an impenetrable barrier between
the user and DCL, insulating the nontechnical types from the wilds of VMS
and preventing costly mistakes.
On the other hand, WIMPs can be
a paradise for the programmer, system
manager and, yes, the DCL fanatic. The
ability to open multiple windows and
perform numerous tasks simultaneously
will result in increases in efficiency and
productivity. The cost differential between a workstation and dumb terminal
shrinks when you consider the capabilities of each.

Seizing The Opportunity
For DCL adepts, the disappearing S
should be viewed as a golden opportunity. New entrants into the VMS environment will be spared the ongoing
struggle with the syntax of DCL commands; on the downside, they will have
little exposure to the nuts and bolts of
dealing with DCL.
Old-timers easily will be able to
look at a DECWINDOW, create or
modify a command file or add new
qualifiers to commands on the menu.
They'll be the new wizards, and users
will view them with awe and admiration.
WIMPs? Bring 'em on, I say! They
prove the future ofDCL is a bright one.
As long as VMS exists, DCL will be
there.
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As for being out of a job .. . well,
when DEC comes up with a way to put
icons in a .COM file, I'll begin to worry.

Introducing VMS 5.0
The mass release of VMS 5.0 should
recently have arrived at your door.
There are many new and enhanced commands, but the move to 5.0 should be
less traumatic than the jump from 3.x
to 4.0, at least from the DCL standpoint.
Here's the quick lowdown on what's
new in DCL.

IF-THEN-ELSE. DCL finally has an
ELSE statement. It will reduce the contortions in which procedure writers
have had to engage for the past decade.
The "classic code" - plain-vanilla
IF-THENs - will continue to function
as they have in the past. When used with
the new ENDIF command, THEN
becomes a verb in a new "block IF"
construct:
$ IF SOME_VALUE .EQ. 1
$THEN
$
@SOMEPROCEDUREt
$
@SOMEPROCEDURE2
$ ENDIF
When you throw in the new ELSE
statement, you have:
$ IF SOME_VALUE .EQ. 1
$THEN
$
@SOMEPROCEDURE1
$ELSE
$
SOME_COMMAND
$ ENDIF
ENDIFs are necessary to close the
new IF-THEN/IF-THEN-ELSE blocks.
Only ENDIFs can have a label specified
on the same line. The IF, THEN and
ELSE commands can't be truncated, but
you can shorten ENDIF to END! if
you're a performance junkie.
It's possible to nest up to 15 IF
statements, but procedures can't branch
out of the current command block into
the middle of another command block.
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New SETS. The command SET AUDIT
has a new /FAILURE_MODE qualifier to
deal with how to proceed when resource limitations prevent the performance of security audits. The system can
wait until it can perform the check, continue or even crash itself.
The SET QUEUE/ENTRY command
is superseded by a new SET ENTRY
command that modifies jobs pending in
a queue. SHOW ENTRY provides a quick
way to obtain information about a user's
batch and print queue entries; qualifiers
to the command accept lists of items,
making it less tedious to learn the status
of pending jobs.
Note that queue management has
been completely reworked in VS. ACLs
now are supported, and DEC now
claims significant improvement in the
job controller.
SET HOST/DUP is a more general
type of SET HOST/HSC, with /SERVER
and /TASK qualifiers.
SET HOST/BUFFER permits the user
to set the size of the protocol message
sent between the terminal and remote
processor from 140 to 1024 bytes, with
1010 being the default.
Even niftier, SET HOST/RESTORE
saves the original terminal characteristics
before a remote session and restores
them when the session is over.
SET PROCESS/SUSPEND temporarily stops a process.
SET TERMINAL now knows about
VT3xx terminals.
New SHOWS. The SHOW QUEUE
command has a host of new qualifiers,
making it easier to obtain specific data
about queue operation and status.
SHOW CPU is a privileged command that returns information on VAXs
running in an SPM environment.
The items displayed by the SHOW
TERMINAL command have been modified slightly.
Additional Changes. A new SYSMAN
utility speeds up cluster management
and consolidates several system management functions.
The RENAME command now re-

quires the process running it to have
DELETE access to the file being handled.
The RECALL/ERASE command
wipes out the contents of the recall
buffer.
The SEARCH command has been
given qualifiers making its command
form more in line with other file
manipulation utilities. SEARCH now
supports /BEFORE, /AFTER and /SINCE.
Other qualifier changes include /FORMPJ,
which controls how form feed characters are displayed, and /HIGHLIGHT,
which causes the targeted text to be
highlighted in the output display.
The new F$GETQUI lexical function helps DCL programmers who need
to obtain information about batch and
print jobs. Additional items have been
added to the F$GETSYI and F$GETDVI
lexicals as well.
In the utilities area, MAIL, BACKUP,
MONITOR, AUTOGEN, VAXTPU and
several other facilities have been reworked, enhanced or modified.
It's going to be an interesting fall
for system managers.

BBS Reorganized
When this appears, my SYS$0UTPUT
BBS should be reorganized completely.
I'm adding 30 MB of online storage,
breaking down the VAX file section into
more digestible subtopics and performing other housekeeping chores. SYS$
OUTPUT now carries the VAX, PDP-11
and RAINBOW national echomail message
areas, so the current DEC world is
covered. New users now have immediate, if somewhat limited, download
privileges; call (412) 854-0511.
For a list of all DEC-related
FidoNet BBS systems in the U.S., send
a self-addressed, stamped envelope to:
BBS List, Kevin G. Barkes Consulting
Services, 4107 Overlook Street, Library,
PA 15129.
The listing also is available online
on SYS$0UTPUT. -Kevin G. Barkes runs
an independent consulting firm near Pittsburgh, PA, specializ ing in VAX system
management, configuration and training.
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Financial Fortress

WA1CH

Evan Birkhead

IBM has been
busy this year
protecting
itself with one
VAX killer after another. One of them
is the AS/400 and another is the 9370.
But in this war, hardware just

''
''

ACTs are a different
breed of sales tool.

represents a strategy session. The front
line, where battles will be won or lost,
is software applications. It may take
awhile for the VAX killers to catch up in
that area.
If DEC's sales for the last four years
are any indication, distributed processing and clustering swiftly is becoming
the preferred technology for applications in retail banking, administrative
financing and trading, as well as on Wall
Street. Mainframes and networked PCs
are taking a back seat at these sites.
While IBM has been redesigning its
line of computers, DEC has been
targeting an IBM strong suit, financial
applications. That hits IBM where it
hurts most. Analysts agree that much of
IBM's declining market share at the
midrange can be attributed to DEC's
momentum in an industry it hadn't
previously tapped.
DEC's secret weapon in the financial fight is its Application Center for
Technology (ACI) located in Manhattan,
the heart of IBM's home turf and
strongest territory. The center is armed

with experts in retail and commercial
banking, as well as trading and MIS. It
opened in June 1987.
"Our potential clients in New York
are much different than the traditional
DEC customer," explains ACT's manager, Manny Barreto, referring to DEC's
more technical users in science, engineering and government. "But this is the
fastest-growing part of our company."

Life On Madison Avenue
ACTs are a different breed of sales tool.
There soon will be 17 nationwide, and
the application theme of each mirrors a
prominent area industry, such as manufacturing in Detroit and telecommunications in Atlanta. The function of each
is to demonstrate applications within a
facility that replicates the home environ-

ment of the potential customers.
At the Manhattan ACT, customers
are given demonstrations by invitation
only. Barreto schedules five to eight
visits each day. The staff of 17 comprises
a systems manager, office personnel and
consultants who are experienced financial officers. There are no salespeople.
Customers visiting the center usually a CEO with vice presidents and
MIS staff - are given the royal treatment: mahogany conference tables,
videotaped presentations, the works.
The setting is intended to make the executives feel at home.
The center, located in a skyscraper
at 54th Street and Madison Avenue, is
down the street from the IBM and AT&T
buildings and in the shadow of the
Citicorp building. DEC owns the 24th

Companies Mentioned In This Article
Banking Decision Systems
245 Winter St.
Waltham, MA 02154
(617) 890-0535
CIRCLE 422 ON READER CARD

Money Management Systems Inc.
950 Winter St.
Bay Colony Corp. Ctr., Ste. 1900
Waltham, MA 02154
(617) 890-2070
CIRCLE 426 ON READER CARD

Berman Technologies Corp.
1222 Harris St.
Charlottesville, VA 22901
(804) 971-5989
CIRCLE 423 ON READER CARD

Pegasystems
840 Memorial Dr.
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 576-3580
CIRCLE 432 ON READER CARD

Cognitive Systems Inc.
234 Church St.
New Haven, CT 06510
(203) 773-0726
CIRCLE 424 ON READER CARD

Sanchez Computer Associates
Phoenixville Pk. & Charlestown Rd.
Malvern, PA 19355
(215) 296-8877
CIRCLE 427 ON READER CARD

IntraNet Inc.
230 Western Ave., Ste. 403
Boston, MA 02134
(617) 782-4337
CIRCLE 425 ON READER CARD
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Hirschmann®
Hirschmann introduces
the Active Star Coupler
The most advanced approach to
Ethernet LAN expansion.

ENT

.

10512/110V

Richard Hirschmann, a world leader in fiber optic technology, now of·
fers superior network expansion capabilities. The Active Star Coupler.
The Active Star combines the advantages of fiber optics with tradi·
ti on al copper Ethernets. The result: one remarkable modular package
that allows you to extend your Ethernet backbone 4. 5 Km from OTE
to OTE, while maintaining up to two 10 base 5 and 10 base 2 copper
cabling segments - on any individual link.
Active Star utilizes all popular fiber sizes allowing up to 3,000
meters without repeaters.
In addition, its modular design enables you to intermix transmission
media cards without affecting the larger network - eliminating the
down·time that usually occurs with link expansion and diagnostics.
To learn more about the Hirschmann Active Star Coupler, call us at
1·800·225·0524. Find out what our advances in technology can do
for your advances in business.

RICHARD HIRSCHMANN OF AMERICA, INC.
Industrial Row, P.O. Box 229, Riverdale, New Jersey 07457
Tel: (201) 835·5002
Fax : (201) 835·8354
CIRCLE 212 ON READER CARD

Learn mom a/lout VAXN•B
Send for Introduction to VAX/VMS, 2nd F.diJion . . .
A self-teaching guide that explains and illustrates
how to use VAX/VMS systems - from basics to
systems and programming.
A handbook for beginners and a reference for
experienced users.
Updated, revised and improved, the 2nd Edition's
10 Chapters and 8 Appendices give you overviews,
explanations, and the " how to's" of .
• The VAX computer family
• DCL command language
•User accounts & environments
•Command procedures, mail, backup
& help features
• DEC terminals
• Advanced features, Special function keys
• VAX/VMS file systems
• Defining symbols
• Lexical functio ns
• VMS device types & corresponding codes
• VMS error message facility
• Pictures, examples, programs & glossary

. .. and more.

For 1111 11rr1c1
Call 12111 W·TOOI

"'" crtdll c1n1 11torm1uan.
or com11111

It• order torm 1111ow.

1ntroduc11an ta JAllJ•B. 2nd Edition

Order Form

Please send _ _ _ copy(ics) of lmroduction to ~MS at $29.95 each plus shipping/handling. (Shipping and handling fur U.S. $1.50, Canada $3.00, All other fureign $7.00).
PLEASE MAKE PAYMENTS IN U.S. DOLLARS AND DRAWN ON A U.S. BANK.
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0 Payment enclosed f o r $ _ _ _ _

Charge to: 0 VISA 0 MasterCard
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Account No. 1~~'~'-'~'~-~~~~~'-'-'~'~' Expires _ _ __
Signature._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date _ _ __
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Name ----------,,~Pt.EAS~•=~~l<Tl,,..----------~
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City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Staie _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ __

Country

Telephone (

Make checks payable and send order to:
.
PROFE:SSIONAL PRFSS, INC., P.O. Box 503, Spring House, PA 19477-0503
0 Contact me with information on quantity discounts.
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floor, and the demonstration area is surrounded by windows.
Before the Manhattan ACT was
established, DEC's presence in New
York City consisted of area sales offices
and an office applications center downtown. Now, there are 25 DEC locations
in greater New York.
So far, the strategy seems to have
paid <?ff DEC has already felt the impact
on its image and corporate pocketbook,
claims Barreto.

there are desktop publishing systems,
office applications and MIS solutions.
In each area, TV monitors show
videos that explain the basics of the
hardware and the fundamental problems
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So far, the strategy seems to have paid off.
DEC has already felt the impact on
its image and corporate pocketbook

The Hardware
The 10,500-square-foot center includes
four conference rooms, a computer
room, staff offices and 12 application/demo areas.
Each area highlights tailored applications, including hundreds of software packages, mostly drawn from
DEC's pool of Cooperative Marketing
Program (CMP) vendors. Besides retail
banking and global trading systems,

and tasks in that environment. This is
followed by a personal demo that accesses on-line software packages running on the cluster.
The trading area is the most realistic
section, featuring a wide array of DEC,
IBM and other workstations and several
terminals clustered through an 8974.

\Ne Are \NANTED
By the Chino
Police Department
The Situation:
In the game of cops and robbers, crime analysts within the
Chino Police Department needed to enhance their ability
to identify existing and emerging crime patterns. forecast
future criminal incidents, rapidly correlate diverse
information from a variety of data sources, and then,
confidently. generate queries and reports from
correlated data.
The Solution:
The Chino P.O. purchased a license to UDMS,
the User's Data Management System , from
Interactive Software. UDMS is a series of
advanced window-based modules for reporting,
querying, exporting and updating.
The Results:
According to James Anthony, Chief of Police, "Not
only did the UDMS Software solve our needs for
speed and flexibility. but, because it is so easy to
use, our training and retraining expenses have been
cut significantly. It has proven to be a great alternative to DATATRIEVE and has helped us to improve the
delivery of law enforcement services to our citizens."

UDMS supports a wide variety of file access protocols
including INGRES, ORACLE, Rdb, RMS, System 1032,
VAX-DBMS for the VAX/VMS environment.
For a FREE Tele-Demonstration of UDMS
Ca11Toll·Free1-81J0.962-UDMS or303-987-1001

~

INTERACTJVE ~SORWARE
7175 West Jefferson Avenue, Denver, Colorado 80235
INORES•1tr-"al~~
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Manhattan is the only ACT with an 8974
demo. The system is capable of adding
information to and extracting it from a
central database and is linked to actual
ongoing market activity from Reuters,
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Knight-Ridder and others. An electronic
ticker, wired to the New York Stock Exchange, is high on the wall in front of
the workstation platform.
DEC demonstrates networking
capabilities throughout the center. SNA,
MS-DOS and Wang VS are tied into a
LAN with DECCONNECT. Some VAXs,
including VAXSTATION 3600s and a VAX
6220, run ULTRIX applications. The
whole cluster is tied into DEC's
worldwide corporate network.
Internally, the network uses DESTA,
ThinWire and ThickWire. Externally,
there's a patch panel for satellite uplinks.
Unannounced products aren't shown
at ACT, says Barreto, only working
solutions.
For IBM applications and development, the center also is linked to an IBM
4300 at a DEC site in Littleton, Massachusetts. IBM terminals are hooked to
IBM mainframes. There's even an
Ethernetted PS/2.
"We also have a Wang machine to
show the interconnect between Wang,
IBM and Digital," notes Barreto.
Among the storage devices are four
SA482s and three RA82s. A laser printer
is accessible from anywhere on the
network.
It's all linked with equipment commonly used in financial institutions to
connect multivendor hardware to an
Ethernet, such as Logicraft 386ware and
Card ware.
"It's a DECWORLD for the world of
finance," Barreto comments. "This
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Cullinefs newest products, the IDMS/SQL takes a morning. What's more, you may qualify
production-powerdatabaseandtheKnowledge- for Cullinet's FASTSTART Program-a free
BUILD developmenttoolsetfeaturing Applica- 60-day trial of IDMS/SQL, KnowledgeBUILD
tion Expert for embedded
d( 11· i
and Application Expert on
expert systems, will make
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San Jose, September 21
Toronto, September 15
Washington, September 15

Digital Equipment Corp.
Application Center for Technology
535 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 10022
(212) 326-1901
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becomes a home for Digital to partner
with CMPs."

Other Strategies
DEC is backing up the Application
Center for Technology with CMP
agreements and research and development in several areas of electronic
finance architectures. For example, DEC
steadily is becoming a respected authority as well as a platform source in electronic funds transfer. It's asserting itself
as a path-clearer for networked banking standards.
DEC is marketing a blanket solution it calls Computer Integrated Financial Services (CIFS). Like CIM and other

computer-integrated strategies, CIFS is
a standards-based approach to integrating architectures with existing hardware
investments.
An important complement to CIFS
will come from DEC's CMPs. A CMP
agreement with lntraNet Inc. will promote lntraNet's corporate funds transfer
package for VAXs. Profile, an integrated
banking system from Sanchez Computer Associates, is also a CMP product.
Other VAX-based banking systems
supported by DEC include products
from Pegasystems, Banking Decision
Systems, Berman Technologies Corporation, Money Management Systems
Inc. and Cognitive Systems Inc.
Banks are buying it. DEC's New
York neighbors, Citicorp and Chemical
Bank, are among its Fortune 500 financial customers. Citicorp is in the second
year of a three-year, $30 million deal
with DEC to install a VAX-based global
trading system.
"The goal of applying technology

More people have survived cancer than
now live in the City of Los Angeles.
We are winning.

I

Please support the

"f AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY®
~
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to global trading is clear," explains
Harold Rich, head of technology for
Citicorp. "Any customer of Citicorp can
trade any product on any exchange or
dealing room, anyplace in the world, in
any currency, any time of day."
DEC believes that trading is the
fastest-growing financial area. A DEC
survey of senior executives in the
securities industries reveals that 25 percent have made an investment in trading
systems, followed by 17 percent for back
office, and 12 percent for retail
brokerage systems. DEC plans to pursue the trading market heavily.
as a
whole will continue to be a major focal
point for DEC. The distributed, global
nature of the industry makes it a nice fit.
In fact, DEC already is playing a
major part in financial automation. At
the annual stockholders meeting held
shortly after Black Monday last fall,
DEC President Kenneth Olsen commented, "People were concerned about
the role of computers in the crash,"
referring to complaints that automated
systems contributed to the quick plummet in stock prices. "But I understand
our systems performed quite well." •

BUT THE FINANCIAL INDUSTRY

The following are trademarks of
Digital Equipment Corporation:
A-to-Z
GIGI
RSX
ALL-IN-1
IAS
RT-11
CDD
IVIS
TEAM DATA
DATATRIEVE
LAN Bridge TOPS
DDCMP
LA50
ULTRIX
DEC
LA100
UNIBUS
DECalc
LQP02
VAX
DECconnect
LSl-11
VAXBI
DECgraph
MASSBUS . VAXcluster
DECmail
MicroPDP-11 VAX DIBOL
DECmate
MicroPower/ VAXELN
DECnet
Pascal
VAXFMS
DECsystem-10 MicroVAX
VAXlab
DECSYSTEM-20 PDP
VAX LISP
DEC/Test
PDT
VAXstation
DEC US
P/OS
VMS
DELNI
Q-bus
VT
DIBOL
Rainbow
Work
DNA
RALLY
Processor
Eve
RdbNMS
WPS
FMS
RSTS/E
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft.
Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
X Window System is a trademark of MIT.
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VAX 11/780 Users:

When
it
comes
•
•
•
to innovations m
special performance
upgrades,
Nemonix always
comes ID first.
Announcing the
Nemonix 780-SPU.
Interested in increasing your system's throughput up to 45%? If the answer is yes .. . Nemonix,
the leader in Special Performance Upgrades has
the solution - The Nemonix 780-SPU, the only
cost alternative to VAX 11/785!
Don't buy a new system. You don't have to.
For a lot less money, a multi-board CPU upgrade
enhances your machine's performance up to
45%; your own VAX 780 quickly graduates, doing
the work of a larger, more costly system.
More sound advice. The

Nemonix 780-SPU protects the investment you've
made in your machine. For added insurance: the SPU
includes our Exclusive Customer Protection Package.
So raise your system to a higher standard of living.
Call us today at 1-800-435-8650. In Massachusetts
call (617) 435-9087.
Remember ... with Nemonix you'll always come
out ahead.

Nemonix™

The leader in Special Performance Upgrades.

Nemonix, Inc., 106 South Street, Hopkinton, MA 01748.
1-800-435-8650, Inside M~ {617) 435-9087. FAX {617) 435-6127.
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Error Rate/Second
Noise simulation tests run with a 30K binary spreadsheet file at
t200 baud between IBM-PC's, using BLAST II, rev. 8. t . Com parable or better results on VAX and other environments.

Most communications software performs well under ideal conditions. But in
the real world of noisy communications
circuits and satellite-routed phone calls,
there's only one consistent performance
leader-BLAST.
The secret is BLocked ASynchronous
Transmission, BLAST's protected-pipelining protocol that won't slow down to a
snail's pace, drop data or disconnect in
adverse conditions. Noisy phone lines ...
satellites ... PBX switches . .. X.25
packet network delays-your valuable
data BLASTs through it all.

Link PCs, Macs, Minis & Mainframes
Only BLAST guarantees you fast, 100%
error-free file transfer among micros, minis
and mainframes running under 30 different
operating systems. No matter what systems
you need to connect, BLAST software
links them all. Connect hundreds of sites at
down-to-earth prices-and let BLAST's
speed cut your phone charges, too.
And the new BLAST II expands upon
this rugged power with a streamlined user
interface, Vf-100/220 emulation, superior
data compression, auto-dialing and all the
other "state-of-the-art" features you'd
expect. Plus, you get BlastScript, a
powerful English-like programming
language that lets you quickly create
custom menu-driven applications on
multiple systems. Easily set up remote
polling, data collection, order entry and
other powerful applications.

Any computer with BLAST can talk
to any other computer with BLAST:
IBM ..... .. .. .. . .. . .. VM/CMS or MVS/TSO
DEC ............. . .. VAXNMS;PDP/RSX ;RT-11
DATA GENERAL ...... RDOS;AOS;AOSNS
WANG ........... . . . VS
PRIME .............. PRIMOS
HEWLETT-PACKARD .. 3000/MPE; 1000/RTE
HARRIS ........ ..... VOS
TANDEM ... ..... .. .. LXN
UNISYS ... . ......... BTOS, CTOS, UNIX
IBM-PC & PS/2 . ...... MS-DOS
APPLE ... . ...... .. . . MACINTOSH
UNIX/XENIX . ... - .. . . . AT&T; Altos; NCR; Sun HP;
VAX & mVAX; 386 PCs.
Many others available; please inquire.

The choice of the FORTUNE 500
When Bankers' Trust, Blue Cross,
Exxon, Nabisco and many other FORTUNE 500 companies chose communications software for their financial data
transfer operations, they chose BLAST to
cut through the noise. Shouldn't you
choose BLAST too? Give us a call today.

1-800-24-BLAST
Communications Research Group
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5615 Corporate Boulevard • Baton Rouge . LA 70808 • (504) 923-0888
Crosstalk is a registered trademart< of D1g1tal CommumcaMns Associates. Inc • Copyright 1988, Communications Research Group, Inc

Have your c
and eat it
Gigabytes of
unattended
back-up and
data interchange
for DEC, IBM,
Apple, Sun...
Come see us at:
DEXPO WEST 88
Anaheim , CA
Oct. 17-21
Federal Computer
Conference
Washington, D.C.
Oct. 26-28
Society of Exploration
Geophysicists
Anaheim , CA
Oct. 30-Nov. 3
COMDEX/FALL 88
Las Vegas, NV
Nov. 14-18

Doing back-ups or
interchanging a
Gigabyte or
more of data
is no treat.
But with the
GigaTape™
you'll have the
winning recipe
for high-capacity
back-up and data
interchange.
The GigaTape will satisfy
the most discriminating tastes.
Whether you have a DEC, IBM,
Apple, Sun or other host system ,
the GigaTape provides "plug and
play" capability. With just ONE
8mm helical-scan data cartridge,
you can back up two Gigabytes of
data, at a cost of less than two cents
per Megabyte.
Make data interchange a cakewalk with your
choice of two file-formatting methods. Use the
GigaTape's ANSI standard file formatting and
our data interchange utility for data distribution
across multiple systems. Or use our proprietary
method for increased speed and capacity on
network or host-specific back-ups.

....,•.••.•..,..

Out of the case or
made to order, there
is a GigaTape to
meet your most
voracious data
storage needs. We
have a family of helicalscan products with capacities up to a full Terabyte, or we
can integrate high-capacity disk
drive subsystems to 20 Gigabytes
with one or more GigaTapes.
he SUMMUS commitment is icing on the
cake. With more than eight years of experience
in custom systems integration, we know that
you can't afford to make computing decisions
lightly. That's why we have extensive technical
support, and a well-stocked inventory. And that's
why the Veterans Administration , Lockheed ,
Kraft, General Electric, NASA and others have
come to SUMMUS for their data storage and
interchange solutions.
You can have your cake and eat it too with the
GigaTape; call us today at

~ 1-800-255-9638

--~·······•~™

P.O. BOX 219270 •HOUSTON , TX. 77218
713-492-6611 •TELEX 62045352 Answer back SCSSUM
FAX 713-492-0092 •Call for our foreign representatives

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Gioahpe and GIO<IBok 111 Trade~rks ol SUMMUS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Apple. DEC. IBM, Macin1osh. 1nd SUN are Tra<1eMa1ks of their r&SpectMI companies
Cl 1988 SUMMUS COMPUTER SYSTEMS

SUMMUS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
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From Spreadsheets To Storage
This month's Lab
has been written
by the Spring
House duo of Daves: Dave Mallery, our
editorial director; and yours truly,
technical editor. From the computer
treasure chest this month we review:

David 8. Miller

Abe Or 1-2-3?
Lotus 1-2-3 set the defacto standard for
spreadsheet packages. Although Lotus
Development Corporation hasn't yet offered its package for the VAX, other
companies are offering their own Lotuslike products.
In addition to working and looking like 1-2-3, these packages can include features that Lotus doesn't have at
the moment. Another factor to consider
is how well the package handles unavoidable differences between PC and
VAX products, such as different
keyboards and displays, and different
ways of printing output.
This month, we take a look at one
such product, AOK.abc, from AOK Software Products Inc. How well does AOK
mirror Lotus's features and functionality? How easy is it to use and how fast
can you make the transition from PC to
VAX? AOK claims that if you know
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Lotus 1-2-3, you'll have no problem
learning abc. We took them up on that
claim and put abc to the test.

More Is Better
More memory, larger disks, faster
throughput, higher speeds for data
transfer isn't anyone satisfied
anymore? Control Data Corporation
(CDC) helped quench our thirst for
"more" when we tested a CDC Sabre
disk drive.
When formatted, the Sabre stores
1.05 GB of data. Its average seek time is
16 ms. One of its best features is its size
- only eight inches wide and five
inches high. You won't know what to
do with all the space
vacated by your larger
drives.
Keeping those bits
and bytes moving
quickly and in the right
direction requires a
competent data traffic
113
cop. In a separate
review, Dave Mallery
talks about Andromeda
116
Systems' ESDC Cache
Controller, which we
used to wield our Sabre.
120
The Andromeda
offers MSCP emulation.
Performance features include seek optimization

to reduce head movement, a 1 MB cache
expandable to 16 MB that boasts a hit
rate of 80 percent, and an adaptive
readahead caching scheme that reads additional blocks beyond the requested
data when the probability is good that
those blocks will be needed next.
Finally, are your Macintosh II applications becoming memory hungry?
We'll show you how we upgraded our
Macintosh II with Clearpoint Research
Corporation's MC2RAM/D memory
modules and satiated its memory
hunger - at least for now.
I hope you enjoy reading about
these products as much as we enjoyed
testing them.

Andromeda Systems' ESDC
Cache Controller
AOK Software Products' AOK.abc
Spreadsheet
Clearpoint's MC2RAM/D
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Big bad wolves? no.
Lynch mobs? no.
Cuddly bears1 YES.
Does your support department lock their
door and·draw the curtains. fearfu I of the
user lynch mob coming to string them
up when system problems occur?
Does your training and support
staff draw straws to determine
who has to go face the pack
of frustrated and often
angry operator wolves?

There is a friendlier way
to help train and support
your users. In fact, you may want
to put a welcome mat at your door.
With ProTRAINER or
_...-, _ _:
ProSUPPORT, you can give
your users (and yourself) that
warm fuzzy feeling that comes
from accomplishment.
Like easily learning new software.
Or quality teaching.
Or quickly solving problems.
Consider the following features:

0 Remote User Support
• Show and tell
• Interactive assistance
• Automatic documentation
• Includes the popular
CONTRL software
•more

No more hiding in dark corners.
No more drawing straws.
Receive your warm fuzzies now
by using expert support software
from Clyde Digital Systems.

O User Domlclle Training
• Pupil- or teacherinitiated linking
• In-progress linking
• Hand-raising
• Dialogue
•more

O Classroom Demonstration
• Teacher/pupil input
•Dialogue
• Hand-raising
• Network support
•more

lyde®
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Call now. (801) 224-5306
371 East 800 South, Orem, UT 84058
Easylink: 62128960 Telex: 469553

frolll the lab
CDC's
Sabre

The CDC Sabre
9720-1230 drive

is an electromechanical
wonder. It's light,
extremely quid,
produces little
heat, and you can
fit 2 GB in a
51/z-inch
rack-mount
tray.

Dave Mallery Back when men were
men, talked octal and
bought removable disk drives, the state
of the art in drives was the venerable
Control Data Corporation (CDC) 9766,
sometimes known as RM05 in DEC
circles. For about five years, from the
late 1970s, these wonderful old boat anchors were the mainstay of our businesses. The linear motors that drove the
heads on those drives had magnets that
would pull the pens out of your shirt
pocket.
The world then moved on to sealed
Winchesters, but CDC of Minneapolis,
Minnesota, seemed to stay put. It was
soon left behind as the flocks of Eagle
Winchesters from Fujitsu landed on our
shores.
The road back to dominance in the
disk drive market has been long and
hard, but it looks like CDC has paid its
dues and is now a major contender. The
new Sabre 9720-1230 drive has convinced
me.
This drive is an electromechanical
wonder. It's light, extremely quiet, produces little heat, and you can fit 2 GB in
a 5 1h -inch rack-mount tray. As I write
this, I've just promoted the drive from
boot node system disk to USERl:, our
busiest user disk. This disk is home base
to almost all of our interactive users and
by far the busiest place in the cluster.
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I received the drive directly from
CDC with the same level of documentation that a system integrator would
receive; i.e. , a binder about four inches
thick that fully spells out the breadth
and depth of the device. Critical to the
installation are the mechanical instructions for assembly of the units together
into a tray and the switch settings for
sectoring and other options. The unit
we received was from the first real production run, so there were many addenda, and many of the addenda were
important (e.g., totally different switch
assignments and sector settings).
Proper sectoring is dictated by the
choice of controller. We used the Andromeda ESDC cache controller from
Andromeda Systems and followed the
suggestions in its documentation. (See
"Andromeda Systems' ESDC Cache
Controller," on page 113).
By the time you read this, the settings will be available from the con-

troller manufacturers and you'll be
liberated from any hacking. We used 86
sectors of 586 bytes each. The drive has
1,635 cylinders of 15 heads. The formatted DU driver size is 2,107,860 blocks
or 1.05 GB.
Before introducing the drive to the
cluster, I set it up on an old MICROVAX I
in the Lab. The machine couldn't sup-

Andromeda Systems
Eton Avenue
Canoga Park, CA 91304
(818) 709-7600
9000
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Fujitsu America Inc.
Computer Products Group
3055 Orchard Drive
San Jose, CA 95134
(408) 432-1300
CIRCLE 443 ON READER CARD
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Sabre 9720-1230 Drive
INTERFACES:

SMD, SCSI

PRICE:

quantity discount available

$6,000;

and

IPI-2

CONTROL DATA CORP.
HEADQUARTERS:
8100 34th Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55440
(800) 345-9903
FOUNDED:

1957

PRODUCT LINE: Computer products and
services for scientific, engineering and business applications
REVENUES: $3.4 billion
NET EARNINGS:

$19.3

million

OWNERSHIP: Public
CIRCLE 442 ON READER CARD

port the controller for real operations
but could supply power and light while
the firmware on the controller formatted
and verified the disk. It took 24 hours
of verifying before I found the majority of bad spots that were enumerated
in the factory bad list. I found the longterm verifying to be a strong confidence
builder.
The drive has a diagnostic control
panel with LCD readout. A number of
drive-resident diagnostics can be initiated from the panel, simplifying
repair. The display normally shows the
current cylinder (in hex) and a window
in the cover would be a big improvement. That way, you could get more information about the drive at a glance.
The only change I made to the installation procedure was to install gasket
material between the power supply (in
front) and the drive in the rear. The drive
relies on the air expelled from the power
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module for its cooling. I improved the
air flow to the drive by closing the gap
between the two units, attaching the
gasket material with duct tape. I feel that
the drive would be better served by a
small exhaust fan on the rear.
As this is written, we've been using the disk for about a week. It's more
than half full, because it received the
contents of a 600 MB Fujitsu, and
Parkinson's law holds firmly in our Lab!
Because the majority of the users
are on this node, and they're no longer
getting the majority of their disk service
over the Ethernet, the improvement in
performance is tangible. When
measured on a monitor, our cable use
decreased from the midteens to about
five or six percent average.
This drive has a rather revolutionary feature that contributes greatly
to its MTBF figure. About every 12
minutes, in conjunction with a requested
seek, the drive will sweep its heads over
the surface of the disk. This materially
reduces the particle count within the
HDA and, therefore, materially raises the
reliability. The sweeping will consume
about 11 seconds in 13 hours.
The only controller-related trick is
to tell the controller that the drive is
dual-ported. Then, when the drive is
unavailable during a sweep, the controller will simply wait and not report
the drive off-line. We discovered this
feature when the drive would go into
mount verify every 12 minutes when we
first attached it.
Cabling the drive has its good and
bad points. The drive uses the newer
round shielded extended SMD cables.
CDC supplies a wonderful rugged cable
anchoring mechanism for the back of
the drive. Solid castings grip the cables
and securely ground the shielding to the
frame.
The controller end is the opposite.
The B cable is round (fat) and can't get
into the connector unless you leave the
slot above the controller vacant with a

short bus grant card. (Vacant slots are
a premium here.) What's needed is a
bulkhead assembly for the back of the
MICROVAX and old-fashioned flat SMD
cables for inside the box.
The Sabre is the kind of drive that
a system manager can love. It's large
enough to be credible, yet small enough
to pack at state-of-the-art levers.

Andromeda
Systems'
ESDC Cache
Controller
Dave Mallery

When I decided to test
Control Data Corporation's (CDC) Sabre 9720-1230 Drive, I
wanted a controller that matched its
speed and features (see "CDC's Sabre,"
page 112). Volkswagen engines in Ferrari chassis never do well.
The CDC Sabre drive operates at a
cool 3 MB/sec. transfer rate on the Qbus. You have to slow it down to run
on an HSC!
I've always been interested in the
Andromeda because of its cache. The
cache we have from System Industries
(SI) greatly prolonged the lives of disks
on our 750, providing remarkable access
and performance over the long haul.
The Andromeda ESDC cache controller,
from Andromeda Systems of Canoga
Park, California, is a formidable product
not only for its cache, but also for many
other intelligent features, such as builtin performance monitoring.
This new CDC disk marks an at-
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Companies Mentioned
In This Article

The Andromeda
ESDC cache
controller comes
with two console
options: direct
single connection
(on left) and the
fander switchedbridging panel kit
that can be used
with a modem
for firmware
downloads.

Control Data Corporation
8100 34th Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55440
(800) 345-9903
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Emulex Corporation
3545 Harbor Boulevard
P.O. Box 6725
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
(714) 662-5600
CIRCLE 445 ON READER CARO

Fujitsu America Inc.
Computer Products Group
3055 Orchard Drive
San Jose, CA 95134
(408) 432-1300
CIRCLE 4·'3 ON READER CARO

System Industries
560 Cottonwood Drive
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 432-1212
CIRCLE 446 ON READER CARO

Xilinx Inc.
2069 East Hamilton Avenue
San Jose, CA 95125
(408) 559-7778
CIRCLE 444 ON READER CARO

tempt at a new configuration in our
cluster. Rather than serving all the disk
structures from the farm on the 750, we
decided to try spreading the storage out
across several nodes, greatly reducing
the service overhead for the users on
that node.
Ultimately, we want to remove the
750 and its noise and heat from the
computer room. The first step is to
replace the 2 GB of 750 storage. Clearly,
a caching controller for FRODO::
(MICROVAX II) would be a big plus if
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we're trying to replace the cache controllers on the 750.
One promised upgrade from Andromeda is a piggyback board loaded
with memory that will expand the cache
from the 1 MB on the board to larger
quantities. We found that upgrading the
cache on the SI from 2 MB to 8 MB made
a difference. This upgrade is currently
on hold at Andromeda, pending the
return of reasonable DRAM prices.
Meanwhile, the 1 MB of cache does a
fine job.
Physically, the controller is a dualhigh card. It has a fair amount of
surface-mount technology, coupled
with high-density programmable Logic
Cell Arrays from Xilinx Inc. Firmware
upgrades to the controller are available
over phone lines from a computer at
Andromeda. This eliminates costly
PROM upgrades in the field .
I recently spent a few hours with
the Andromeda folks at their booth at
DEXPO. As we went through the
demonstration, I suggested that they
change the display on their cache
monitor to include an actual numerical
count of recoverable errors. The feature

was available through an upload a few
days later.
The only jumper on the card selects
the CSR address. All other configuration
is done interactively with a program on
the board using a terminal at 1200 baud
connected to the single serial port. We
had to change the CSR so that the drive
could be DUCn: (the third MSCP
controller) .
The configuration dialog covers
such items as the number of DU units
per drive and the physical geometry of
the drive (e.g., heads, cylinders). It's
repeatable for the second physical drive
(maximum of two physical drives per
card). The caching is toggled from this
menu, as well as the number of blocks
for read-ahead. The on-board performance monitor also is toggled from this
menu.
The performance monitor is a very
usable feature. When first started (for the
first 100 I/Os), it's rather high in
overhead. After that (about five seconds
on our system), the overhead is greatly
reduced as the on-line display is updated
only on multiples of 100 commands. I
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.......__..®System
The Data Analysis Tool You Won't Outgrow.

For details, send
us your name and
address. Or call a
Software Sales
Representative today.

Wareho use Inven t ory Report - 16JAN87
Quantity
on Hand

f your job demands a
powerful data analysis tool,
the SAS®Sy~tem is your
solution. The SAS System gives
you ready-to-use procedures
for performing every kind of
analysis-from simple descriptive statistics to advanced
regression, analysis of variance,
discriminant analysis, clustering, scoring, and more.
The SAS System reads data
in any structure from any kind
of file. You can create new
variables, modify old ones, combine files, detect errors, and
accumulate totals. Once your
analysis is complete, you can
report your results in lists,
tables, charts, or plots.

I

* Computer Intelligence, January
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And as your needs grow,
the SAS System grows with
you. All the tools you need for
color graphics, forecasting,
modeling, "what if" analysis,
project management, optimization, and quality control are
available in the SAS System.
You choose the products you
need, and enjoy the
same easy-to-use
language and
syntax in each. Plus,
you can use the
same software on
your personal
computer.

The SAS System.
It's the most
widely installed
tool for data
analysis among
VMS users* ...
And more.

/Ai

SAS Institute Inc.
SAS Circle 0 Box 8000
Cary, NC 27512-8000
(919) 467-8000
Fax (919) 469-3737

1986.

'" Cooper~tive
Marketing
Program

r/;

Rate

SAS is the registe red trademark of SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC. USA.
Copyright C> 1987 by SAS Institute Inc. Printed in the USA.

mama t a I

Projected
Reorder Date

123980

The SAS System runs on Digital Equipment Corp.'s VAX'" series
minicomputers and workstations under VMS~ as well as other mainframes, minicomputers, and personal compu ters.
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Andromeda ESDC
Cache Controller
PLATFORMS: Q-bus-based systems, such
as PDP-11 and MICROVAX II, III
PRICE:

st,995

ANDROMEDA SYSTEMS
HEADQUARTERS:
9000 Eton Avenue
Canoga Park, CA 91304
(818) 709-7600
FOUNDED:

1978

PRODUCT LINE: Q-bus-based products, including analog-to-digital converters, realtime clocks and Winchester disk and floppy
disk controllers
REVENUES: s2 million
OWNERSHIP: Private
CIRCLE 441 ON READER CARD

especially appreciate the elegance of the
display, given that it's entirely in firmware, and you only need a VT200 series
as a display unit.
Another menu option does the formatting and verifying. I did this off-line,
using a MICROVAX I_in the Lab for
power. I especially like the fact that the
recording of bad blocks is incremental
and that the verifying is restartable.
I allowed the unit to run its verification for 24 hours (because it was off
the cluster). The listing from CDC
showed a total of 67 flaws but only four
defective tracks. These lists are made by
state-of-the-art test equipment and
analyze the entire surface of each track.
Once a track is formatted, some of these
flaws may no longer be important, as
they're located between sectors or in the
short tail sector.
In 84 passes, I found a total of28 of
the 67 flaws. The last flaw was found on
pass 66. I never found one of the four
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defective tracks. I suppose if the verification routine reads and writes that track
84 times with multiple patterns, you can
expect it to work.
I'll keep the listing and see if it turns
up. I expect to be using this controller
and drive for a long time.
My first attempts at performance
measurement were somewhat futile. I
made a 10,000-block relative file on the
CDC and on a Fujitsu 2333 with an
Emulex QD33 controller. The time to
copy it to the null device was the same
(15 seconds) across a number of tries. I
then raised the file size to 50,000 blocks
but was unable to determine any meaningful difference between the two combinations. Both disks were mounted
normally with RMS XQP caching
enabled.
Testing later under absolute unloaded conditions, there was a repeatable
three-second improvement with the
Andromeda. In a year of I/O, five percent is a significant amount of time (approximately 400 hours).
The Andromeda ESDC cache controller is a fine, fast controller that
delivers a well-rounded feature set from
setup to production.

AOK Software

Products'
AOK.abc
Spreadsheet
David B. Miller ~ransferring applicat10ns from one
system to another can be a nightmare.
You struggle to learn new procedures
while retaining old systems for backup.
Learning transfer isn't easy if the new

system differs significantly from what
you're accustomed to.
AOK Software Products Inc., a
division of Advent Online Knowledge
(AOK) of Schaumburg, Illinois, has made
that transition easier, at least in the
spreadsheet area.
AOK.abc is a spreadsheet package
for the VAX that is practically identical
in look and feel to Lotus 1-2-3. AOK's
advertisements claim that if you know
Lotus, you already know abc. Believe it,
because you won't notice much difference.

Similarities
A Lotus trademark is its tree-like,
menu-driven user interface. AOK.abc
mimics this system, so it's easy to
follow. Use I to access the main menu
and the escape key to work back up the
menu tree. There are no surprises; any
differences that result from accommodating VMS functions are handled well.
Worksheets created with abc have that
Lotus look about them (see Screen 1).
Worksheet data is entered in the
Lotus tradition. Textual data is preceded,
by the familiar Lotus' for left justification. Centering and right justification
are accomplished with the usual Lotus
f\ and " label prefixes. Entry of numeric
data, formulas and functions follows
Lotus conventions: Formulas start with
+ or ( ), and functions begin with @.
AOK.abc provides 9,999 rows and 702
columns for data entry and uses a sparse
matrix storage technique to eliminate
wasted space.
Operations on cell ranges, such as
moving, copying and formatting, work
in the familiar Lotus fashion of nailing
down a comer of the desired range with
the period key, highlighting the range
by moving the cursor to an opposite
comer, and performing the desired
operation on the marked cell range.
File operations allow you to save
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tern
The Graphics Tool You Won't Outgrow.

W

hen you've got to
turn those numbers
into a presentation,
turn to the SAS® System. The
SAS System includes easy-touse procedures for charts,
plots, maps, and three-dimensional displays. At a glance,
you can grasp detailed statistics,
spot relationships among items,
and trace emerging trends.
And when your manager wants
more, the SAS System lets you
You can even use the SAS
customize your graphs and
System to analyze your data
present multiple displays on the before you present them. We've
same page for easy comparison. got tools for every kind of
analysis-from simple descripYou can produce your graphs
tive statistics to advanced
on terminals, plotters, transregression, analysis of variance,
parencies, or slides.
_,,,,!"!'!!"'-----::--=:----.-----...,.1..--:discriminant analysis, clustering, scoring, and more.
And as your needs
grow, the SAS System
grows with you. All the
tools you need for full
screen data entry, modeling, forecasting, "what if"
analysis, project management, optimization, and quality
control are

The SAS System runs on these
minicomputers: Digital Equipment Corp.
VAX'" Bxxx and 11/7xx series under
VMS:" and MicroVAX II'" under MicroVMS'";
Prime Computer, Inc. Prime 50 series under PRIMOS'"; and Data General
Corp. ECLIPSE'" MV series under AOSNS. The SAS System also runs on
IBM 370/30xx/43xx and compatible machines under OS, CMS, DOSNSE,
SSX, and ICCF; IBM XT/370 and AT/370 under VMIPC; and IBM PC XT
and PC AT under PC DOS. Not all products are available for all systems.
SAS is the registered trademark of SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA.
Copyright Q 1986 by SAS Institute Inc.
Printed in the USA.

available in the SAS
System. You choose
the products you
need, and enjoy the
same easy-to-use language and syntax in
each. Whether you
license one product
or several, you'll enjoy
the same high-quality
software, training,
documentation, and
support we've offered for more
than ten years.
For details, send us your
name and address. Or call
a Software Sales Representative today.
The SAS System. It's
for those who need a
graphics package today,
and for those who have
an eye on tomorrow.

lfllf.
®

SAS Institute Inc.
Box 8000 D SAS Circle
Cary, NC 27511-8000
{919) 467-8000
Fax {919) 469-3737

parts of a worksheet to separate files.
Worksheets in other formats, such as
2020, ASCII, DIF, VisiCalc and Lotus,
can be imported to and exported from
abc using the Translate function. Work-

,..
abc :DEMO** A12: 'Doe, John Cale Insert
Menu
Worksheet Range Copy Move File Print Graph Data Translate Utilities Quit
Global Insert Delete Erase Titles Window Status
(v2)/ A
I
B
I
C
D
E
1

2
3

''
''

4

5

With its range of data
extraction and query
commands, abc provides
the same database
capabilities as Lotus.

sheets created with Lotus on a PC can
be transmitted to a VAX via KERMIT or
DECNET DOS. AOK.abc then translates
the Lotus file into its own format.
In our Lab, worksheet files transmitted via KERMIT were accepted by
abc without complaining. But files
transferred with Polygon's Poly-XFR file
transfer utility and those created and
transferred on our Logicraft 386ware
MS-DOS server were not accepted. The
transfers went without a hitch, but abc
had trouble importing the file.
An additional file-handling feature
allows worksheets with the same size
and layout to be consolidated into one
large worksheet with provisions for adding, subtracting, multiplying, dividing
or replacing matching cell addresses. For
instance, a company with various departments that have their own worksheets could generate a companywide
total worksheet.
Print operations include the usual
Lotus options for headers, footers,
margin changes and cell format type.
Printer setup strings can be stored in an
external file or entered in cell Al of the
worksheet. Worksheets can be displayed
on your terminal, written to an output
file or queued to your line printer. Non-
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.....

6

FICTITIOUS, INC. PAYROLL

7
8 NAME
9
10
11 Doe, John
12 Smith, A.
13 Smith, B.
14 Jones, X.
15 Jones, Y.
16
17 TOTALS
18
19
20

DEPT.
MIS
MIS
SALES
MARKET
MIS

HOURS

RATE

GROSS
PAY

42.0
56.0
39.0
35.0
40.0

9.00
12.75
22.50
20.50
14.85

387.00
816.00
877.50
717.50
594.00
3392.00

~

~

Screen 1: AOK.abc's worksheet layout and menu system
should look fa miliar to Lotus users.

contiguous ranges can be specified to
print scattered pieces of a worksheet.
With a few exceptions, graph options mimic Lotus. Bar, pie, line,
stacked-bar and XY graphs are included.
AOK.abc also provides hi-lo stock
market-type graphs, best-fit curve and
multiline graphs (see Screens 2 and 3).
You must have a Tektronix-compatible
terminal to display graphs. If you don't,
a Graph Check feature allows you to inspect your graph settings before printing the image.
To save a graph file with abc, you
must choose the type of printer that will
be used to print the picture, rather than
use the simple save option provided by
Lotus. Supported printer lines include
Printronix, Okidata, Epson, HP plotters
and LaserJet, QMS and LN03. A PostScript output option would be desirable
in a future release.

With its range of data extraction
and query commands, abc provides the
same database capabilities as Lotus. Each
abc database can hold the maximum of
9,999 records of 702 characters each. One
primary and 16 secondary keys can be
defined for sorting purposes.
Macro support includes the new
format macro commands of Lotus
release 2.0 and the old style /X macro
commands of Lotus release lA. Advanced macro instructions allow looping, branching, I/O, subroutine calling
and more. Macros can be stored in an
external file rather than as part of the
current worksheet, making them worksheet independent. You can use the
built-in macro debugger to create an
ASCII file that contains a trail of executed macro steps. This file can help
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Lotus Development Corporation
55 Cambridge Parkway
Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 577-8500
CIRCLE 480 ON READER CARD

you work out the kinks in your macro
programs.

Differences

Screen 2: Another example of AOK.abc's graph capability is this multiline graph.

As to differences between 1-2-3 and abc,
keyboard layout was the major one I
found. More than 40 terminals and
keyboard configurations are supported.
To help, a key map with keycap labels
for your terminal is provided. This was
one of the few things that reminded me
I wasn't using Lotus.
Navigating the worksheet can
become tedious while the screen
refreshes after moving the cursor. For
example, the screen had to be repainted
after moving to a column of the worksheet off the screen. I'm accustomed to
the almost instantaneous screen shift
when using a PC. Increasing the terminal's baud rate helped alleviate this
problem. AOK recommends that you
keep your column widths narrow to fit
more columns on the screen.
A one-page appendix in the documentation lists other differences between abc and 1-2-3. Many are features
in abc that aren't found in 1-2-3.

Other Features
A number of SPEC (for SPECial) functions provide capabilities that include
single and multiple regression analysis,
averages of various sorts, and trend
analysis, to name a few. The source code
for the special functions is provided in
FORTRAN and can be compiled before
use. There are many built-in trigonometric and mathematical functions included that should help those involved

Screen J: A stock market hi-lo graph is an AOK.abc feature not provided by Lotus.
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AOK.abc
PLATFORMS: VAX systems, supports over
40 terminals and many popular printers
PRICE: $1,250 to $7,800. Multiple CPU discounts and cluster licenses are available.
Demonstration fee of $75 is applicable
toward purchase. Universal File Interface and
ORACLE RDBMS Interface list for $900 and
$2,500 respectively

AOK SOFTWARE
PRODUCTS INC.
HEADQUARTERS:
1305 Wiley Road, Suite 102
Schaumburg, IL 60173
(312) 884-7123

FOUNDED: 1987
PRODUCT LINE: Lotus-like spreadsheet for
the VAX. Optional products include the
Universal File Interface and ORACLE
RDBMS Interface

OWNERSHIP: Private
CIRCLE 404 ON READER CARD

in engineering and science.
Using a Utility menu option, you
can spawn to DCL from the middle of
the worksheet, perform DCL functions
and then return to abc. This proved
useful, because I could save a graph file,
spawn to DCL, print it and return to the
worksheet. Another Utility function
allows macros to be created by recording
keystrokes as they 're typed, an alternative to creating macros in the traditional way as a series of labels.
A file of more than 40 parameters
is included to let you customize abc.
These allow you to decide, for example,
whether to add a trailing blank to
numeric input, to set the default to
automatic recalculation and to append
the .PRN suffix to print files.
An auto recovery feature saves your
keystrokes in a separate file and can be
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used to regain your worksheet should
a catastrophe occur before you save the
file by normal means.
If you have data stored in a database
that you'd like to analyze using abc, an
optional product, the Universal File Interface (UFI) is available. The UFI provides commands to import an ASCII flat
file created by your database program
and parse each line into a format suitable
for spreadsheet use.

Documentation
Documentation is written clearly and
geared toward Lotus users. Those unfamiliar with spreadsheets will need
another text, because abc's documentation only addresses the menus and what
they do. If you're familiar with Lotus
1-2-3, you'll need the manual only to
look up features specific to abc. With so
many Lotus texts available, there's no
need for an abc-specific work.
USERS FAMILIAR with Lotus will be running abc immediately. The demo package is priced at $75, but it's worth the
cost if you're seriousiy considering
migrating spreadsheet work from PCs
to the VAX (or vice versa). Thus, you
can be absolutely sure that abc will meet
your needs.
If you're considering a VAX spreadsheet and you'd like to retain the Lotus
standard, take a look at AOK.abc. It's
Lotus for the minicomputer market.

a Mac II is that you need more memory.
Apple supplies a MultiFinder that
allows you to initiate multiple applications and switch between them with a
click of the mouse. As soon as you're
making art inside a drawing package
and moving it to Pagemaker, you need
MultiFinder. As soon as you need
MultiFinder, you need lots of memory.
Clearpoint Research Corporation
of Hopkinton, Massachusetts, makes
two varieties of Macintosh memory
modules: the MC2RAM/D and the
MC2RAM/S2. We reviewed version D,
the one made with one-megabit chips.
Version S2 is made with 256K-bit
surface mounts and is more economical.
However, they both go in as described .
We added 4 MB of Clearpoint to the 1
MB supplied with our Mac II .

MC2RAM/D
PRICE: MC2RAM/D - $510 MC2RAM/S2
- $450

NOTES: The MC2RAM/D will also run
on the Macintosh SE without a CPU
Accelerator Board

CLEARPOINT RESEARCH CORP.
HEADQUARTERS:
99 South Street
Hopkinton, MA 01748-2204
(617) 435-2000

FOUNDED: 1982

Clearpoint's
MC2RAMID

PRODUCT LINE: Plug-in and customdesigned add-in computer products
REVENUES: $17,785,000
NET EARNINGS: $844,000
CIRCLE 499 ON READER CARD

Dave Mallery M~c ~Is

are becoming
ub1qmtous. Our first
one is dedicated to page makeup in the
art department.
Th e first thing you find out about
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Clearpoint supplies 4 MB in a static-proof box. At the current
price of DRAMs, every precaution is required!

I found that a little persuasion from
a fine screwdriver helped with the
latches.

SEPTEMBER 1988

You gain access t,o the Mac II motherboard by removing a
few screws and tipping the disk carrier plate over t,o the left.
Four ~ -MB memory modules are in place from the fact.ory.
These must be moved t,o the four empty slots t,o the left and
the four new 1 MB modules inserted in their place.

The new modules are inserted in the
four right-hand slots. They go in at
an angle and then are rotated t,o the
vertical.

The finished job: S MB and ready for
MultiFinder!
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Hamilton/Avnet Computer
Delivered The Solution,
The Digital MicroVAX II
"Q6" System!

T

I

N

0

a leading aerospace company came to us
R ecently,
with a problem . They needed a system that could
process confidential documents quickly, with virtually
unlimited capacity. And they needed it yesterday.
Hamilton/ Avnet Computer went right to work. We went
to the customer's site and talked to the engineers arid
designers who'd be using this system. We assessed the
amount of space they had for development. And we discussed
costs and options.
When we really understood what our customer needed,
we developed a solution: The MicroVAX II "Q6" system
from Digital.
We set-up the host system, workstations and hardware,
and loaded all the software. Then, we configured and tested
the entire system cluster until it was ready to fly.

s

Within a matter of weeks, we had delivered a busi ness
from low productivity to peak efficiency.
Everyone was happy. The aerospace company got the
system it wanted, and we started what promises to be a
long-term relationship with a new customer.
We'd like to do the same for you. For more information, or
for the Hamilton/ Avnet Computer sales unit nearest you ,
call toll free: 1 -800- 4 26-7999.
Remember, we see things differently at Hamilton/ Avnet
Computer: Your point of view.
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Over a Decade Delivering Computer Solutions. Nationwide Services and Inventory
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THE MAC

CONNECllON

AlisaShare:
More Than File Serving

Al Cini

Why should
you use a VAX
as a Macintosh
file
server?
After all, a VAX system is more expensive than a conventional, dedicated
Macintosh AppleShare file server, costs
more to keep, and is more complicated
to use. AppleShare under VAXJVMS
doesn't seem to make sense.
A VAX, however, can be more than
just a file server. It can run database
packages, commercial applications, file
backup/recovery software and program
development, and serve up Macintosh
files at the same time.
That's what AppleShare on the
VAX is all about. AppleShare is about
sharing files, not just among Macintosh
users, but among Macintosh, VAX and
even IBM PC users - the same data files,
viewed three ways.
Newly announced by Alisa Systems
Inc. of Pasadena, California, AlisaShare
is AppleShare file server software that
runs under the VAXJVMS operating
system. It can deliver certain kinds of
VAX data files directly to Macintosh or
IBM PC users without intermediate
conversion.

Importance Of Being AppleShare
Some background in AppleShare file
server network protocol is necessary to
understand AlisaShare. Part of Apple's
OSI-based suite of network protocols,
AppleShare lets client workstations access the disk space of server computers
through their native file systems. To
Macintosh users, AppleShare servers appear through the familiar windows of
the Mac's Finder. To IBM PC users,
AppleShare servers appear as standard
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MS-DOS disks. To speak AppleShare,
client and server software is required on
the user and server ends of the network
connection. Ethernet or LocalTalk (Apple's twisted-pair LAN) networking
hardware also is required.
AppleShare products include client
software for the Macintosh operating
system and PC/MS-DOS, and server software that runs on a dedicated Macintosh. To encourage AppleSharecompatible third-party products, Apple
documents its AppleShare protocol and
offers it under a license to software
developers.
Numerous competing protocols,
such as NFS, offer file services similar to
those of AppleShare. But AppleShare
makes sense as the Apple-endorsed file
server approach. AppleShare servers

work with standard Apple client software, and in a large, distributed LAN,
Apple-standard client software can
mean higher reliability and lower network maintenance costs.
Further, standard AppleShare offers
several application-specific features,
such as data record locking. Vendors are
likely to exploit these in developing advanced, multiuser Macintosh applications.

What's AlisaShare?
AlisaShare is AppleShare-compatible
server software that, under the
VAXJVMS operating system, equates
standard VAXJVMS devices, directories
and files to Macintosh server volumes,
folders and files. Alisa ships AlisaShare
with a Macintosh workstation software
distribution diskette from Apple, which

Choo ser

Server
Type

··-

AppleTalk
ZONE

tmmlim

Autographix

Select a file server:

~

Server
Name

AppleTalk I...

~
~

lmageWriter

AppleTalk Zones :
Building Wiring

lQ]

EtherTalk
AppleTalk

@Active
0 Inactive

3 .2

Screen 1: An AlisaShare user selects an AlisaShare file server on the
network by (1) selecting the VAX, which appears as an ApplJalk zone
in the network; (2) selecting AppleShare file services on the target VAX;
and (3) selecting the specific AppleShare server.
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WHEN APPLE AND DIGITALWANTED

TOTALK, THEY CAME TO US.
!:,.,

•

For good reason.
Because we make it simple for - - - - ; :
Apple Macintosh and Digital VAX
systems to join the same network.
And open the lines of
communications.
For instance, we utilize
AppleTulk for VMS, the sole published standard platform for networking on the VAX. We're also
the one company that offers complete solutions.
Such as AlisaTalk:Mwhich puts AppleTalk on the
VAX. And includes AlisaShare:Mthe only 100% AppleShare, VAX/VMS based,
full-function file seiver.
li·Zi
·· · ··Z:-ij;~·; ;:::;;:;;a
TSSnet:M a package for the Mac that lets it
communicate over DECnet networks as a Phase IV
end node.
And SequeLink:M which allows Macs access to
Digital system host SQL databases.
We can also hook you up with Kinetics FastPath, EtherPort II, EtherPort
SE, EtherSC, and everything in between.
So when you want the right Mac-VAX connections, call or write to
Alisa Systems.
. . The talk of the computer industry.
w.; ""
;_'~·

-

Alisa S¥Stems31,~
n 1c.
We, keep everybody talking

r.'.r~cirr

221 East Walnut Street, Suite 175 Pasadena, CA 91101 ( 818 )792-9474

AWARDS

Nisa and Alisalalk,andNisaShare are trademarl<sof Nisa 9,<tems, lnc., Apple, Macintosh,Appl&lk for VMS, and AppleShare are trademarl<sof App~ Computer, Inc., DEC, W., VMS, and DECnet are trademarl<s of
Digital Equipment Cory. 'ISSnet ~ a trademark of Thu~ Softw.ire Systems. SequelJnk ~ a trademark of GnOsls. RistPath, Etherl\Jrt II, Etherf\Jrt SE, and EtherSC: are trademarks of Kinetics, Inc.
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Apple Computer Inc.
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010

Connect to the file seruer "RlisaShare Seruer"
as:
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Keyword Office Technologies Ltd.
2816 11th St. N.E.
Calgary, AB T2E 7S7
(403) 250-1770

0

Guest
@ Registered User
Name:

~IJ_O_NE_S~~~~~~~~---'

Password: , ..... ~I

I

Kinetics Inc.
2540 Camino Diablo
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
(415) 947-0998

(Clear teHt)

n

Cancel
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OK

ll
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RlisaShare Seruer
Select the seruer uolumes you wont to use:

Checked uolumes ( r8l) will be opened at
system startup time.

Quit

n

OK

ll
v 1.0

Screen 2: AlisaShare server login procedure. Note that username and password correspond to account entry in SYSUAF.DAT.
can be installed on any number of client
Macs.
Apple sells MS-DOS workstation
software separately, along with a special
LocalTalk interface card for IBM PC
XT/ATs and most clones. An IBM
Microchannel- compatible version is
under development.
In operation, AlisaShare servers use
AppleShare's name-binding protocol to
register themselves on the network. In
turn, Macintosh users select from several
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available servers using the CHOOSER
desk accessory (see Screen 1). VAX
systems running AlisaShare appear as
AppleTalk zones and may offer print
spooler and other network services, as
well as AppleShare.
Before AlisaShare grants access to
its server volumes, it validates the user's
supplied username and password combination (see Screen 2) using the VMS
user authorization database (SYSUAF.
DAT). Valid users will be allowed to
select any or all of perhaps several server
volumes, which then will appear on

their Macintosh desktop as disk icons
(see Screen 3).
Macintosh users with the appropriate access privileges can treat AlisaShare
server volumes almost exactly as they
would a locally connected hard disk.
Certain functions, however, such as
changing the name of the volume, aren't
permitted. AlisaShare server volumes
are mapped to the appropriate VMS disk
directories by an editable ASVOLUME.
DAT parameter file (see Figure 1).
Any non-copy-protected Macintosh file can be exchanged between
Macintosh systems through an AlisaShare server. Where a common "presentation" format like ASCII text is used,
files can be exchanged directly between
VAX and Mac users (see Screen 4).
AlisaShare's ability to deliver text
files directly from a VAX to a Macintosh
user offers many possibilities for decision support and electronic publishing
applications. Reports produced from a
VAX database overnight, for example,
can be included directly into Mac
spreadsheets the next day, without having to log onto the host VAX.

File Structure
To deliver transparent AppleShare services, AlisaShare addresses several fundamental Macintosh and VAX/VMS file
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Tie All

Your Loose

Ends Together.
VAX to MAC and IBM PC
Multi-system environments are a way of life. Your
Macintoshes and IBM PCs have become powerful tools
to use with your VAX system. Now you need Pacer to
tie everything together into a seamless package.

fatetfiJJK

connects your Macintoshes and IBM PCs to
your VAX over serial line, remote modem , Applefalk or
Ethernet configurations. It integrates full functionality
into one product: terminal emulation, file transfer,
virtual disks, and print services. And you get even
more when you extend PacerLink with the add-on file
server and graphic terminal emulator.

facetS/J(JJ~

VAX/VMS file server provides Macintosh and
IBM PC file sharing via Ethernet or AppleTalk bridged
to Ethernet. It transparently integrates the micro and
VMS file systems.

facellt(Jp/J

gives your micros VT240 and VT241 graphic
terminal emu lation , including ReGIS and Tektronix
4010/4014 support.

f(JjJJffl'liJ/ provides VAX Postscript print spooling.

/UJJe/J~

hardware combined with Pacer's software
gives you high speed Macintosh to host interconnect
over Ethernet.

Pacer

Our connectivity solutions are in place at over 1500
sites. And we want yours to be the next. Give us a call
and let us show you how we can integrate your minis
and micros into one well-connected package.

SOFTWARE
79 11 Herschel Ave., Suite 402 • La Jolla , CA 9203 7
TEL: 619-454-0565
1900 West Park Drive, Suite 280 •Westborough , MA 01581

TEL: 508-898-3300
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Under the Mac's
operating system, two
kinds of information
comprise a file.

$ SET DEFAULT DUAO:IALISAI
$ CREATE TESTFILE.DAT
THIS IS A SAMPLE TEXT FILE.
IT WILL APPEAR ON THE MACINTOSH DESKTOP. AND CAN BE OPENED WITHIN
A MACINTOSH APPLICATION, PS A TEXT-ONLY FILE.
$

''

Screen 3: VAX/VMS text file $CREATEd in AlisaShare directory (1) appears in the
Madntosh Finder window as a text-formatted document (2).
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tory that corresponds to its volume or
folder, and its resource fork is stored
in a special VMS subdirectory ([.ASRESOURCES]) under this directory. The
ASRESOURCES subdirectory is created
and maintained automatically by AlisaShare and never appears in the Finder
window of a client Macintosh.
Files created by VAX software in
AlisaShare directories are analyzed by
AlisaShare, and files that contain text
automatically are given appropriate
Macintosh file attributes. Macintosh
users then can use Mac editors and word
processors to read and modify these
files. Binary data interchange, however,
will require a conversion utility. Macintosh and VAX users who need to exchange word processing documents between Microsoft Word and MASS-11, for
example, may need to use a document
conversion product like KEYPAK from
Keyword Office Technologies Ltd.

File Security

Screen 4: VAX/VMS text file (see Screen 3)
PLACEd directly into an Aldus PageMaker document.

structure differences.
Under the Mac's operating system,
two kinds of information comprise a
file. A file's resource fork contains the
file's attributes, such as the icon under
which it appears in the Finder. Its data
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fork contains the actual application data.
To represent these two faces of a
Macintosh file under VAX/VMS,
AlisaShare employs an "Apple Double"
file storage scheme, storing each Macintosh file as two different RMS files. A
Mac file's data fork is found in the direc-

With AlisaShare, a single VMS process
acts as the AppleShare file server for all
of the host VAX's networked clients (see
Figure 1).
This process, running with the
SYSPRV privilege, uses standard VMS
User Identification Codes and system/
owner/group/world protection masks to
simulate AppleShare's user-group folder
protection scheme. AlisaShare even supports AppfeShare features for which
there are no corresponding VMS security constructs, such as drop box folders
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Macintosh®-V AX/VMS™ Networking
means a dizzying array of connectivity
products, network architectures,
and hardware options.
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Confused?

Why not join us at our office in Marlton, NJ
(20 minutes from Philly, two hours from New York)
to get your hands dirty and your head straight:
September 7-9,
October 10-12,
November 9-11,
December 7-9,
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The Macintosh/VAX Networking Lab
Course length - 3 days

Topics Covered:

Tuition - $950

Network Architectures•
DECnet, AppleTalk

Training Objectives:
Network Hardware •
Ethernet
LocalTalk
Bridges
Gateways

• Find out how to connect your Macintosh and
IBM PC-compatible workstations through a VAX
•Understand AppleTalk and DECnet network
architectures.

Network Management •
• Learn how to install and use various
AppleTalk network hardware products.

Terminal Emulators •
VTlOO, VT220,VT240
Tektronix

•Learn how to install and manage various DECnet
and AppleTalk based Mac/VAX networking products.

VAX/VMS File Servers •
AlisaTalk, PacerShare

• Learn how to use and evaluate Macintosh terminal
emulators.

Networked Databases•
• Learn how to develop VAX-based Macintosh datab~e
applications.

Network Management •

COMPUTER METHODS CORPORATION
525 ROUTE 73 SOUTH • SUITE 300 • MARL TON, NJ 08053
CONSUL TING • TRAINING • SOF1WARE ENGINEERING
PHONE

(609) 596-4360

FAX

(609) 596·4362

Macintosh and AppleTalk are registered trademarks of e.pple Computer, Inc.
VAX and VT are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
IBM and IBM PC are registered trademarks of International Business Machines, Inc.
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AlisaShare
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: ApplCI'alk for
package; AppleShare 1.1 or 1.2
workstation software for Mac; Ethernet for
VAX; connections via direct Ethernet or
LocalTalk
VMS

PRICE: Alisaralk, $4,700 to
ding on VAX CPU

s14,400

depen-

I

ALISA SYSTEMS INC.
HEADQUARTERS:

$ SHOW SYSTEM
VAXNMS V4.6...
Pid
Process Name...

221 E. Walnut St., Ste. 175
Pasadena, CA 91101
(818) 792-9474

FOUNDED:

1982

PRODUCT LINE: AlisaTalk, which includes
AlisaShare AFP File Server, AlisaPrint
Systems and AlisaTurminal Virtual Terminal;
Alisa ADP; Alisa TSSNET; and SequeLink

OWNERSHIP: Private
BRANCHES: London, England
cmCLE 400 ON READER CARD

G

00
$SET DEFAULT ATK$R001:[APPLETALK.ALl~HARE)
$ TYPE ~WME.OAT
!
! AlisaShare Volume List.
I
DUBO:[OOOOOO.~LVX2JI Alisa OUBO vol::
OUAO:[OOOOOO.ALISAJI Alisa OUAO vol::

Controlled by parameter files such as (1) above, the AlisaShare file server process communicates via Appli.I'alk for VMS (Z) with Madntosh users (3) either
directly connected to the Ethernet (3a) or indirectly connected via a Kinetics
FastPath (3b).
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that will accept documents from users
but reject their requests to look inside.
By the same token, however, AlisaShare necessarily ignores certain advanced VMS file security features like
Access Control Lists, which can limit
the product's applicability in certain
security-sensitive computer environments. AlisaShare's single-process file
server approach also precludes the use
of VMS's process accounting facilities to
bill personal computer clients for server
access.
ALISASHARE, WHICH EFFECTIVELY replaces
Alisa's older AlisaTalk file server product, significantly outperforms its predecessor. Informal tests suggest that file
transfers run almost twice as fast under
AlisaShare. Other common server
operations, such as file enumeration (the
time it takes to open a folder in the
Finder), run several times faster.
AlisaShare doesn't just serve VAX
files to Macs. It cleverly and effectively
integrates the necessarily different
VAX/VMS and Macintosh file systems. •
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VAX. The best system architecture for organizational computing.
Macintosh. The best interface for personal computing.
Helix VMX. The best of both worlds.
• Helix VMX gives your VAX a Macintosh interface. Graphics, flexibility, ease-of-use,
independent problem-solving, and the excitement of personal computing.
• Helix VMX gives your Macintosh users a VAX backbone. Power, system services,
networking, security, and responsible access to corporate information resources.
• Helix VMX gives you a revolutionary, visual application development environment that
lets you rapidly develop VAX-based software. These applications can be used from either
Macintoshes or VT terminals.

': .. a breakthrough software technology that exemplifies Digital's concept of what
PC integration should mean:·
Richa rd smith
Business Development Manager, MicroVAX Systems
Digital Equipment Corporation

@

ODESTA CORPORATION

4084 COMMERC IAL AVENUE, NORTHBROOK, ILLINOIS 60062 800-J 23-5423(IL: J 12-498-5615)
Helix VMX 1s J registered trademdrk of Odesta Corp<JrJt1on. D1g11.il. the D1g1 1JI logo. VT .?20 ••1nd MicroVAX are reg1swred 1radern.1rks
of D1g11.1 I Equipment Corpora1 1on .The Apple logo.1nd M.-m nmsh II are regis tered tr.idenMrks of Apple Computer. Inc.
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Sales And Marketing
Software Available
Marketrieve PLUS is a new sales lead tracking and market analysis software package
frorn IDSC Rental Company Inc. that increases sales productivity in the corporate or
multiuser environment. The software runs on
DEC or HP computers and shares data with
a company's existing computer systems.
Marketrieve PLUS can adap t to any type of
office. It also adapts to both in-house
telephone sales and outside sales forces.
Advanced sales- and lead-tracking functions generate daily action lists, trace sales
leads, contacts and orders, and reduce paperwork. This data is centrally availab le to increase management control over the sales
force. The system performs advertising effectiveness analysis, works to generate and
verify forecasts and analyzes salesperson
results.
For more information, contact Ed Lucia,
IDSC Rental Co. , 350 H arvey Rd ., Manchester, NH 03103; (603) 645-6677.

Circle 505 on reader card

VACCELERATOR Is For
Q-bus, UNIBUS VAXs
Avalon Computer Systems Inc. has a new
high-speed shared memory interface for its
VACCELERATOR attached processor for
Q-bus and UNIBUS VAX computer systems. The new ca pability makes the parallel
execution of portions of complex applications
possible by allowing the VAX to share
memory with multiple VACCELERATORs
for high-speed communication and
coordination.
To move current applications to the
VACCELERATOR, users must recompile
existing FORTRAN, C or PASCAL programs with Avalon-provided compilers.
They then will execute transparently on the
VACCELERATOR.
The Q-bus VACCELERATOR equipped
with 4 MB of on-board memory, a 64-KB
cache memory and Weitek 1167 Floating
Point Accelerator costs Sll ,900. The UNIBUS model comes with 4 MB of memory
standard and 8 or 12 MB as an option.
For more information, contact David
Chandler, Avalon Computer Systems Inc.,
425 E. Colorado St., Ste. 710, G lendale, CA
91205; (818) 247-22 16.

For more information, contact Bob
Dahlberg, Synopsys Inc., 1500 Salado Dr. ,
M ountain View, CA 94043; (415) 962- 5000.

Circle 513 on reader card

9320 Terminal Is
VT320 Compatible

Synopsys Inc. Announces
Logic Synthesis System
Synopsys Inc. has announced its secondgeneration logic synthesis product, the
Dt:sign Compiler. The Design Compiler
translates hierarchically defined, sequential
designs into logic gates and automatically
op timizes the resulting circuits.
Logic synthesis is an advanced technology that improves ASIC and custom VLSI
circuit design productivity. Synthesis incorporates two fundamental processes: design
translation and optimization. The translation
process creates a gate-level implementation
from a language-specified description of a
design. The optimization process improves
the circuit to meet user-specified constraints,
such as area and speed.
Design Compiler pricing begins at
S35,000 for a single user license.

TeleVideo Systems Inc. has announced the
9320 terminal, featuring complete VT320
compatibility, while offering greater software
flexibility and more command sets.
The 9320 features two pages of display
memory, connection to standard RS-423 and
DECconnect environments, enha nced
VT320 keyboard, tilt and swivel base, 70-Hz
flicker-free refresh rate and the Video Desk
desktop accessories package.
The 9320 contains 64K of programmable ROM space, enabling OEMs and
VARs to add further functions. The 9320
costs $499.
To learn more, contact M ardi Garren,
TeleVideo Systems Inc., 1170 Morse Ave.,
P.O. Box 3568, Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3568;
(408) 745-7760.

Circle 502 on reader card

ManuPlan Gains
Broader Acceptance
Network Dynamics Inc. has announced
SimStarter, a simulation code generator that

Synopsys Inc.'s logic
synthesis tool, the
Design Compiler.

Circle 501 on reader card
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erator providing 40 M FLOPS of singleprecision (32-bit), and 20 MFLOPS of
doub le-precision (64- bit) floating point
performance.
The MAP-4000 is a board-level product
that plugs directly into the M icroVAX and
is available at Sl8,995 with 2 MB of memory
or $22,500 with 8 MB of memory (and is
expandable to 256 MB).
For more information, contact Phil Blake,
CSP!, 40 Linnell Circle, Billerica, MA 01821;
(617) 272- 6020.

Circle 503 on reader card

EDC Memory For
MicroVAX II

DILOG's new MQ696 multipurpose disk controller.

makes model fi les created with ManuPlan
available to Siman, the standard simulation
language of the manufacturing marketplace.
ManuPlan is a rapid modeling approach
to optimizing the manufacturing process. It
runs on the IBM PC or VAX, along with
any FORTRAN 77 optimized system.
ManuPlan can model alternative factory
designs or manufacturing scenarios without
the lengthy time requirements associated
with pure simulation exercises. SimStarter
extends this capability into the simulation
modeling process itself by making previously
developed models available to SiMan.
SimStarter runs on all implementations
of ManuPlan and costs $6,500. ManuPlan
costs $7,000 on the VAX.
To learn more, contact Network Dynamics
Inc., 1218 Massachusetts Ave. , Cambridge,
MA 02138; (617) 547-2036.

Circle 506 on reader card

Intel Enhances
FASTPATH Capabilities
Intel Corporation has enhanced capabilities
for its FASTPATH product line that enable
the FASTPATH control unit to link an IBM
System/370 concurrently to diverse environments.
Now each FASTPATH control unit can
connect an IBM System/370 simultaneously
to a TCP/IP network, as well as to either a
VAX, a MAP/OSI network, a custom
Ethernet network or to ASCII devices.
A FASTPATH control unit with FlexLINK connectivity software now can
manage simultaneous connections from an
IBM System/370 processor to up to four
VAXs or to a VAX and a TCP/IP network .

SEPTEMBER 1988

The connection to the VAX is through the
high-speed DR11 W/DRB32W interface.
To learn more, contact Phyllis Stern at Intel
Corporation, 3065 Bowers Ave. , P.O. Box
58065, Santa Clara, CA 95052- 8065; (602)
869-3778.

Circle 507 on reader card

DILOG Introduces
The MQ696
DILOG now has a disk controller that
enhances the configuration flexibility of
MicroVAX and MicroPDP-11 computers by
permitting the interfacing of ESDI Winchester disks and SA450 floppy disk drives
on the same controller.
The MQ696 multipurpose disk controller interfaces up to two Enhanced Small
Disk Interface Winchester disk drives, with
data transfer rates as high as 2.5 MB per
second (20 MHz), and up to two SA450compatible floppy disk drives to Q -bus computers made by DEC. The controller supports 5.25-inch Winchester drives and either
5.25- or 3.5-inch format floppy drives and
is compatible with RX50/RX33 drives and
media.
The new controller is priced at about
Sl,550.
For further information, contact Judie Dutton, DILOG, 1555 S. Sinclair St. , Anaheim,
CA 92806; (714) 937-5700.

Circle 508 on reader card

MAP-4000 Delivers
40 MFLOPS
CSP! has introduced the MAP-4000, a
MicroVAX-based, low-cost application accel-

C hrislin Industries C aribe has introduced the
CI-MIV8-EDC module for the MicroVAX II
computer system. The memory is available
with 8 MB, error detection and correction
on a single card . It corrects single-bit and
detects double- bit errors. It also includes
CSR register where memory errors are
logged, so you easily can do on-site repair
to the board .
The memory is completely hardwareand software-compatible with MicroVAX II
systems.
For more information and current product
pricing, contact Christine L. Seese, Chrislin
Industries Caribe Inc., P.O . Box 1657,
Canovanas, PR 00629- 1657; (809) 876- 5202
or 876-6160.

Circle 504 on reader card

OmniSys Simulates
Microwave Systems
EEsof Inc. has announced OmniSys, a
powerful new computer-aided engineering
program that simulates microwave systems.
OmniSys uses component vendor catalog
data, internal component models and external file component data to simulate linear and
non-linear microwave systems in the frequency domain and linear control loops in
the frequency and time domains.
OmniSys is available on the VAX series.
Pricing starts at $12,000.
For furt her information, contact Donn
Mutch, EEsof Inc., 5795 Lindero Canyon
Rd., Westlake Village, CA 91362; (818)
991-7530.

Circle 511 on reader card

RA 8-1100 Connects
To DSA Controllers
System Technology Associates introduced
the model RA 8- 1100 magnetic disk storage
drive, which plugs directly into any DEC
Digital Storage Architecture (DSA) interface
controllers.
The RA 8-1100 drive has a capacity of
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Meet the technology
leaders in

-at the Invitational Computer
Conference near where you live
and work.
The Computer Graphics market is growing so fast it's hard to
keep up with the products and trends you need to know about
for informed quantity purchase decisions. So we make it easy for
you-at the Invitational Computer Conference (ICC), the oneday, seminar/product displays that bring the latest information
on computer graphics hardware and software technology and
products to your area. This year there are eight ICCs dedicated
exclusively to the computer graphics systems integrators,
OEMs and volume end users in the United States and Europe.
One will be convenient for you.
The ICCs are so popular because they give you just what you
need to know without wasting your time or money. You don't
travel far, there's no admission fee, the seminars and table-top
displays from major manufacturers are all targeted to your
interests (no searching through aisles), and the atmosphere is
informative and hands-on, but congenial, with refreshments
served. In a few hours you'll have the latest story on the newest
and best in graphics, CAD/CAM./CAE/CIM/CAP, etc.
Invitations to the ICC in your area are available from an
exhibitor or the ICC management. Request yours today.

ICC Conference Management:
B. J Johnson & Associates, Inc.
3151 Airway Avenue, C-2
Costa Mesa, California 92626
Telephone: (714) 957-0171
FAX: (714) 957-0903
Telex: 51010021.89 BJ JOHN

European Liaison Office:
C. J Nicholl & Associates Ltd.
37 Brampton Road
London SW31DE, England
Telephone: 01-5812326/9
FAX: 1-589 0893
Telex: 888068 CJNAD G

In vitational Computer Conference (ICC) is a ©copyright 1988 of B.J Johnson & Associates, Inc.
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1988/89
Computer Graphics Series

U.S. Locations
Chicago, IL
Irvine, CA
Dallas, TX
San Jose, CA
Newton, MA

Sept. 21, 1988
Oct. 4, 1988
Oct. 20, 1988
Feb.6,1989
Feb. 15, 1989

European Locations
London, England
Frankfurt,
W.Gennany
Paris, France

May 11, 1989
May 17, 1989
May 23, 1989

1.1 GB formatted and features a 16.5 millisecond average seek time. The drive is designed for tabl etop or rack mount, weighs
27 pounds, and is one-fourth the size of the
DEC RA 82. The RA 8-1100 plugs into the
DSA via DEC 's Standard Disk Interface
cable and operates w ith all standard software.
There are no special interface boxes to cable
to or maintain. Current controller attachments include the UDASO, KDASO, KDB50,
HSC50 and HSC70.
The RA 8-1100 is offered in a variety of
GIGA-RIG cabinet packages. A single drive
is priced at $19,900.
For further information, contact Stewart R.
Stafford, System Technology Associates,
15111 Mintz Lane, Houston, TX 77014; (713)
440-8340 (within TX) and (800) 553-51 24
(outside TX).

Circle 510 on reader card

XYPLEX Terminal Server
Card For MAXserver 5000
XYPLEX Inc. enlarged its communications
server lineup with an eight-port Terminal
Server Card that supports RS-423C connections. The RS-423 Terminal Server plugs into
XYPLEX's MAXserver 5000, which offers

VAX/VMS and TCP/JP telnet connectivity.
The card increases MAXserver terminal connection distances to 1,000 feet over shielded
twisted-pair cable. The longer distance capability lets users deploy RS-423 terminals,
such as the VT300 series, throughout a building from a MAXserver located in a central
wiring closet.
The new card is compatible with most
RS- 232 devices, which operate within
RS-232 distance specifications. It also features built-in memory and a l mips processor
for high throughput. Highly visible frontpanel LEDs show active connections and indicate when data is being transmitted.
The RS-423 Terminal Server Card is
priced at S1,39 5.
To learn more, contact Jay Woodruff,
XYPLEX Inc., 100 Domino Dr. , Concord ,
MA 01742; (617) 371-1400.

Circle 512 on reader card

CRYPTOFLEX Speeds
Encryption For VAX
BySoft has introduced its CRYPTOFLEX
data encryption software for VAX computers. CRYPTOFLEX uses a rapid allsoftware method to encrypt any RMS file ac-

cording to the DES standard. On VAX 780
or MicroVAX II , CRYPTOFLEX will encrypt or decrypt a 100 KB file in 15 seconds.
On faster CPUs, CRYPTOFLEX shows a
corresponding increase in performance.
CRYPTOFLEX w ill operate in electroni c
code book or cypher chaining mode and has
built-in key management and key generation
features. CRYPTOFLEX is availab le on
9- track tape, diskette or TK50, and is priced
at S600.
To ob tain more information, contact BySoft,
Box 4171 , Postal Station E, Ottawa, ON KlS
5B2 .

Circle 515 on reader card

Emulex Modem
Features Dial Backup
Emulex Corporation has a new 14.4 Kbps
leased-line modem th at automa ti ca ll y
establishes a temporary dial-line connection
when the primary leased-line connection
fails.
The Performance 1000 Dial Backup
modem provides an affordab le sol ution fo r
applications that can tolerate only short interruptions in point-to-point data communications. Following a leased-line fai lure, the

DON TBUY
1

A VAX SPREADSHEET
Without trying GRAPHIC OUTLOOK from
Stone Mountain Computing.

Let it relax.
You will too, when you standardize with Mail Call;" the
E-Mail "front-end" software for ALL-IN-I ®systems that lets PC
subscribers work off-line 95%of the time. So long to sapping
the power of your VAX. Bye-bye to back-ups and bottle-necks.
Connect just for pick-up and delivery. Mail Call. At one low fee
for unlimited PC subscribers
(you don'tpayas you grow).
"Snail crawl" or Mail Call.
You choose. Then call
1-800-2-MAIL-22 today for CorpomteSoftware to extend your
more infonnation.
VAXALhlN-1system
Cappcomm Software, Inc. · 26 journal Square, Suite 100.l . jersey City, ~ 07.l06
1·800·HWl:22 · ln~call 1·201 -795·1500 · 'telex467632
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If you are looking for LOTUS-like capability on the
VAX, try GRAPHIC OUTLOOK. It's powerful. It's
useable. And it's affordable.
GRAPHIC OUTLOOK provides
A LOTUS command mode that makes it as easy
to operate as 1-2-3.
Automatic transfer of worksheets to and from
1-2-3 (versions 1A and 2) and Symphony.
High-quality business graphics on most popular
graphics terminals, plotters, and laser printers.
2-user, 6-user licenses, a lease plan and right-tocopy discounts for clustered VAXes.
Probably more capability than you've ever seen in
a spreadsheet program.
Call about our demonstration package. GRAPHIC
OUTLOOK. Tomorrow's VAX spreadsheet program
that's available now.

~

Stone Mountain Computing
P.O. Box 1369
Goleta, CA 93116
(805) 964-9101

VAX is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
LOTUS and 1·2·3 are reaistered tradtmarlu of Lotus Ik:vcJopment Corpuution
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Performance 1000 Dial Backup Modem immediately dials two numbers to establish a
full-duplex, two-line 14.4 Kbps link over the
switched telephone network.
The new modem uses trellis-coded
modulation under the CCITT V.33 standa rd
for full-duplex , 14.4 Kbps operation. The
trellis-coding scheme reduces error rates,
allowing reliable operation over both conditioned and unconditioned lines.
The Performance 1000 Dial Backup
modem is priced at Sl,995.
For more information, contact Emulex
Corp., 3545 Harbor Blvd., P.O. Box 6725,
Costa Mesa, CA 92626; (714) 662-5600;
outside CA (800) EMULEX 3.

Circle 514 on reader card

GX-2000 Performs
Variety Of Functions
Modgraph Inc.'s GX-2000 high-resolution
monochrome graphics terminal now can perform a variety of functions simultaneously
via a new multitasking capability. The four
available graphics pages of th e GX-2000 can
be written to/from the host, printed, transmitted or examined in parallel.
With single-keystroke operations, the

Shore prtn ters outomot1coll
and ~on pnnters and
prtn ter maintenance 1

,.

user can move among various pages and
functions. Slower operations like printing can
be done in background mode or queued,
making true throughput very fast.
The GX- 2000 has a resolution of 1024
x 780, a 15-inch flat amber or green screen,
emulates both the Tektronix 4010/4012
graphics terminal and the VT220. It's priced
at Sl ,295.
More information is available from
Modgraph Inc., 149 Middlesex Turnpike,
Burlington, MA 01803; (800) 327-9962; in
MA (617) 229-4800.

Circle 518 on reader card

Burr-Brown Introduces
TM8500/8550 Series
Burr-Brown's new TM8500/8550 series
of compact, multifunction microterminals for
data entry and display applications accepts
data both manually and through automatic
identification interfaces.
The base unit, containing display and
keyboard, features a backlit SO-character
LCD and a high-reliability, elastomeric keyboard. The TM8500 provides a standard
51-key alphanumeric arrangement while the
TM8550's 23-key numeric arrangement pro-

s

vides w ider key spacing and function label
areas.
Keyboard function may be redefined
logically (non-volatile) by the programmer,
and keycaps may be easil y rearranged. Two
banks of function key memories provide a
total of 32-40 character function strings that
may be stored in a terminal's non-volatile
RAM. A built-in host communications port
provides a jumper-selectable RS-232 or
RS-422 interface. Auxiliary modules are
available to add RS-232, digital 110, printer
and direct machine monitor interfaces. The
RS-232 auxiliary port may be used to connect serial printers, CRTs, voice 110 equipment, etc., to the data collection system.
The TM8500/8550 series base units are
priced at $1,095 in unit quantities.
Learn more by contacting Ed George,
Applications Engineering, Burr-Brown
Corp., P.O. Box 11400, Tucson, AZ 85734;
(602) 746-1111.

Circle 517 on reader card

Raytheon's Model 860
Based On Commercial VAX
Raytheon's Mil-Spec Computer Operation
has a new military-qualified superminicom-

ITCI Imate II
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The SWITCHmate II provides completely automatic sharing of one
or two printers by up to six systems. including IBM PC's, Digital
DECmates and VAXes. and most other systems. Accessing two
printers via a single connection to your system, you con economically toke advantage of the latest in high speed laser printing and
keep the impact printer you still need for multi-part forms, addressing envelopes, etc.
The SWITCHmate II is user installed in minutes, and requires no
change to your system or printing procedures.
Call today and start shoring. and saving, tomorrow!

......, .,.... .....................

l·Yw lext-llay Air aeplacemeat Warranty
Cd . . . . . . . . . . .............._ ... . . . .
SWITCHmote Is a trademark of Gold Key EleetronfCS. Inc. IBM-PC Is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp.
Dtgltal. DEC. LN03. LA210. MicroVAX. DECmale. VAXmote. ond VT300 are trademarks of Dlgltol Equipment Corp.
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More Digital Equipment users w ill make more DEC computing decisions at DEX PO West than at any other event
in the world. You'll do more to achieve maximum productivity from your DEC system in just three days than
you'll do in the other 362 days of the year.
Compare 15,000 products, side by side. Save time and
money when you evaluate all of your options, firsthand .
Talk to hundreds of product specialists. They've all got
solutions-find out who 's got
the best.
• More VAX , MicroVAX, and
PDP-11 enhancements .t han
any other show-ever!
• "Apple-DEC Connection "
features50 Mac-to-VAX exhibits.
• Hands-on instruction & expert
advice-direct from 350 leading
product developers.
• Communication products to
integrate multi-vendo r systems.

DECus· Attendees: DEXPO West Is Free and Easy

DECUS Symposia attendees are admitted FREE to
DEXPO West. CDECUS is not affiliated with DEXPO and
requires separate registration) .
Call Today for Free Show Preview & VIP Tickets
Call 800-628-8185 right away, and you ' II receive special
money-saving show tickets. Plus, get a preview of l 00
products on exhibit at DEXPO West 88-a small sample
of all you ' ll see when you attend.

DEXPO
West88

The World's Largest DEC Compu ting Exposi tion

Disneyland Hotel
Anaheim,CA
October 18 - 20, 1988

Call between 8:30 a.m. and
5:30 p .m .. Eastern Time ~n New
Jersey. call (609f 987 -9400).

Organized by:
Expoconsul International. Inc ..
3 Independ ence Way,
Princeton, NJ 08540
"Registered trademark of Digital Equipment COfporotion .

OECUS is not sponsored by or affiliated with DEXPO.

puter based on commercial VAX computer
technology. The Model 860 is being produced by Raytheon under license from DEC.
Fully compatible with the most advanced commercial VAX architecture, including the VAXBI bus, th e Model 860
allows users to develop and test software on
commercial VAX comp uters and field it on
a Mil-Spec VAX computer. It can be used
with existing operating systems, applications
packages, development tools and compilers,
including DEC's Ada compiler.
The superminicomputer is available with
one, two or three CPUs that provide 32-bitwide performance. The Model 860 also offers as much as 4800 KWHETS throughput
and up to 48 MB of memory.
For additional information, contact Marketing Dept., Raytheon Company, Mil-Spec
Computer Operation, 528 Boston Post Rd. ,
Sudbury, MA 01776; (617) 443-9523.

equipment containing RS-232 interfaces to
be connected to new systems employing
EIA-530.
The 62-1 RS-232 port interfaces to a
DTE device where the 62-2 RS-232 port
interfaces to a DCE device. Each model provides conversion for the entire EIA- 530 interface, which includes 10 Category I circuits
and three Category II circuits. The electrical
interface of the EIA-530 port fully complies
with RS-422, as well as MIL-STD-188-114
Type 2. The Model 62-1/2 passes data at a
rate up to 1 MHz. The mechanical interface
of the 62-1 features a male, DB-25 connector
on the 530 port and a female, DB-25 connector on the 232 port. For the 62- 2, the
sexes of the connectors are reversed.
For further information, contact Telebyte
Technology Inc., 270 E. Pulaski Rd. ,
Greenlawn, NY 11 740; (800) TELEBYTE;
in NY (516) 423-3232.

Circle 516 on reader card

Circle 519 on reader card

RS-232 Connects To
RS-530/EIA-530

RS232D Adapter Designed
For MMJ Connectors

Telebyte Technology Inc. has introduced
models 62-1 and 62-2 RS-232-to-RS-530/
EIA-530 converters. These devices allow

Cable Management Systems Inc. has an
RSQ32D Modular Adapter designed fo r the
DEC MMJ crimp-style connector. Similar

in performance to the modular adapter pin
H85 71 C, the product features 0.63 inchwide, single-piece construction of ABS highimpact plastic. It's available in kit form, or
pinned per RS232D specifications.
The Modular Ad apter designated male
or female DB25-MMJ-6W is priced at
$12.95.
For further information, contact Aldo
Falossi, Cable Management Systems Inc.,
17955 Skypark Circle, Ste. F, Irvine, CA
92714; (714) 261-2622.

Circle 524 on reader card

QED 11/90
Triples Performance
Quickware Engineering and Design Inc. has
announced the QED 11/90. The 11 /90 improves the PDP-11/04/34's performance by
up to 300 percent without sacrificing peripherals or software, yet requires no backplane
cha nges. It can be installed quickly to provide PDP-11/70-class performance without
hardware or software changes.
The QED 11/90 replaces the PDP11/04/34 processor board set, as well as the
o lder PDP-11 UNIBUS CPUs. It's menudriven for easy setup, and has a standard 16K

Build Your Own Midrange Computer System
For Under $8K!
Recipe:

Start with one PC-386/286 computer running PC/MS-DOS and/or SCO XENIX, *
Add one or two of your own SMD disk drives,
Add one SMD disk controller for PC-286 bus (we provide),
Format each disk drive up to 512MB/volume in DOS,
Add our PC/MS-DOS or XENIX software SMD disk driver for the drives.

Load:

Software disk driver with formatter/partitioner on diskette media.

Modify:

Config.sys file and reboot.

Voila!

You now have a micro computer system that looks like a minicomputer
and possesses the power, reliability and properties of a mainframe.

For further information, contact:

UPPER BOUND MICRO COMPUTERS, INC.
18 Elizabeth Street
West Conshohocken, PA 19428

Phone:
FAX:

215-825-0505
215-828-8618

*PC-DOS is a registered trademark of IBM; MS-DOS and XENIX are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corp.; SCO is a trademark of
The Santa Cruz O~ration , Inc.
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cache memory that yields a 95 percent hit
rate. The QED 11/90 executes the full
PDP-11/84 instruction set including floating
point operations. This provides complete
software compatibility with RSTS, RSX,
RT11, TSX-Plus, ULTRIX, XENIX and
MUMPS.
It's a two-board set that comes in two
configurations: 2 MB of error-correcting
memory for $6,900 or 4 MB of errorcorrecting memory for $8,500.
To learn more, contact Quickware Engineering and Design Inc. , 225 Riverview Ave. ,
Waltham, MA 02254; (800) 237-1185; in MA
(617) 647-3800.

Circle 520 on reader card

ATA Services
Updates TRANSPRO
ATA Services, the computer services subsidiary of the American Trucking Associations, has updated its TRANSPRO series.
The new version offers many new features,
including TRANSPRO modules.
The TRANSPRO family includes
freight billing, freight accounting, freight
settlements, revenue analyses, freight manifesting, interline payables, vehicle mainte-

Why this
publication
and more than
1,300 others
let us go over
their boob
once a year.
Some pubhcattons. we're sorry to say. keep their readers
undercover They steadfastly refuse 10 let BPA (Business Pubhcauons Audit of C1rcula11on. Inc ) or any other independent
no1-for-prof11 organization audit their c1rculat1on records
On 1he other hand . over 1.300 pubhcations (like this one) be-

long to BPA Once a year. SPA auditors examine and verify the
accuracy of our c1rcula11on records
The audit makes sure you are who we say you are The 1nformat1on helps advertisers 10 determine 11 they are saying the right
thing to the right people 1n the right place

It also helps somebody else important you Because the more
a publlcauon and 1ts adven1sers know about you. the better they
can provide you wuh articles and advertisements that meet your
1nforma11on needs
SPA For readers 1t stands for meaningful 1nforma11on For advertisers 11 stands for meaningful readers Business Pubhcauons
Audit of Circulauon. lnc 360 Park Ave So . New York. NY 10010

W/901\
MEDIA
V rl'\ INTELLIGENCE

nance, fuel and miles tax reporting and electronic data interchange. TRANSPRO is
available for the VAX using VMS, AT&T 3B2
series, IBM PC, XT, AT, using DOS operating system and NOVELL Netware for PC
networks.
Learn more by contacting Peter Gourlay,
JITA Services, 2200 Mill Rd., Alexandria, VA
22314; (800) 322-ATAS; in VA, (703) 838-1999.

Circle 525 on reader card

The Tesselator Is User
And Computer Friendly

and a whole lot more more.
ABB also offers a complete software
package to allow immediate connection to
VAX or PDP computers. This Display Management System software incorporates many
functions for organizing and controlling the
updates to Tesselator graphics.
For more information, contact Tom K.
Engstrom, ABB Industrial Systems Inc.,
16250 W. Glendale Dr., New Berlin, WI
53151; (414) 785-3242.

Circle 526 on reader card

The Tesselator Color Graphics generator,
from ABB Industrial Systems Inc., is user and
computer friendly. This allows users to
design their own unique symbols, displays
interactively and it interfaces easily with the
host computer.
The Tesselator is flexible. It supports
multiple operator stations, multiple CRTs,
multiple keyboards, color and alphanumeric
printers and redundant host computer
connections.
The graphic functions support trending,
bar charts, 16 foreground colors, 64
background colors, windowing, scrolling,
896 unique symbols, Local Display Storage

Analog Design Tools
Ports Analog Workbench
Analog Design Tools' Analog Workbench
CAE software is compatible with VAXstation. The Analog Workbench software uses
the windowing capability offered under
DEC's implementation of the X Window
System under the VMS operating system.
The Analog Workbench CAE program
now runs on the following VAXstations:
VAXstation II, VAXstation 11/GPX, VAXstation 3200, and the VAXstation 3500, all
running under the VMS operating system
and the X Window System. -Over 1,400 accurately modeled devices are included in the

CBA

accounting,
distribution and
manufacturing
software for the VAX

omaccudata
• COBOL Source Code
Included
• Considerably Less
Expensive

• Proven ReliabilityOver 25,000
Installations
• 17 Years of Service
• Referenced Reseller

SUPPORT-National on-site support
SUPPORT-One year free
SUPPORT-Low annual fees thereafter
SUPPORT-800# plus modem dial-in service
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

GENERAL LEDGER

BILL OF MATERIAL

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

JOB COSTING

CUSTOMER ORDER
l'ROCESS ING
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

PAYROLL
PURCHASING
SALES HISTORY

FIXED ASSETS AND
DEPRECIATION
FULL LINE OF
MANUFACTURING
SOFTWARE

Forfurtberinfonnation

CALL TODAY 1-800-225-4021
within Mass. (617) 821-1400
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Analog Workbench library. Specific tool kits
include the IC Design Tool Kit, the Circuit
Design Tool Kit and the Power Design Tool
Kit.
The price of the Analog Workbench
ranges from S 14,500 to $60,000.
Obtain more information by contacting Barbara Wagner-Jauregg, Analog Design Tools,
1080 E. Arques Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086;
(408) 737-7300.

Circle 527 on reader card

Amethyst Adds
·Software To 4GL Line
Amethyst Computer Resources has
added CUPID90 to its line of 4GL VAXspecific software. Technical highlights of this
latest version of CUPID are installation via
VMSINSTAL, a single executable image to
remove image activation overhead and implementation of a shared executable library,
allowing threaded and re-entrant code for efficient memory usage.
To find out more, contact J. Harrison,
Amethyst Computer Resources Ltd., Goliath
Way, Hermitage Industrial Estate, Coalville,
Leicester UK LE6 3FD; (0530) 812458.

Circle 528 on reader card

Centaurus Subsystem
Simplifies Integration
Ampex Corporation has a new parallel
transfer disk (PTO) subsystem based on the
Ampex Centaurus Winchester disk drive.
The Centaurus subsystem consists of a high-

speed disk processor with 16-bit parallel or
VME data interfaces, one-to-four 800 MB
(formatted capacity) PTO drives, a variety of
host computer adapter cards (Q-bus,
UNIBUS, Multibus, VERSAbus, VME Bus
and PC/AT), and software drivers to support
the VMS, UNIX and PC-DOS operating
systems.
With a sustained throughput of 16 to 18
MB/sec, Centaurus, in a single spindle (drive)
configuration, supports real-time color
digital video (512 x 512, 30 fps) . The system
also will support ultrahigh-resolution B/W
video and can be configured to support highresolution (up to 100 MB/sec.) real-time color
video.
To learn more, contact Ampex Corp., 401
Broadway, Redwood City, CA 94063; (415)
367-2011.

transmit up to 127 data frames before
requiring acknowledgement. The ACP 5100
and 6100 support the International Standards
Organization's HDLC LAPB protocol,
which is compatible with CCITT's X.25
Level 2 recommendations. HDLC LAPB
provides a reliable full-duplex ·synchronous
link with error checking and correction.
The ACP 5100 costs $4,200; the ACP
6100 costs $6,490.
Obtain more information by contacting Advanced Computer Communications, 720
Santa Barbara St., Santa Barbara, CA 93101;
(805) 963-9431.

Circle 523 on reader card

Software Solutions Company has an enhanced menu and office organization software system. The DDS Menu System
designs flexible end user menus in minutes,
allowing users to be brought on-line more
quickly with less training. Any DCL commands can be executed from the menu, and
built-in security allows the DDS Menu
Manager to control the environment of the
users.
Users can run several functions simultaneously through the pull- down windowed
interface. Program execution can be suspended while an operating system command
or other program is executed. Upon completion of the external command or program,
control is returned to the original application at the point where it was suspended. The
built-in office organizer software includes a
calendar, an appointment scheduler, a
calculator and a message and reminder
system.
The DDS Menu System can be used
alone, with existing applications or with
Software Solutions' 4GL development package. The DDS Menu System runs on any
VAX/VMS system and is priced at $495.
For further information, contact Charles
Howard, Software 'Solutions Co., 2210 San
Joaquin St., Fresno, CA 93721; (209)
486-4750.

ACP 5100 And 6100
Connect DEC Systems
Advanced Computer Communications
enhanced its MicroVAX and VAX singleboard communications processors. Both the
ACP 5100 and 6100 now connect DEC systems over satellite and ground links at Tl
transmission rates of 1.544 Mbps.
The ACP 5100 for MicroVAX and 6100
for VAX feature extended frame sequencing
and selective reject to tailor these boards to
applications where high throughput is required, but delays between frame acknowledgements are lengthy. Extended frame sequencing enables ACC's processors to

The Ampex
Centaurus PID
subsystem.

Circle 529 on reader card

DDS Menu System
Produces Flexible Menus

Circle 533 on reader card

Precision Visuals
Expands TEXTPRO Family
Precision Visuals Inc. has added five new
fonts to the TEXTPRO family of typefaces.
One consists of Greek symbols and the other
four of mathematical symbols. ISO international characters also have been added to existing fonts for use in foreign-language applications. New aspect ratio and kerning settings also have been added to improve the
appearance of TEXTPRO fonts.
TEXTPRO is intended for use with
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Precision Visuals' D I-3000, PicSure Plus and
DRAW products. TEXTPRO runs under the
VAX/VMS operati ng system, IBM
VM/CMS and MVS/TSO and all common
variants of UN IX.
P ri ces start at $1,500, incl uding
documentation .
To learn more, contact Chris Logan at Precision Visuals Inc., 6260 Lookou t Rd., Boulder
co 80301; (303) 530-9000.

attached vecto r processor occur at 4 MB/sec
via the VAXB I DMA interface. The system
has 64K words (128-bits) of program
memory and various data memory co nfig urations ranging from 4 MB to 64 MB.
For furt her informat ion, con tact Numerix
Corp., 20 Ossipee Rd., Newton , MA 02164;
(617) 964-2500.

Circle 535 on read er card

CoWare Supports RT-11
And TSX-Plus
Talisman Systems has announced the CoWare
software package. CoWare supports the
RT-11 and TSX-Plus operating systems on
an LMSI-JFEP11 single-board PDP-11 coprocessor attached to a MicroVAX . With
CoWare and the MDB coprocessor, a com-

Circle 530 on reader card

Gimpel Software
Introduces Generic Lint
Gimpel Software has introduced Generic
Lint, a diagnostic facility for C. It can be used
on mainframes and minicomputers, including
VAX/VMS, UNIX , Versados, OS-9 and
IBM VM/CMS-MVS.
Generic Lint is a generalized version of
the PC- Lint, which operates in the MS-DOS
environment. Generic Lint finds bugs,
glitches and inconsistencies that a compiler
working on one module at a time will miss.
It finds argument/pa rameter mismatches,
uninitialized variables, unaccessed variables,
variables assigned but not used, suspicious
macros and more. Generic Lint provides four
kinds of errors: fatal, syntactic, warning and
informational. It's fully customizable in that
all error messages can be inhibited selectively,
the size of scalars can be altered and format
of error messages can be adjusted.
More information can be obtained by contacting Anneliese Gimpel, Gimpel Software,
3207 Hogarth Lane, Collegeville, PA 19426;
(215) 584-4261.

Circle 532 on reader card

NMX-464 Enhances
VAXstation 8000
Numerix Corporation announced the
NMX-464 Attached Vector Processor (AVP)
for the VAXsta tion 8000. The N MX- 464 is
fully supported with a FORTRAN !VP software system, a traditional attached processor
FORTRAN development system, more than
400 Math Library func tions and diagnostic
software support. Both FORTRAN environments include an optimizing compiler, which
su pports many of the VAX FORTRAN extensions, and a screen- oriented debugger.
The !VP software also provides a seamless
software environment for app lica tion
development where vector processor transparency is initially more important than
performance.
The dual-precision hardware capabilities
of the NMX-464 allow the compiler to select
the correct precision for each segment of
code based on the required precision of the
user-declared variables.
Data transfers between the host and the
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Introducing PVCS for VAX/ VMS
The Leading Configuration Management System.
Unmatched Flexibility and
Price/Performance

A Practical Necessity
for Workgroups

The POLYTRON Version Control System
(PVCS) simplifies and automates Configuration
Management so programmers and managers can
effectively control the revisions and versions of
soum code. Compare PVCS to DECs CMS and
Softool's CCC and you will see why PVCS is the
most widely used change control product.

While important for single-programmer projects, PVCS is absolutely essential for multipleprogrammer projects where files are simply too
easy to change. Because any change to any file
can have major ramifications, coordinating and
keeping a record of changes is critical. Project
leaders can determine, on a module-by-module
basis, which programmers can access or modify
source files, libraries, object code and other files.
The levels of security can be tailored to meet the
needs of nearly every project.

Project Control
PVCS maintains a history of revisions to a soum
document and allows prior versions to be
recreated very quickly at any time. The "source
document" can be any file written in any
language. This means program source code, object code, libraries and project documentation
can each be stored and maintained in an individual PVCS "archive:·

Unmatched Flexibility
• Storage &t Retrieval of Multiple Revisions of
Source Code
• Maintenance of a Complete History of Changes
• Control of Separate Lines of Development
(Branching)
• Resolution of Access Conflicts
• Optional Merging of Simultaneous Changes
• Release and Configuration Control
• Project Activity Reports
• Management Reports
• Command or Menu Interface

Fast Retrieval of Revisions
PVCS uses "reverse delta storage" which saves
disk space and speeds retrieval of versions of any
file in the project database. A delta is the set of
differences between any revision and the
previous revision. PVCS can rapidly recreate
complete versions of any file whether it is the
most recent revision of a module or the original
version of the entire project. Differences are
automatically detected and stored.

Adopt PVCS on
Your Existing Projects
You can obtain the benefits for your current project without disrupting development, regardless
of how long your project has been underway.
You can build PVCS archives from revisions
stored in your present files or simply adopt
PVCS from the current date.
Penonal PVCS (MS-DOS) - Offers most of the
power of Corporate PVCS, but excludes
features necessary for multiple-programmer
projects. 5149
Corporate PVCS (MS-DOS) - For managing
large, multiple-programmer projects. 5395
Network PVCS (MS-DOS) File locking and
security levels can be tailored for each project.
5995 for a 5 station LAN
PVCS for VAX/VMS - Uses same archive format and interface as MS-DOS versions and
manages large, multiple-programmer projects.
MicroVAXS4,950, VAX 7XXS9,SOO, VAX8xxx
510,500+
TO ORDER:

1-800-547-4000
Dept. DEC
Oregon &t Outside USA
Call (503) 645-1150
Send Checks, P.O.s to:
POLYTRON Corporation
1700 NW 167th Place
Beaverton, OR 97006

llllllllPOILYlll~ON•llllll
High Quality Software Since 1982
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Put exactly \Vhat
you \Vant on screen.
Graphics and
alplianumerics for
LSI, PDP, VAX and
MicroVAX.
Peritek offers the widest range of
display controllers you can find any·
where. Hardware and software for most
applications. Color and monochrome.
Low to high resolution. Software support
for RTfTSX, RSX, VMS, and ULTRIX.
Bit·level subroutines that interface directly
with high-level languages like Fortran
and C. High-level image processing
software is also available.
Peritek's most powerful board
combines an advanced CRT controller
and a 68010-based computer on one
quad-height card. You get:
• 1024 x 1024 x 8 color graphics
• 1024 X 1024 X 1 graphics overlay
• 64 X 85 alphanumeric overlay
• hardware pan and zoom
• two channel OMA
• two serial VO ports
•SCSI port.
Price is from $3,495 to $4;485. A complete
package with software and monitor goes
for$6,500.
For your special requirements,
Peritek can supply custom configurations
of our standard products. And we're
ready to quote on custom software and
hardware design projects, too.

MODEL

u~BUS/
mus·

VCK8

Q&U

1024 x 1024

64 x 85

.256

YCK24

Q&U

1024X 1024

64 x 85

16million

YCX8

Q&U

512 x 512

48 x 80

256

VCX24

Q&U

512 x 512

48 x 80

16 million

VCH

Q

512 x 512

256

VCG512

Q

512 x 512

16

VCG640

Q

512 x 640

8

YRC

Q&U

t..Ll

YRH

Q

1024 x 1024

64 x 128

2

YRS

Q

512 x 512

48 x 80

0
z
0
::E

YRG

Q

512 x 512

32 x 64

Call or write for free catalog.

VRA

Q&U

24 x 80
48 x 80

Peritek Corporation, 5550 Redwood Rd.,
Oakland, California 94619. Phone
(415) 531·6500. In the east, (516) 798·1919.

0::

9
0

u

::E

:r:
u

PIXEL
ALPHA·
GRAPHICS NUMERICS

24 x80
48 x 80

COLORS

64
64

"Q·BUS fo r LSI-IL and MicroVAX, UNIBUS for POP-II and VAX .
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Peritek
RT, RSX, VMS, ULTRIX , LS I, PDP, VAX and MicroVAX a re tradema rks of Digital Equip·
ment Corporation . TSX is a trademark of S & H Assoc iates.

See us at:
DEXPO West in Anaheim, Booth #221
The Federal Computer Conference in Washington, Booth #2122

plete RT- 11 or TSX-Plus subsystem is available to VMS users. This allows full RT- 11 or
TSX-Plus capability while enjoying the
benefits ofVMS. Under CoWare, VMS disks
and printers are used to support the system
and applications ru nning on the coprocessor.
CoWare supports fu ll RT- 11 and TSXPlus capabilities including program development. By adding CoWare and the coprocesso r to a MicroVAX, the system becomes a
self- contained package capable of running
either VMS or PDP-1 1 programs. CoWare
is available as a separate package or as part
of a hardware/software solution that includes
CoWare, a coprocessor and an RT-11 license.
To obtain more information, contact
Talisman Systems, 1142 Manhattan Ave.,
#255, M anhattan Beach, CA 90266; (213)
318-2206.

The interfaces are especially beneficial to
multiple VAX sites. These sites now can take
advantage of an RDBMS ru nning on one
VAX and the SAS System running on a different VAX. OSTAT is compatible with
ORACLE*NET and ORACLE*STAR.
ISTAT is compatible with INGRES*NET
and INGRES*STAR. This combination lets
organizations link RDBMS on a system run-

ning UN IX wi th the SAS System on
VAX/VMS.
The interfaces are priced from $2,500 to
$7,500, depending on CPU ty pe and
configuration.
For additional information, contact Software
Interfaces, 13831 N.W. Freeway, Ste. 355,
Houston, TX 77040; (7 13) 460- 0707.

Circle 537 on reader card
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WATFILE/Plus V3.5
Offers Power And Ease
WATCOM Products Inc. introduced V3.5 of
its WATF ILE/Plus Data Manipulation System. With WATFILE/Plus, users can access
and analyze data with a combination of
power and simplicity. Common- sense commands readily store, retrieve, combine, summarize, and report information. V3.5 enhancements include full-screen editing, additional commands and several other new
features to make data manipulation fast and
easy. Full-screen editing means multiple revisions can be made quickly and conveniently.
V3.5 of WATFILE/Plus is available for
the IBM PC and PS/2 with DOS, VAX/VMS
and IBM 370 VM/SP CMS. Several licensing
op tions are available. Single-copy price for
the PC implementation is $395 for commercial use; $295 for education.
Find out more by contacting Mike
Paola, WATCOM Products Inc., 415 Phillip
St., Waterloo, ON, N2L 3X2; (519)
886- 3700.

Circle 536 on reader card

Interfaces Link SAS
With RDBMSs
Software Interfaces Inc. has interfaces linking SAS Institute Inc.'s SAS System and the
following RDBMSs: Rdb (VAX/SQL),
ORACLE and INGRES. These bi-directional
interfaces transfer data directly between an
RDBMS and the SAS System. Organizations
now can combine the power of a database
management system with the statistical and
reporting tools of the SAS System . The SAS
to RDBMS links transfer existing SAS data
sets to an RDBMS. They also store the results
of a prior statistical step or combine the interfaces with the SAS System to form a data
loading facility for the RDBMS.

Use
S/COMPA~~ ··

And you can easily integrate your changes
with your vendor's enhancements

$/COMPARE-HARMONIZER provides a simple,
reliable method for identifying all changes made to the
package, then integrates your in-house changes
into the vendor's new release.
Over 800 companies now use
$/COMPARE-HARMONIZER to help them implement
new releases of purchased application software.
$/COMPARE also provides an easy and accurate way
to create an audit trial of ALL program changes.
For more information or a free trial
of SI COMPARE-HARMONIZER, give us a call.
405 14th Street Suite 715 Oakland, CA 94612

~

800/637-5900

~-

415 / 839-2894
Telex
532668 ALDON

415/839-3535
Canada

416/463-5777
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DISKWATCHER Eliminaies
File Bottlenecks
Innovative Computer Technologies has a
Disk File Performance Monitoring tool for
VAX/VMS. DISKWATCHER features summary reports that allow the user to eliminate
file I/O bottlenecks within the context of a
process or a disk device. The displays and
reports produced assist the user in evenly
distributing activity within a group of disks
by balancing l/O on a per fi le basis.
DISKWATCHER supports on-line display and reporting of activity as well as the
recording of collected data for later display
and/or analysis. BATCH operation is fully
supported for data collection and report
generation.
To find out more, contact Doug Rapien, Innovative Computer Technologies, 2097
Nipigon Dr., Oakville, ON L6H 4G3; (416)
338-2131.

Circle 531 on reader card

Poly-STAR V2.0
Supports Poly-VISION
Polygon Inc. has added V2.0 to its polySTAR package. V2.0 supports poly-VISION,
which permits the fu ll resolution of a VT240
or VT241 to be displayed on an EGAequipped PC.
V2.0 includes a utiliry for remapping the
keyboard and support for the LK250
keyboard. The remapping utility allows
poly-STAR users to rearrange the terminal
emulation keyboard. The LK250 is plug
compatible with any PC, PC XT or AT, but
has the exact keyboard layout of a VT2xx terminal. Because the DEC keyboard has more
keys than even IBM's enhanced keyboard, it's
easier to use the terminal keyboard for PC
operation than to use a PC keyboard for terminal operation. In addition to terminal
emulation enhancements, V2.0 has added the
KERMIT file transfer protocol to the polyXFR protocol in earlier versions.
Poly- STAR V2.0 is priced at $299. The
poly-VISION option, for users with EGA,
is $29.
More information can be obtained by contacting Richard A. Redelfs, Polygon Inc.,
1024 Executive Pkwy., St. Louis, MO 63141;
(314) 576-7709.

Circle 544 on reader card

VMS TCP/IP Release
3.0 Boosts Performance
Communication Machinery Corporation has
VMS TCP/IP Release 3.0 for VAX and
MicroVAX. When used in conjunction with
CMC's ENP- 40 UNIBUS and ENP-50
Q-bus Ethernet processors, this software lets
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DEC users interoperate with a variety of
workstations and PCs that support TCP/JP.
CMC's processors offload the communications burden from the host system, leaving
the host free to process user applications. By
offloading the CPU, the user can delay the
purchase of a bigger and more expensive host
system.
The combination of the software with
CMC's ENP-40 and ENP-50 offers users a
significant performance advantage. For example, the ENP-40 has a file transfer rate in
excess of 1.7 megabits per second .
For further information, contact Charles
Marchand, Communication Machinery
Corp., 125 Cremona Dr., Santa Barbara, CA
93117; (805) 968-4262.

Circle 538 on reader card

ASIC Design Kit For
Xiii nx Gate Arrays
Valid Logic Systems announced an ASIC design kit for Xilinx Inc.'s user- programmable
gate arrays, including the XC 2000 and the
XC 3000 Logic Cell Array families. ASIC
designers now can use Valid's electronic
design automation (EDA) software to design
and verify its Xilinx programmable gate array designs. With Xilinx user-programmable
gate arrays, designers can implement logic
designs without the delays and risks of conventional gate arrays.
The Xilinx Design Kit costs $7,500.
To obtain more information, contact Valid
Logic Systems, 2820 Orchard Pkwy., San
Jose, CA 95134; (408) 432-9400.

Circle 539 on reader card

DataViews 6.0 Allows
Dynamic Data Display
V.I . Corporation has expanded its line of
DataViews graphics software products.
DataViews 6.0 allows the interactive, dynamic
display of data in real- time graphics and
allows users to design their own interface and
control application programs. DataViews 6.0
provides enhanced cut-and-paste capabilities,
whereby screen graphics, along with data
feeds and interfaces, can be moved without
more programming. This update includes 39
graph types, vector text for increased text
manipulation capabilities, grids in graphs,
improved time axis labeling and enhancement in interaction handlers.
DataViews software runs on a wide
variety of engineering workstations with
UNIX or VMS operating systems, including
Sun, DEC, MASSCOMP, Silicon Graphics,
Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Intel 386, Harris and
Apo llo, with support for graphics devices
from DEC, Tektronix, Ramtek and Raster
Technologies.
DataViews 6.0 is priced at $7,700 for

DV-Draw and $17,700 for DV-Tools. Runtime licenses start at S3,000.
To learn more, contact Deborah
Huisken, V.I. Corp., Amherst Research Park .,
Amherst, MA 01002; (413) 253-3482.

Circle 540 on reader card

OPUS 3n1 Takes
Multiple Hosts
Esprit Systems announced the OPUS 3n1
terminal with dual ports, All-In-One
keyboard, and Express Windows. OPUS 3n1
users can simultaneously run any two of
thousands of applications written for DOS-,
XENIX-, VMS-, ULTRIX-, and PICKbased hosts, supporting the ASCII, ANSI,
or PC-Term protocols. The OPUS 3n1 is
compatible with PC/DOS , UNIX,
UNIX/DOS, Xenix, PICK, Novell, VMS,
ULTRIX, and the Software Link's MultiLink
Advanced and PC-MOS/386.
The All-ln-1 keyboard integrates the appropriate keytop legends to support the
VT220, ASCII and enhanced IBM AT layouts simultaneously, allowing users instant
access to independent CPUs with dissimilar
protocols from a single keyboard.
The OPUS 3n I costs S599.
For more information, contact Tom Sullivan,
Esprit Systems Inc., 100 Marcus Dr.,
Melville, NY 1174 7; (516) 293-5600.

Circle 541 on reader card

PCS/XNS And PCS/TCP
Allow Access For PCs
3Com Corporation has announced two new
software products. PCS/XNS and PCS/TCP
provide low-cost access for 3Com PC networks to corporate mini- and mainframe
computers through terminal emulation and
file transfer services. Both products arc fully
compatible with 3Com's DOS-based 3 +
network operating system and support
3Com's OS/2-based 3 +Open software.
PCS/XNS and PCS/TCP software are
designed for use with 3Com's Ethernet and
Token Ring network adapters as well as
3Com's 3Station, an 80286-based dedicated
network workstation with built-in Ethernet
connectiviry. Both products run on PCs configured with 3Com's TokenLink, TokenLink
·Plus, EtherLink , EtherLink II, EtherLink
Plus or EtherLink/MC (for IBM PS/2 Micro
Channel computers) adapters or with
3Station network workstations.
Single-user versions of PCS/XNS and
PCS/TCP are S 175 and $300 respectively.
Server-based versions (for unlimited users)
arc S875 and S1,525 respectively.
To learn more, contact Leah Rappaport,
3Com Corp. , 3165 Kifer Rd., Santa Clara,
CA 95052-8145; (408) 562-1508.

Circle 546 o n reader card
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The Disappearing Rabbit. It's Not Magic. It's Tragic.

.A.DEC'"Vf240™

.A. SrnarTerm®240 v. 2.0b

Stop Pixel Dropout
The disappearing rabbit trick is
only enchanting if you're a magician.
If your're a person who depends on
consistent and accurate performance
from your VT Emulator, it could
spell tragedy.
Some VT Emulators chop off
part of the picture to make your
ReGIS'" graphics document fit onto
your PC screen. Even worse, some
emulators claim to give you the full
view while randomly dropping more
than 38,000 pixels from the screenwherever and whenever they feel like
it. Tha(s mare than 20% of your data!

lill- Full VT240 ReGIS compatability
lill- Also runs VT220™text-repro-

duces 132 readable characters
on screen.
lill- No lost data, full 800 horizontal
pixels-full resolution, full
screen graphics.
lill- Absolutely no horizontal scrolling
necessary... ever!
lill- Works with your EGA board.
lill- Runs exclusively with poly-STAR®
PC-ta-DEC communications software.
lill- Direct asynchronous connection or
via your lAN (including Ethernet/
lAT'" ).

.A. poly-VISION'" from POIXGON®

INTRODUCING
poly-VISION from
Polygon
Now you can get the WHOLE
picture. With Polygon's new polyVISION, every pixel you put into your
drawing shows up on your PC.

Order Now

Call:314•576•7709

The vr Emulators
That Give You The Whole Picture

or Write: Polygon, Inc.
1024 Executive Pkwy.
St. Louis, MO 63141
FAX 314-275-9185

@polygon
SAINT LO UI S •

FRANKF URT •

LONDO N

Polwn. the Poli9on logo, ond poly ore registered l!Dderoor'<s, ond poly-STAR. and poly-VISION ore l!Dderoor'<s al Polwn. In<. ll!C. IAL ReGll, Vl110, and Vl140, ore rroderoor'<s of Oigilol Equipment (OIJlOlotioo.
lioorlerm is o registered rrodemoo of P...h, lrx. IBM is a registered rroderooo al lnterootioool llusiness Machines (OIJI. Actual unretoudled photographs of IBM E<iA mooitoc C~t <t> 1988, Polwn. Inc.
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M/SQL Merges SOL
And MUMPS

COLORSCAN/2 Combines
IBM PCs With VT240

MASS-11 Calendar
Schedules And Plans

InterSystems Corporation has introduced a
high-performance relational database
manager and application generator that integrates two ANSI standard languages: SQL
and MUMPS. M/SQL harnesses relational
database technology to give application developers flexibility and productivity. Its
features include a relational data dictionary,
ANSI SQL capability integrated with an
ANSI standard procedural language, a completely window-based application generation
environment, and a knowledge-based
optimizer.
The merger ofSQL and MUMPS provides a fu lly integrated non-procedural and
procedural language environment. Applications are ported easily, and M/SQL runs on
a wide range of hardware from single-user
PCs to large mainframes and networks.
For new customers, prices range from
$1 ,500 to $120,000.
Additional information can be obtained
by contacting Paul Grabscheid, lnterSystems
Corp., One Memorial Dr., Cambridge, MA
02142; (617) 621-0600.

Datamedia Corporation's COLORSCAN/2
is a multifunction workstation that combines
the power of an IBM Personal System/2-, PC
XT- or PC AT-compatible computer with the
flexible communications and graphics capabilities of a VT240. The workstation can
switch from a VT240 session, where the user
is accessing a corporate database, to a fullfunction PC that runs MS- DOS business
programs four times faster than an IBM
PC XT.
The COLORSCAN/2 incorporates full
graphics capabilities and connectivity ofboth
VT terminals and IBM PCs. It's fully compatible with the VT240 color graphics terminal. The workstation features an 8 MHz,
Intel 8086-compatible NEC V30 microprocessor, 768 KB of parity-protected
DRAM, 8 or 32 KB of standard batterybacked CMOS RAM, 192 KB of ROM and
a proprietary EGA chip set with 256 KB
of DRAM.
For further information, contact Datamedia
Corp., 11 Trafalgar Sq., Nashua, NH 03063;
(603) 886-1570.

Microsystems Engineering Corporation has
an electronic scheduling system that can run
standalone or integrated with MASS-11
Word Processing. MASS-11 Calendar offers
a full array of scheduling functions. ConflictResolution View can determine scheduled
and non-scheduled times of everyone invited
to a meeting. It can schedule a meeting on
a definite day or suggest dates available based
on a range of times provided by the user.
Once the time is selected, Calendar sends an
invitation to each user. Before sending electronic invitations, Calendar can verify that
the conference rooms, video equipment,
speakers and other resources needed will be
available at that time.
You can use the One-Month View to
display the number of events and reminders
for each day in a given month.
MASS-11 System requirements are VAXJ
VMS and IBM XT/AT, PS/2 or compatible.
To learn more, contact Microsystems
Engineering Corp., 2400 W. Hassell Rd.,
Ste. 400, Hoffman Estates, IL 60195;
(312) 882-0111.

C ircle 54 7 on reader card
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For A Full-Featured
Tektronix Graphics Terminal,
Just Add Your PC,
/vlac ffoi tr/~

,. 41o5.,
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4225 ...,
Emulation

·------·

Grafpoint's devotion to product innovation,
compatibility, and customer support makes us the
leader in Tektronix emulation . Grafpoint products
have a 30-day no-risk guarantee, free updates, and
technical support for 1 year. Find out w hy Grafpoint
is the technology leader in Tektronix emulation.
Ca ll today for the Grafpoint distributor nearest
you: (800) 426-2230, in CA call (408) 4 46-1919,
Grafpoint, 1485 Saratoga Avenue, San Jose, CA 95129.
~

GRAFPOlnT

•
•
•
•
•

Powerful source code librarian
Provides security to prevent conflicting changes to modules
Excellent documentation for easy implementation
Utilities for easy maintenance of parallel source files
Source code available

•
•
•
•

Provides automatic rebuild of changed and dependent modules
Powerful Macro utility simplifies repetitive tasks
Fast, space saving data storage and retrieval algorithm
Saves computer resources and programmer time

AVAILABLE FOR VAX, PDP-11 & MS-DOS
• 1" YES 11 1want top perform?nce

~....
____....:....__.
•. at an affordable price

For more information, call 1-800-874-8501.
6915 SW Macadam, Suite 200, Portland, OR 97219.

OREGON ~'IP' SOFlWARE
Professional Products for Software Development
• C++ • Pascal-2 · Cross-Development· Modula-2 •Source Tools·

TM
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IFULL SOURCE CODE MANAGEMENT
IPOWERFUL MAKE FACILITY

Grafpoint, the tech nology pacesetter in terminal
emulation, offers the broadest range of powerful
term inal emulation packages for PCs, PS/2s,
Macintosh lls, and workstations. Grafpoint's
em ulation products a re available for both asynchronous or networking env ironments.

~

source'IbolS
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Power Lines.

We built something special into our 400
PowerLine CI-400 and CI-800 dot
matrix printers that opens a whole
200
new page in output opportunities.
It's a fourth mode called Hi-Speed
LQ
Memo
Draft. And it lets you get more out of
Mode
Mode
your printer and your business than
ever before.
It also makes any line printer with three speeds
look old-fashioned and awkward. And a thing of
the past.
Our four-speed PowerLines can print just about
anything your business needs. The CI-400, for
example, prints out 400 lines per minute for highspeed data processing assignments. On another
line, tight and accurate letter quality at 85 lpm.
In between you get 300 lpm for crisp, highcontrast bar codes and graphics, and a convenient
200 lpm memo mode.
The CI-800 PowerLine takes four speeds even

further. For greater flexibility at 170,
400, 600 and 800 lines per minute.
No matter what mode you're in, both
printers use C.Itoh's proprietary
long-life print head design, and a
OP
Hi ·Speed
Mode
Oran
small
dot wire to fill those hard-toMode
reach corners for corporate letter
quality correspondence and solid
industry-specified bar codes.
All of which means you don't have to use one
printer for one job and a different printer for
another. Because the four speeds are all-in-one.
Ready and waiting for your commands.
Our PowerLine CI-400 and CI-800 line printers.
You'll quickly like what they can do. In four very
powerful ways.
For more information on our PowerLine family of
line printers, contact C.ltoh Electronics,
(714) 757-4492 for the nearest reseller in your area.

We Build More In So You Get More Out.
CIRCLE 310 ON READER CARD

C.ltoh Electronics, Inc., 2505 McCabe Way, Irvine, CA 92714
©1988 C. ltoh El ectro nics, Inc.

To find out more, contact George Jones,
Micom lnterlan Systems Inc., 155 Swanson
Rd., Boxborough , MA 01719 ; (6 17)
263-9929.

Circle 549 on reader card

OPTIFILE Offers Optical
And Magnetic Drives

RAD Data Communications' Remote Ethernet Management Station.

RAD's REM Controls
Bridge/Router Networks
RND, a subsidiary of RAD Data Communications, has introduced the Remote
Ethernet Management Station (REM), a
dedicated control station that controls and
monitors a bridge/router network.
From a central site, network managers
can view performance and troubleshoot any
of RAD 's Remote Ethernet Bridges. The
REM can monitor serial links between
bridges, observe a LAN connected to a particular bridge and regul ate actual bridge
performance.
Prices start at $5,950.
For more information, contact Beverly
Cohen, RAD Data Communications, 151 W.
Passaic St., Rochelle Pk. , NJ 07622;
(201) 587-8822.

Circle 542 on reader card

CA-STRATAGEM 6.1
Increases Speed
Computer Associates International Inc. announced CA-STRATAGEM Release 6.1. CASTRATAGEM is a corporate planning environment that combines multidimension
data management, financial modeling and
statistics, fourth-generation applications
development and management reporting (including graphics).
Significan tly increased speed has been
developed for CA-STRATAGEM operations
invo lving SET, UPDATE and TOTAL com-
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mands. A new RANGE keyword , ALSOBY,
enables users to select positions to be included in a range by determining their relationship to another defined dimension.
Another new keyword, WITHRANGES,
enables users to specify that ranges should
be respected during evaluation of the bound
ex pression.
Licenses range from $46,800 to
$115,080, depending on hardware configuration.
Learn more by contacting Susan D'Elia,
Computer Associates International Inc. , 711
Stewart Ave., Garden City, NY 11530-4 787;
(516) 227-3300.

Circle 548 on reader card

NP638 Aids Users Of
OS/2 LAN Manager
Micom lnterlan has announced the NP638,
a new hardware/software product incorporating the OSI protocol and Micom lnterlan's protocol processor board. With this
product, users of OS/2 LAN Manager can
use LAN Manager features including network administration and management ,
remote program execution, user logon security and station-to-station messages.
The NP638 has 512 KB of RAM for
packet buffering and protocol processing.
The controller uses an 82586 coprocessor
and is designed for the IBM PC AT bus. The
NP638 supports Ethernet, Thin Ethernet and
unshielded twisted-pair media.
The product sells for S995.

KOM lnc.'s OPTIFILE optical disk solution
can combine optical and magnetic disk connectivity to the host computer with a single
compact host adapter board. Both optical and
magnetic devices arc supported on the SCSI
bus. This offering is a dual-size card that provides two MSCP controller ports for the
Q-bus and UNIBUS system. Port A provides MSCP emulation for magnetic disk
drives (DU driver), whi le Port B provides
a SCSI pass-through mode fo r the OPTIFILE ZB driver.
This option is ideal for MicroVAX applications that have restricted backplane
space. The board replaces the need for two,
but maintains high performance. It supports
the maximum SCSI data transfer rate of 1.5
MB/sec., allowing the optical drives to reach
maximum speed.
More information is available by contacting
Linda Bradley, KOM Inc., 145 Spruce St.,
Ottawa, ON K1R 6P1; (613) 238-7766.

Circle 550 on reader card

Development Product
Has Expert System
Exsys Inc. has introduced an intelligent software development product, EXSYS, that
employs an expert system to increase speed
and quality of app lications software development. EXSYS enables organizations to develop quality applications quickly and in
conversational English.
· Applications produced by EXSYS
stantly are transportable instantly. Also, the
database is a unified structu re that is the
system specification. Thus, a simple database
inquiry is all that's needed to postulate a
change. EXSYS researches th e applica tion,
simulates the change and prints an impact
report, in English, which explains everything
in the system affected by the change. End
users can understand the report and parti cipate in decisions regarding that change.
Although non-trivial, at more than 500,000
lines ofC code, learning EXSYS is equivalent
to learning a sophisticated WP System. EXSYS runs on VAX and Data General
minicomputers.
A single-user license starts at $30,000.
Fo r more information, contact David
Pullman, Exsys Inc. , 405 Lexington Ave.,
39th Fl. , New York, NY 10 174; (2 12)
983-4646.

Circle 551 on reader card
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Here's What VAX Professionals Are Saying:

Squeeze The Most
Out Of Your VAX

Efficient Watchdog

Because DYNAMIC LOAD
BALANCER frees up memory
and CPU resources, you will be
able to have more interactive
users on your existing hardware.
The more heavily loaded your
VAX is, the greater your results
will be.

The DYNAMIC LOAD BALANCER
is like having a VAX system manager monitor and tune your system
on a non-stop basis. By monitoring
system performance and interactively modifying VMS system
parameters, CPU cycles and physical memory resources are distributed more evenly and efficiently.

"Using the DYNAMIC LOAD BALANCER is like having another VAX 780."

-INTERSTATE ELECTRONICS
"We were seriously considering replacing our VAX 785 with a larger CPU to give
us additional processing power and better interactive response lime for th e users.
I'm happy lo report lhal response lime is no longer an issue.··

-YUMA REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
"Overall response lime has improved forty percenl! "

-UNIVERSAL SEWING SUPPLY
"System performance has improved sufficiently to allow us to defer an em ergency
purchase of a 32 mb memory upgrade."

-UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, Radiology Department
"/am EXTREMELY pleased . . . congratulations on developing an excellent product."

-CITY OF LARGO, FLORIDA

YOU CAN INCREASE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE BY AT LEAST 25cro *
. WITHOUT ADDING HARDWARE!
THE ORIGINAL

VA<

lD YNAMICC
jl

LOAD

Reviewed By

BALANCER'"

Join the hundreds of sites who have already purchased DYNAMIC LOAD BALANCER. Licenses are $1,995
for any VAX. Cluster licenses are $4,495. A 30-day evaluation package is available for $69.95 which includes media and full documentation.

PLEASE CALL:

1-800-525-2527

In U.S. •

1-800-325-2527

In California •

619-455· 7 404

Elsewhere

30-DAY DEMO $69.95
San Diego Headquarters
9990 M esa Rim Road , Suite 220
San Diego, CA 92121

•

OUCH TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

FAX: (619) 455-7413

DYNAMIC LOAD BALANCER is the registered trademark of Touch Technologies, Inc.
VAX and VMS are the registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp.
D istributor inquiries welco me

• Results will vary depending on the system

Heavily saturated systems will benefit the most.
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THE UNIX™ OPERATING SYSTEM EXPOSITION & CONFERENCE

OCTOBER 31- NOVEMBER 2, 1988
JACOB K. JAVITS CONVENTION CENTER
NEW YORK CITY

YOUR GUIDE TO EFFECTIVE SOLUTIONS
Recent developments have accelerated the acceptance
to explore first hand, where you should be investing in
of UNIX system applications and solutions as a viable
your company's future.
option for business. As a result, it is now increasingly vital
The highly regarded Conference is an outstanding
that business and computer professionals be familiar with
opportunity to have industry experts and experienced
new developments in hardware, software, standards, conUNIX system users share their experience and insight with
nectivity, open systems and other issues that impact on
you. The tutorials, presented by AT&T, provides you with
how you invest your time and money.
concrete, practical information that can immediately be
With UNIX EXPO as your guide, you will be able to effecapplied to benefit your organization.
tively use the power of the UNIX system. At UNIX EXPO,
Attend UNIX EXPO, where business users, resellers and
explore new ways of enhancing and expanding your cursystems integrators will gain the knowledge, the insight
rent installation while protecting your previous investand the solutions to meet the challenge of increased proments. The outstanding solutions widely available NATIONAL ExPosmoNs ductivity and profitability. Make your plans today
with multi-user technology at UNIX EXPO will be
COMPAN Y. INC.
and let UNIX EXPO be your guide.
invaluable to current UNIX users as well as those
'
For more information on UNIX EXPO, contact:
new to the UNIX system.
D
National Expositions Company, Inc., 15 West 39th
Benefit from more than 150 leading manufacStreet, New York , NY 10018, USA , Tel: 212 / 391-9111
turers and suppliers exhibiting at UNIX EXPO and
Fax: 212 / 819-0755 Telex: 135401 dimcomm
UNIX® is a registered trademark of AT&T •

UNIX EXPO is not affiliated with AT&T

••••• • • • • • •
••••• • • • • •
•••••••••
•• •• •• •• •• •• •• •
••••••
•• •• •• •• •
•••
••
•

dDCN5620 Links
GE-FANUC To BITBUS
DATEM Ltd. released the newest member of
its dDCN5000 family, the dDCN5620
CCM2
SERIAL GATEWAY. The
dDCN5620 provides a link between the GEFANUC Series 1, 3 and 6 Programmable
Controllers and the BITBUS-distributed
control network. It allows up to 250 GEFANUC PLC units to be networked over a
high-speed SDLC-based communications
network and provides an integrated BASIC
interpreter and auxiliary RS232 serial and
Centronics parallel ports. A BITBUS network can be implemented using low-cost
twisted-pair wiring. RS-485 transmission
provides high noise immunity to as many as
250 BITBUS-compatible modules, at speeds
up to 2.4M baud.
The unit has 32 KB of firmware, 32 KB
of battery-backed static RAM, 8 KB of
variable memory space, a high-speed
tokenized DCBASIC interpreter and
iDCX-51, a compact, event-driven, multitasking executive allowing for unsupervised
data acquisition.
The dDCN5620 (D Connectors) is
priced at S 1, 100. The dDCN 5620/S (Screw
Terminals) is priced at $1,250.
For further information, contact DATEM
Ltd. , 148 Colonnade Rd., Nepean, ON K2E
7R4; (613) 225-5919.

TM

,#· VT220 Terminal Emulator

~:

--ONLY $99!
TEworks is an easy-to-use terminal emulation software package. With TEworks, your PC can take the
place of a terminal to connect to many types of
computer systems and networks.
•
•
•
•
•

VTl00/102, ANSI Standard, TTY, & VT220
Mcxlem, direct-connect, or AT&T ST ARLAN
ASCII non-protocol and XMODEM File Transfer
24 Host and User-Programmable Function Keys
See-N-Sa:Y" Connection Scripting Language

Why pay more for a package that is hard to use?
TEworks provides all the DEC connectivity your PC
needs for only $99! STARLAN version $149.

li70n nD ~ RcJfQ\r;:;-'){p)
LJ\::J~\::JLJU2JLJ~UU\.5
Software Corporation

909 Electric Avenue,
Seal Beach, California 90740
(800) 531-0450 or (213) 598-7746

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Talaris Creates
LN03 Cartridge
Talaris Systems Inc. announced a font cartridge for use with the LN03 Plus emulation
included in Talaris Printstations. This font
cartridge contains 66 fonts, which provide
all the fonts contained in seven DEC font cartridges for the LN03 or LN03 Plus laser
printers.
The Talaris LN03 font cartridge includes
proportional fonts from the Times, Triumvirate, and ITC Souvenir font families in
ASCII, supplemental and publishing character sets. Type styles include text, bold, italic,
bold italic, demi, light and light italic. Point
sizes range from 8 point to 24 point. For
compatibility with the LN03, users can select
fonts within the LN03 Plus emulation in the
same way they can select fonts in LN03 laser
printers. These fonts also can be selected from
the Printstation's native EXCL mode.
Because of the advanced controller architecture and font format used by the Talaris
Printstation Control System, users of the
fonts in native EXCL mode can select any
one of the Printstation's 10 special font attributes.
The Talaris LN03 font cartridge is priced
at $795.
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BUILD YOUR
COMPUIER UBRARY

For further information, contact Janice Kall,
Talaris Systems Inc., P.O. Box 261580, San
Diego, CA 92126; (619) 587-0787.
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CSD Extends IMPCON
Family With CIMPLAN

DEC PROFESSIONAL

Computer Systems Development Inc. (CSD)
has added CIMPLAN to its IMPCON product family. The new package automates
engineering data management, develops
quotes and estimates, performs process planning and offers a link directly to the sales
order processing and production management functions of manufacturing operations.
The IMPCON family supports a broad
range of computer-integrated manufacturing
and computer-integrated business applications for job shop, build-to-order, build-tostock or complete MRP II operations. The
system optionally includes asset management, contract costing, bar coding, warehouse management, time and attendance
tracking and links to business systems.
IMPCON operates on VAX/VMS.
Prices start at $30,000, depending on
software configuration and host computer.
For more information, contact Maggie
Guscott, Computer Systems Development
Inc., 910 Boston Post Rd., Marlborough, MA
01752; (617) 460-0330.

Back Issue Sets
Now Available!
DEC users read our magazine
from cover to cover, use it and
reuse it to help solve daily
problems, improve their
professional skills, and widen
their perspectives.

Now you can build your
computer library, receive
issues you missed and
replace well-worn copies.
Order the 45 available
back issues of
DEC PROFESSIONAL,
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July 1983 to present,
as a set and save.

V5.0 Enhances
Mac Communication

Order Now! Supplies are limited!
TO OIDEI CAU IZ15J 5'2·1001 ,,,,,, IOUf Cfldll Cini 11110111111/oa. or COllll/111
and fl/Urn ,,,, On/If torm ,,,,,,.. hlllllnl lllUll ,,, IRC/Udld ,,,,. IOUf On/If.
T Oip and Send T

T Clip and Send T

BACK ISSUE ORDER FORM
DEC PROFESSIOIAL
Please send
set(s) of 45 available back issues of
D DEC PROFESSIONAL. $135 for each set ordered. Includes shiping by surface mail. Add $10 for each set delivered to Canada.
PLEASE MAKE PAYMENT IN U.S. DOLLARS AND DRAWN ON A U.S. BANK.

0 Check enclosed for $ _ _ _ __
0 Charge to:
0 VISA
0 MASTERCARD
Account#1

I

I

I

I

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Ex. Date ___.___

Signature _________________ Date _ _____
NAME

PLEASE PRINT

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY _ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ _ __
COUNTRY

STATE _ _ _ _ ZIP_ __ _ __

TELEPHONE (

Mail completed form with payment to:
PROFESSIONAL P~S INC., P.O. Box 504, Spring House, PA 19477-0504

Pacer Software Inc. has announced PacerLink
V5.0, a new release of its Mac-to-VAX communication software. V5.0 features a user interface with a multiwindow terminal emulation capability that enables Mac to concurrently interact with multiple VAX sessions.
It also can map VT terminal attributes to
colors on a Macintosh II and display
132-colurnn format on the Mac screen.
PacerLink communication to VAX can
be via asynchronous connection, Kinetics
FastPath Loca!Talk/Ethernet bridge or direct
Mac Ethernet connection. PacerLink uses the
standard AppleTalk protocol suite for network communication. There are no VAX
hardware requirements except a standard
Ethernet controller cart!.
PacerLink pricing is server based, so that
only the VAX portion of the software is
licensed, allowing unrestricted distribution
of the IBM PC and Mac software. Pricing
starts at $2,000 per VAX.
Find out more by contacting David
Ryter, Pacer Software Inc., 7911 Herschel
Ave., Ste. 402, La Jolla, CA 92037; (619)
454-0565.
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If you happen to wear their size.
In sales order management, "great fit" means doing the
job the way you do business- using your unique order
types and your way of processing them. It also means
adapting to your changing needs. And it means doing all
of this without the time or cost of custom program
development.
If you have unique requirements for export orders,
consignment orders - any kind of order - Cardinal
can automate them quickly and easily at a fraction of
the cost of custom software development. No one else

can offer you this combination of exact fit and easy
adaptability.
The secret: the Cardinal Configurator, an exclusive
architecture that lets you specify, in detail, an unlimited
number of order types and how each is processed. As
your needs change, your systems can change with them
-without programming.
So why settle for an inflexible order management
system? Or spend a fortune on custom software development? Call Cardinal. And get the best of both worlds.
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75 Second Avenue, Needham, MA 02194 • (617) 449-0066
Distributors: Los Angeles (714-554-1551) • Sydney (2-436-4022)
INTEGRATED SOFTWARE FOR: ORDER MANAGEMENT • PURCHASING • INVENTORY

• RECEIVABLES • PAYABLES • GENERAL LEDGER

DEC* DEPOT REPAIR • DEC* SERVICE TRAINING
DEC* SPARE PARTS

NEW

BUY

DECTM

USED

SELL

SYSTEMS
MODULES
PERIPHERALS
VAX @Q·BUS@UNIBUS
CALL TODAY

~e.il - 1-YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL EQUIPMENT SALES & REPAIRS-
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• 11 YEARS IN THE DEC* BUSINESS
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• 5 DAY STANDARD TURNAROUND ON REPAIRS
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• PDP 8 TO VAX, AND PERIPHERALS COVERAGE

• OPTIONAL 24 HR. EMERGENCY REPAIR

E
R

E

c
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• ADVANCE SWAP/EXCHANGE PROGRAM
• LEASING OR RENTALS
• FLAT RATE REPAIR PRICESNOLUME DISCOUNTS
• UPGRADES AND ECOs AT NO ADDITIONAL COST
• TRAINING, AT YOUR FACILITY OR ESS's
• AN INVENTORY IN EXCESS OF 100,000 ITEMS
• SAME DAY SHIPMENTS ON PURCHASES
• OPTIONAL 2417 COVERAGE
• PERSONALIZED SERVICE/COMPETITIVE PRICES

~e.il - CDCt DEPOT REPAIR & SPARES - '°""If-

617-547-4005 • 800-892-9230
TELEX 374-8460 FAX (617) 354-1417

CALL US FOR QUOTES
REPAlRS/BUVINGI SELLLNGI
RENT ING!TRAINING' LEASING

PHONE: 414·255-4634

DEC

COMPETITIVE PRICING

'°""If-

c:t::lo~~~~10N

LET US QUOTE YOU ON ALL YOUR DEC NEEDS
*DEC A TRADEMARK OF DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP

"Hi! I'm Maggie Connelly,
a purchasing manager at
Midwest Systems. Please
accept my 'invitation ' to call us
about purchasing your used or
new DEC Equipment.

FAX: 414-255-5418
TELEX: 260183
ESS LTD MEFS

is
Your Answer for DEC* Repairs & Spares

--

_ ..........
. ...........
................._.,...........

"We'll
pay you
CASH for
your unneeded
DEC equipment"

I think you11 be glad you
called us, and for two very
good reasons. The first, is that
we are active buyers .. . not shoppers. We buy well over 5,000 DEC products every month and are rated as
the nation 's largest purchaser of DEC equipment. The second reason is simple. We buy both individual DEC
products and complete systems ... and make immediate cash payment.
During the nine years that I've been at Midwest, we've helped thousands of people and companies who
were faced with the task of selling their unneeded DEC equipment. I'm sure that you 'll also enjoy working
with us and our 16 very courteous and helpful buyers. •

.AlMIDWEST

ll'lliiSYSTEMS
INCORPORATED

2800 Southcross Drive West, Burnsville, MN 55 33 7
• DEC is a regi stered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.

Please accept our invitation . .. Call us today on
our toll-free number: 1-800-328-1000, ext. 9939 .
(In Minnesota , call 1-612-894-4020).
We look forward to talking with you~M~,,J/..IA

Thanks!

~

'-""' ___

7

------9*i11* 1 !111F1H•- --August Clearance

DEC

DEC

11/44-CA . . . ........ .. .. . . . ... . .. .. .. . . .. . .... . ... .. $3, 195
DMF32-LP ...... ... . ... . .. .. ........ .. •. . .. •. . .. ... .... 295
H9642-AP . . . ...... . ..... . .... .. ..... .. ... .. .. . ...... . . 795
H9652-MF ... . .... . ....... . .......... . .. .. ... . . ... ..... 795
LP25-AA . .. . . . ..... .. .. . . . . . .........•. . ..•. ... ...... 1,495
RA60-AA .... . . . ... . .......... . .•.... . . .. . ... . ..... . .. 8,495
RD54-AA (UNUSED) . .. . • .. ...... . ... ...... . ............ 2,695
RL01 K-DC (NEW) . . . .... .. . . . . .. .... .. . . ................. 85
RL02-A .............. .. .... ... ..•... .. . . ..... ..... .... 225
RL02K-DC ........ .. . .. .. ..... . .. . . .. . ... . .. .. .... .. . . .. 45
RLV12 .......... . . . .. .. . . .. . ..... . .. . ..... . ......... .. 595
RX02-BA . . ... . .•. . ... . .... . ... . . ... . . ...... .. .... ..... 225
TK25/TQK25 .... . .. . . ... . .. ........ .. ... .. .... .. ....... 795
TU80-AA ..... . ........ . .... . .......... . ..... . ........ 1795
We will pay cash for your surplus equipment

EUROPE

NEEDS YOUR
DEC EQUIPMENT tlJW

ICEX, Inc. has more than 10 years experience
selling DEC hardware in Europe. We pay CASH
for DEC peripherals and systems to sell to our
European customers. Take advantage of the low
U.S. dollar and call

DEC COMPATIBLES

1-800-222-4239.

CDC 9457 . ..... .. ... .. . . . ......... .... .............. $ 795
EMU LEX SC02 . .. .. ... . ....•... . ..•........ . ... .. .. ... . 395
EMU LEX SC03-BX .. . .................. . .... . . . .. .... . . . .425
EMU LEX 0032 .. . .. ... ... .. . ...... . ........ .. .. ... ..... 995
FUJI 2312 . . . . . .. .. . ........... .... . •. . .... ... •...... 1,195
FUJI 2322 . . . . .. .. .• . .. .. . . ...... ... . .... . .. .... ..... 1,995
PLESSY PM 7258 .... .... ........ .. . .... . ... .... . . ...... 195
SI 9900 ... .. .. . . . . . .... • ...... .. ... . .... .. ......... . .. 795

•

/Gr

---
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¥Minnecomputers. Inc.

DEC is a registered trademark
of Digital Equipment Corp.

9201 E. Bloomington Frwy.•Mpls., MN 55420
(612) 884-6601 FAX (612) 884-6652
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C LANGUAGE CONSULTING AND EDUCATION by noted DEC PROFESSIONAL

columnist. Also other languages and packages on RSX, VMS, RSTS and MS-DOS,
including DBMS and DECnet. Applications
experience includes real-time, process control,
engineering, scientific and commercial
systems. Rex Jaeschke. (703) 860-0091 .

SYSTEMS & PERIPHERALS
•
•
•
•

CPUs • MEMORIES
DISC & TAPE DRIVES
CRTs • TERMINALS • PRINTERS
INTERFACES Etc.

REMTEC FUJITSU 2284. 168 MB, Disc Drive,
$695. Fully guaranteed. (415) 463-3511.
REMTEC FUJITSU 2294K. 336 MB, $2,295.
{415) 463-3511 .

•PRO 350/380 MEMORY BOARDS
•DISK DRIVES - BIG & FAST FOR PRO

l!molGITM
COMPUTER
EXCH!l-..NGE INC
27773 lndustnal Blvd . Hayward. CA 94545

-·

c:Jc:X)"-"'·" ..

CALL-(415) 887-3100
FAX (415) 887-5590 TLX 709536

SEPTEMBER 1988

International Computer
Exchange, Inc.
740C South Pierce Ave.
Louisville , Colorado 80027-9989
303/666-5400
Telex: 292682
FAX: 303/666-7054

• RAM - DISK Softwllre for
Micro/RSX,* l lM (+) & P1os·

Call 415-420- 9579
Proto Systems
1238 Josephine St, Berkeley, CA 94703

VAX SYSTEM SPECIALIST
Are you interested in a position that is fulfilling
as well as rewarding? W. L. Gore & Associates,
Inc. the innovative company that developed 'GoreTex' waterproof, breathable fabric for high performance outerwear has an opening in its Elkton,
Maryland facility.
We are looking for an aggressive, self-starting individual to provide VAX software and hardware
support in a fast paced manufacturing environment. This position requires a BS degree in Computer Science or Engineering and :
• 5 years experience with VAX, VMS,
FORTRAN programming
• Knowledge of Decnet and Ethernet
communication
• Familiarity with RMS, Datatrieve, TOMS, and
real time graphics
• The desire to troubleshoot process control
interface hardware
Experience with local area VAX clusters and the
networking of personal computers to a VAX
system is a real plus.
W. L. Gore and Associates, Inc. is known for its
stimulating corporate culture that stresses individual freedom, fairness and commitment. We
offer competitive benefits and a relocation
package. Send your resume in confidence to :
W.L. Gore and Associates, Inc., Attn: Barbara
Holloway, 551 Paper Mill Road , Newark, DE
19714-9206

LEX USERS

VAX TIME

• Have you been waiting for
version 9b?
• Do you need support or training?

• 785, 780 Computers

• Are you interested in adding
spreadsheet, graphics or
database software?

•
•
•
•

For more information call Saturn Systems.
the exclusive distributor for LEX products.

800-328-6145

AME RICAN DI GITA L
TECHNOLOGIES

37 High Street
Danvers, MA 01923

We need to buy your excess
DEC equipment
now!

VAX & PDP-11
Turn your unwanted
computer equipment
into cash!
,,., Large inventory
,,., Immediate availability
,,., Super Prices

VAX. RENTALS
MICROVAX II
VAX 700 SERIES
VAX 8000 SERIES
Systems & Peripherals
• Add-On Flexibility
• Purchase Options

R
INC.

3657 Hi Dale • Lake Orion. Ml 48035
313-332·7997
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DEC CONYERS IONS
We CONVERT Information to and
from DEC and other systems.
• Word Processing
• Database
• Spreadsheet
• Disks, Tapes, or Hardpacks

If you need to move data between
~

and any other vendor call:

Iii
!
M

508-777-4666

VAX 111750 .... $15
VAX 11f780 .... $15
PDP 11123 .... $13
PDP 11173 .... $13

1-800-445-8296
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MEADOWLARK
ENTERPRISES

FAX-508-777-8433

RA81 ........ $13
RASO . .. . . . .. $13
MICROVAX ... $13
SA482 .... . .. $13

(800) 669- 7070
(714) 957-8440
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CONTACT:

10120 West 76th Street
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
612-944-2452

Protective Covers for
Digital Equipment

Rates from $6.00/Hour
Timeshared or Dedicated
Tymnet access available
Disaster Recovery Services

Costa :\1esa California

SATURN#

SWITCH COVERS

General
Information
Services.Inc.

1-800- USA-GISB

or

215 - 557-1950

800 DEC-OLER
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SOLID COMPUTER

VAX CAREERS SOUTHEAST

YOUR AFFILIATED O.E.M. SPECIALIZING
IN COMPLETE SOLUTIONS:

Being in the right place at the right time is the best way
to take advantage of a career opportunity' Making you
aware of the right place and presenting your credentials at the right time is what I do best'
Numerous opportunities for all levels of VAX professionals. Skills in the following areas are highly valued :

TELTRADE SYSTEMS

****

****

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL:
CDC 9720/736MB SUBSYSTEM FOR
Q-BUS, INCL. DRIVE, CONTROLLER,
SMD TERMINATOR POWER SUPPLY,
OPERATOR PANEL, RACK-MOUNT KIT,
CABLES .... . .. . ................ .
FUJITSU
EMULEX
CDC
MAXlDR

CLEARPOINT
EXABYTE
TEKTRONIX
TOPS

MEGATAPE
DIGITAL
EQUIP. CORP.
ETC........ .

PHONE: (404) 984-2003, FAX: (404) 984-0596
TELEX: 154184
CIRCLE 330 ON READER CARD
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ddo

otalTAL
DEAL.ER&
A.SSOCl.ATK>N

Look for this logo - it 's your
insurance that you are doing business with a
reputable dealer in the used DEC' marketplace. dda was fonned in 1982 as a trade
association to promote ethical dealings in the
secondary hardware market.
For membership &

DIGITAL DEALERS ASSOCIATION

other information :

313/475-8333
107 S. Main St .• Suite 202

Chelsea. Ml 4811 8

•
•
•
•
•
•

FORfRAN
COBOL
C
ORACLE
ADABAS
ULTRA/SUPRA
CALL

•
•
•
•
•
•

Any RDBMS
INFORMIX
MANUFACTURING
R& D
SCIENTIFIC
VMS

or WRITE

BRENDA CAREY, C.P.C.
DIGITAL SPECIALIST
When you want to be in the right place
at the right time'

(919-222-0231)
AMOS & ASSOCIATES
6338 Chapel Hill Road Burlington . NC 27215
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We've Improved On The VT320™
From The Desktop Up.
TeleVideo's new 9320 sets a higher
standard of performance for VT320-clas.s
terminals.
Starting with a single-board design,
and reduced chip count, our 9320 is built
for exceptional reliability. And backed by
our one-year limited end-user warranty.
The 9320 is also built for exceptional readability. Take a look at its 70
Hertz flicker-free display and large, easyto-read characters and you'll see a big
improvement over the DEC®VT320.
Take a look at the comparison chart
and you'll see the 9320 offers many other
improvements, too. All for less than DEC
charges for the VT320.

70 Hz refresh rate
10 x 14 character cell
2 pages memory standard (up to 8 pages maximum)
Tilt and swivel base standard
DB25 pin and DECconnect'" host and aux ports
Set-up programmable function keys
VideoDesk'" desktop accessories
Dedicated ESCAPE, BACKSPACE and LI NEFEED Keys

For more information fast on our new
9320 terminal, call us toll-free or write
today. TeleVideo Systems, lnc., 1170 Morse
Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3568.
Because our 9320 could help you make
some big improvements on all your desktops.

TeleVideo 9320
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

DECVT320
0
0

No
No
0
0

No
No

OTeleVideo®
THE \'ISION YO

EED TO SUCCEED.
CIRCLE 339 ON READER CARD

Call 1-800-835-3228
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Measured Against Masterpiece,
All Other Financial Software
Comes Up Short.
A Total Flnanclal System.
Only Computer Associates' Masterpiece®
offers a complete financial sotl\M:Jre
system, with add-on capabilities
beyond the reach of any
competitor:
• Graphics that generate
persuasive, executive-quality
presentations and reports.
• Host and PC Project Management
to provide versatile and ad\onced
project management.
• Distribution Management System
with fully integrated, realtime purchasing, inventory control and order
processing.
• Decision Support System for more
sophisticated financial analysis and
business decision making.
Faster, More Informed Decision Making.
Effective corporate financial management
requires more than just the basic accounting
sotl\MJre products. Masterpiece's total solution is
designed to irnp11..;.~ )'Ol.Jr abiltty to manage
and control )'Ol.Jr financial information for bster.
more informed decision making.

Don't Come Up Short-Evaluate Mastefplece!
Offered with an unmatched on-site installation
and implementation program, Masterpiece is
native to your Digital Vtv< . \Ne invite your
comparison. Find out how Masterpiece and
Computer Associates offer the best solution for all
your financial needs. Call Chris Andrews today:
800-841-3734 (Ext. 1909)
(In Calif. 800-468-0725)
Computer A5sociates
10505 Sorrento Valley Road
San Diego, CA 92121-1698
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BACK END

The PC Revolution:
An Update

When speaking to large
groups, I'm
frequently
asked, "Where does the desktop computing revolution stand?" Today, people want to know four things about the
PC scene.

John C. Dvorak

Should I buy an IB M,
IB M clone or
an Apple Macintosh?

''
''

If we're to think big, expect an operating
system that's 16 MB or larger within
the next two decades.

This has become a question of
economics. If you want to get into the
IBM camp, buy the least expensive but
most powerful clone you can find. Users
who find the Mac world more to their
liking have little choice but to pay the
piper and buy a Mac. All these machines
will serve almost any desktop need .

If you're wondering why you'll
need all this memory, imagine a machine
with a built-in FAX, OCR scanner,
phone machine, video controller and
PostScript drivers. The memory requirements rise high.

Should I purchase an
XT, AT or 80386?

This issue won't go away until users run
into a brick wall, which is where MSDOS is headed . Users have to start
thinking in terms of a 16-MB minimum
configuration for desktop systems and
accept that new operating systems will
be as large as the entire system size of
the previous generation. This means the
OS will be 640 KB or larger. When PC
users look back, they discover that the
current MS-DOS files including COMMAND.COM and the two hidden files
MSDOS.SYS and IO.SYS are 87 KB, far
larger than the "huge" 64 KB 8080 and
Z-80 systems of the past.
Bill Gates, head of Microsoft, has
said many times that the 640 KB boundary was established because a system
that was 10 times larger than any
previous system was expected to hold its
own for a decade or more. It held up for
six years, and now users are moaning
about the 640 KB limitation. Gates has
since given up thinking in terms of
limitations, and an operating system
that's 1 MB or larger is conceivable. In

It's interesting how Apple gets left out
of this discussion. This question is even
more complicated (or less, depending on
your perspective) now that Intel has
released its 16-bit version of the 80386
chip dubbed the 386SX.
Anything but an 80386 is a potential white elephant. While some seers
believe that the fast 80286 machines using Harris CMOS parts will supplant the
8088s and become the common workhorses of the future, I disagree. The
386SX is the workhorse. Soon, the 8088s
and the 286s will be functional as terminals and simple word processors, but
that's all.
Any fancy software we'll see in the
W Os will be 80386 specific. The limitations of the 640 KB barrier on the other
machines will die and take the machines
with them. You've been warned.
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stay w ith MS-DOS?

fact , if we're to think big, expect an
operating system that's 16 MB or larger
within the next two decades.
With this is mind, we must accept
that OS/2 or something better (but still
large) will emerge as the new standard
in the 1990s. This will happen no matter how much complaining we hear
from the conservatives.

Do I need a network?
If you have to ask, you don't need one.
I'm amused by the number of PC users
who feel they should be part of a network for no particular reason. Although
the network has its place in an office
that's loaded with PCs used for order
entry, invoicing and receivables, it's not
worth the hassle in other environments.
In many offices, the implementation of
a complex network leads to the most
useless notion ever conceived, the
diskless workstation. Terminal makers
and others promote this device as some
sort of cost-saving convenience. In reality, it's an expensive terminal that's
completely useless if the network
crashes.
The answer about the direction of
the desktop computing revolution is
simple: more of the same. Look for PCs
that are faster, smaller, cheaper and still
personal.
•
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powerful printers.
But what you've really
system, and need a better
And now, your DEC and got is pure Datasouth.
printer, better get one that's
Datasouth's DS 400 make
Draft text at 400 cps, memo on the same wavelength.
a powerful pair. Because
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In the fast-changing, innovative world
of PC to VAX connectivity. RAF Remote
Access Facility Version.2 has set a new
standard of excellence.
And while the competition struggles to
catch up. RAF Version 2 breaks new
ground. offering options and capabilities
they haven't even dreamed of.
In fact. RAF Version 2 has redefined the
concept of connectivity. enriching it with
new and sophisticated features that go
far beyond the basic file transfer and terminal emulation capabilities of other software systems.

REMARKABLE INTEGRATION TOOLS.
RAF Version 2 offers a total software
integration solution whether communieating asynchronously or over Ethernet. In
addition to RAF's powerful core of capa-

bilities are unique tools such as .. .
• PC Advise: Allows a,ny network PC to
access any other PO for assistance.
• Dumper: Provides a flexible. convenient
backup and restore utility that may be
used to cqpy PC files to and from the
remote VAX automatically.
• Update: Allows users to upda e software automatically from a remote VAX.
• RAF M enu : Allows a single menu to
serve as a gateway to both PC and VAX
applications.
• RAFSET: Allows the user to remap the
keyboard for terminal emulation including options for 132 column support and
international character support.

COMPLETE ETHERNET SUPPORT.
RAF Version 2 is the fastest and most

Visit us in Booth #2216 at DEXPO West '88

powerful software in existence for an
Ethernet environment. supporting 20
major Ethernet Cards. including the newest Micro Channel cards for the IBM PS/2s.

FREE 30-DAY TRIAL
See how RAF Version 2 goes beyond
the boundaries of connectivity and allows
users to access all of the VAX resources
seamlessly and transparently. Take advantage of these unique capabilities with a
free 30-day trial.
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In New York: (212) 807 7800: 1n Canada: (613) 938-3333
Datab1l1ty Software Systems. Inc.. 322 Eighth Ave .. NY. NY 10001
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